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ABSTRACT 

Several surfaces chemically modified with a variety 
of surface modifiers have been studied using 
chromatographic, nuclear magnetic resonance, and 
computational techniques. The goal was to determine the 
effect of modifier structure on the solvation, 
selectivity, and efficiency of chemical interactions 
occurring at chemically modified surfaces. 

19 

Oleyldimethylchlorosilane has been synthesized and 
bonded to silica to determine the effect of a 
conformational change at the center of the chain on the 
behavior of the entire surface. It has been shown with 
these studies that the configuration of the modifier plays 
an important role in determining the selectivity of 
chemical interactions at modified surfaces. By comparison 
with phospholipid bilayers, of the structure, solvation 
and dynamics of alkyl-modified silicas has been achieved. 

Octyldimethylsilyl- and octadecyldimethylsilyl
modified silicas have been further reacted with t
butyltrichlorosilane, t-butyldimethylchlorosilane and 
trimethylchlorosilane to determine both the utility of t
butyltrichlorosilane as an end-capping reagent and the 
extent to which solvation of the near-surface region 
affects the performance of these surfaces. It was shown 
that the orientation and solvation of modifiers at the 
near surface has a profound effect on the selectivity and 
efficiency of chemical interactions at the surface. 

sepharose gels modified with iminodiacetic acid have 
been studied by titrimetric and spectroscopic means. A 
model compound has been synthesized and characterized in 
solution. The results have led to a better understanding 
of the behavior of chelating agents at sepharose surfaces 
and the effects of immobilization on the behavior of 
ligands at a surface. 

Finally, quartz crystalline microbalances modified 
with physisorbed polymer layers have been studied by 
correspondence analysis. In this case, is has been shown 
that the polymer backbone of the modifying agent plays an 
important role in determining the selectivity of the 
modified surfaces. 

Together these studies have led to a more complete 
understanding of the effects of the structure and 
solvation of modified surfaces on the selectivity and 
efficiency of chemical interactions occurring at those 
surfaces. These observations apply to interactions 
occurring at chromatographic stationary phases and to 
interactions at chemically modified surfaces in general. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Much of the research in physics, chemistry, and 

biochemistry in the past two decades has been concerned with 

the characterization of surfaces. A surface is defined as 

an interface between two phases, such as a gas and a solid 

or solid and a liquid. The interest in these interfaces 

stems from the fact that they play an important role in a 

variety of chemical systems. Many interesting 

electrochemical phenomena occur at interfaces. 1-4 Many 

catalytic systems, including zeolite catalysts5 and modified 

silica supports6,7 depend on interactions which occur at an 

interface. Solid-phase synthetic systems also utilize 

selective interactions at an interfacial region. 8,9 In 

biochemical systems, cell membranes constructed of 

phospholipid bi1ayers and proteins have received a lot of 

attention because of their role in a variety of health 

issues. 10-12 Micellar and vesicular systems have been studied 

in detail for use in drug transport,13 cata1ysis,14 and in 

separation science. 15-17 Also in the separation sciences, 

solid-phase adsorbents for use in gas and liquid 
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chromatography, water softening, and solid-phase extraction 

have been developed and studied in detail. 18,19 

While the study of interfacial phenomena is often 

concerned with one of the specialized areas mentioned above, 

the same physical parameters and factors govern the 

selectivity and efficiency of the interactions observed in 

many interfacial systems. Essentially, selectivity requires 

primary interactions which are specific and homoenergetic. 

Secondary interactions, which can cause interferences in 

selectivity, must be minimized. In the best cases secondary 

interactions are limited to nonspecific low energy phenomena 

such as dispersion forces. Efficiency requires kinetically 

"fast" and homoenergetic interactions. This requires that 

the kinetics of the interaction itself must be "fast," and 

also that mass transfer to and from the surface must be 

"fast" as well. 

While many interfaces provide the selectivity and 

efficiency required for a particular application in their 

natural state, numerous others must be specifically modified 

so that they may provide the desired interactions. The goal 

of surface modification is to enhance the selectivity and 

efficiency of the interactions at an interface. Much of the 

interest in modified surfaces is concerned ~'lith modified 

electrodes for selective electrochemical analysis, 3,4 

modified supports for more efficient and selective 
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catalysis,6,7 modified supports for solid-phase synthetic 

systems ,8,9 and modified metal surfaces for corrosion 

inhibition. i.e. 20 Perhaps modified surfaces are more important 

in the area of separation science than in any other field. 

It has been the ability to modify support materials with an 

assortment of modifying reagents which has led to the wide 

variety of highly selective and efficient separation 

materials available today. Silica support materials and 

organic polymeric support materials have been modified in 

many ways to yield stationary phases for use in ion-exchange 

chromatography, protein separations, affinity 

chromatography, and general separations methods. 18,19 

1.1 Support Materials in Separation Science 

The separation sciences include such techniques as 

centrifugation, solvent extraction, electrophoresis, solid

phase extraction, and gas, supercritical fluid and liquid 

chromatography. Modified support materials are used in many 

of the techniques, but are central to the chromatographic 

methods and solid phase extraction. Chromatographic 

separation, first proposed and investigated by Mikhail 

Tswett,21,22 separates analytes by differential migration. A 

flowing stream of mobile phase (gas, supercritical fluid, or 

liquid) is passed over an immobile stationary phase in a 
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packed bed or column. A block diagram of the e>c:perimental 

apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The stationary phase is a 

liquid or solid adsorbed or covalently bonded to a solid 

support material. Analyte species partition between the 

mobile phase and the stationary phase, the extent of the 

interaction with the stationary phase being determined by 

the difference in the free energy of interaction with the 

stationary and mobile phases. Analytes which have more 

energetically favorable interactions with the stationary 

phase spend more time in that phase, migrate more slowly, 

and thus require a longer period of time to travel the 

length of the column. 

During the process of migration through the column the 

concentration profile of the analyte in the mobile phase, 

which starts as a spike at the injector, is broadened into 

a skewed Gaussian peak (see Figure 2). The broadening 

processes include inequivalent flow velocities due to 

inhomogeneities in the packing structure of the column or 

poor instrumental design, mass transfer to and from the 

stationary phase interface, and diffusion in the mobile 

phase. 23 Asymmetry in the peak, measured as the B/A ratio 

as indicated in Figure 2, is generally an indication of 

interaction of the analyte with multiple sites with a 

variety of interaction energies. 23 
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Silica materials have received much of the attention in 

the separation sciences because silica provides a nearly 

ideal support for use in chromatographic methods. with the 

exception of alkaline (pH:>8 or 9) environments they are 

chemically stable. They are structurally sound, 

withstanding pressures of 2000 atmospheres. They are 

available with nominal particle diameters as low as 1 ~m and 

the distribution of particle diameters can be tightly 

controlled, allowing highly efficient packing structure for 

column chromatography. They are porous, yielding typical 

surface areas of 200-500 m2/g and as high as 1000 m2/g. 

These high surface areas allow stationary phases with high 

capacity. The porosity can also be tightly controlled 

yielding non-porous, macroporous (>50nm), mesoporous (2-50 

nm) and microporcus «2nm) materials. 

The chemistry of the surface of silica is dominated by 

the chemistry of the silanol. Silanols are polar, mildly 

acidic (pka=6. 5), and reactive. perhaps due to the physical 

heterogeneity of the amorphous silica surface or possibly 

due to metal impurities in the silica matrix there are a 

variety of silanol sites. 24 Some of these are illustrated 

in Figure 3. These silanol sites are known to vary in 

activity, acidity and reactivity. 24,25 In their unmodified 

state, silica support materials may be used for normal phase 

liquid chromatography. In this approach, a relatively 
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nonpolar liquid is used as the mobile phase, and silica is 

used as the solid-phase adsorbent. The interactions of 

analyte molecules with the silica surface are at the polar 

silanol sites and with adsorbed water at those sites. This 

approach is plagued by a myriad of problems. 

most significant is the heterogeneity of 

Perhaps the 

the silanol 

adsorption sites and the slow kinetics of the adsorption

desorption process. 

Fortunately the silica surface lends itself to 

modification with a wide variety of reagents yielding an 

assortment of surfaces with improved selectivity and 

efficiency. Silica support materials were originally 

modified with a physisorbed liquid. 26 Later, the surface was 

modified by covalently bonding a reagent to the surface to 

form a bonded phase material. The original covalent 

modifiers were alcohols, which reacted with the silanol 

sites to yield an ether linkage. 27 A variety of reagents 

have been employed since that time, with the most popular 

being the reactive silanes, which bond to the surface by 

reaction with silanol sites to form a silyl ether linkage. 18 

More recently, physisorbed and covalently bonded polymeric 

films have been used to modify silica support materials.~'~ 

Modification of the surface with reactive silanes is 

usually carried out through one of the following reaction 

schemes: 
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where X is a hydrolyzable species such as Cl- or -OCH
l

• This 

method of modification was originally studied by Barry et. 

ale among others for the purpose of waterproofing glass 

surfaces. 3o Reaction (1) is generally referred to as 

polymeric modification, while (2) is commonly called 

monomeric. Monomeric modifications yield reproducible 

monolayer coverage of the silica surface. The reaction 

kinetics are relatively slow and the monolayer coverages do 

not completely deactivate the silica surface. Polymeric 

modifications, on the other hand, yield relatively high 

coverage and are quite fast. Unfortunately, these 

modifications are very difficult to reproduce on a batch to 

batch basis because the extent and rate of reaction depends 

on the amount of water available in the system. With silica 
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systems, it is difficult at best to control the amount of 

water available in the reaction system. 

Variation in the R groups generates an array of unique 

surfaces. Polar R groups can be used to produce surfaces 

for normal-phase separations. Ionic and ionizable R groups 

are used to form surfaces for ion-exchange separations. 

Reversed-phase surfaces are generated through modification 

with alkyl groups, most notably octyl and octadecyl groups. 

These are by far the most popular, having been employed in 

80% of recently reported separation methods. 18 In reversed

phase methods, a relatively polar m~bile phase is employed 

(usually acetonitrile or methanol and water) and the 

interactions of the analytes with the stationary phase are 

lipophilic interactions with the non-polar alkyl chains 

bonded to the surface. 

When reactive silanes are employed for surface 

modification, residual or unbonded silanol sites remain. 

While there are approximately 8 ~moles of silanol sites per 

square meter of surface, only 2.5 to 4 ~moles of monomeric 

modifier can be bonded to the surface. When polymeric 

modifiers are used, each modifier introduces new silanol 

si tes to the surface upon hydration. In reversed-phase 

chroma"cography, secondary interactions which occur at these 

residual silanol sites cause the same problems as are 

observed in normal phase chromatography, namely poor 
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efficiency and heterogeneity of interaction energies. The 

residual silanols are blamed by many for the poor efficiency 

observed in reversed-phase chromatography of basic amine 

compounds. 24,31 Secondary reaction of the modified surface 

with a relatively small monoreactive end-capping reagent 

such as trimethylchlorosilane or hexamethyl-disilazane is 

often carried out in an attempt to reduce the affect of 

these residual silanol sites. 

In part because of the secondary interactions which 

exist on these bonded silicas, and in part because of the 

instability of modified silicas in alkaline media, polymer 

coated silica has recently been studied. 28,29 Polymer coatings 

on silica or other porous supports and on the internal 

surfaces of fused silica capillaries have been used for many 

years in gas chromatography with a great deal of success. 

The polymer coating of silica materials has been carried out 

in a variety of ways, including physisorption of 

polybutadiene and polystyrene polymers to covalent bonding 

of a monomeric precursor such as a vinyl functionality 

followed by copolymerization with a second precursor such as 

styrene. Polymer coated silica provides the mechanical 

stability of silica materials with a chemically deactivated 

surface. Chemical deactivation of the surface provides a 

more stable medium, since the silica is protected from 

hydrolytic attack. Functional groups can be introduced to 
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provide the desired selectivity. It remains to be seen 

whether these surfaces will provide the capacity and 

efficiency obtained with traditional bonded phase silica. 

Organic polymer based stationary phase support 

materials in a variety of forms have also attracted some 

attention. 32 The polymeric backbones are very stable 

chemically, and thus can be used under very severe chemical 

conditions. These materials have generally been used for 

separation systems in which silica supports cannot be used 

because of chemical instability. The polymeric materials 

lack the mechanical stability necessary for high pressure 

conditions, and their tendency to swell or shrink with 

changes in solvation makes them rather difficult to work 

with. However, modified po1ystyrene-diviny1benzene based 

phases have for some time been used for ion exchange 

separations and have more recently found application in the 

separation of low molecular weight compounds, peptides, and 

proteins by reversed-phase methods.n,~ 

A very interesting set of modified polymeric support 

materials for use in protein separations has been developed 

by Porath et. a1. 35 Sepharose gel materials are modified 

with a metal che1ating agent such as iminodiacetic acid or 

aspartic acid attached to the end of a linker arm of varying 

length. Metal ions such as zinc or nickel are bound to the 

che1ating agent, and proteins are separated through 
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interaction with the bound metal center. Some structural 

and conformational information about the protein can be 

determined from the strength of the interaction between the 

protein and the metal modified surface. The effects of 

immobilization on the chemistry of the chelating agent has 

not been studied in detail. 

1.2 Characterization of Modified Silica 

Characterization of surfaces or interfaces can be 

carried out in a variety of ways. Modified porous silica 

supports represent a complex characterization problem as the 

majority of the surface area is hidden within the pores and 

because the nature of the interfacial region is dependent on 

its solvation. The characterization of bonded phase 

materials ranges from more simple determination of the type 

of modifier used and the density of coverage of the modifier 

to the more difficult determination of the dynamics of the 

bonded phase and their effect on the selectivity and 

efficiency of the interface. 

Qualitative information concerning the amount and the 

type of bonded material can easily be obtained. Combustion 

CHN analysis yields a fraction of carbon by weight. This 

can be used to calculate the coverage of the surface using 

the follo\.J'ing equation; 
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COV= ______ ~1-2--.0-1-n--~----
[1- ( Xo (MW-l. 008) )] A 

12.01n s 

in which Xo is the mass fraction of carbon in the sample, n 

is the number of carbons in the modifying agent, MW is the 

molecular weight of the alkylsilyl radical and As is the 

surface area of the unmodified silica. The coverages 

calculated with this equation are in ~moles of modifier per 

square meter of modified surface. In the work presented in 

this dissertation, the coverages were calculated from the 

fraction of carbon using the BASIC program presented in 

Appendix One. 

In addition, bonded phases can be digested with 

hydrofluoric acid by the method of Fazio et. ale and the 

resulting fluorosilanes can be analyzed by gas 

chromatography to determine both what modifying agents are 

present and their concentrations.~ These relatively simple 

procedures have allowed complete characterization of bonded 

phase materials as a function of reaction conditions and 

modifying reagent used. 

While modification chemistry has been studied 

extensively and has become quite well understood over the 

years, the physical nature of these surfaces and how it 

affects their behavior remains somewhat of a mystery. 

Determination of the physical and chemical nature of these 
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modified surfaces represents a more complex analytical 

problem. The alkyl-modified silicas such as octyl- or 

octadecyl- phases have exhibited some particularly 

intriguing behavior and have been studied in the greatest 

detail. 

The earliest models of the alkyl-modified or lipid

modified surfaces were static models. Halasz and Sebestian27 

in 1969 suggested a "bristle" or "brush" model, in which the 

chains are said to extend from the surface and are not 

associated with each other. Ten years later, Hemetsberger 

et. al. 37 as well as Scott and Simpson38 proposed an 

altogether different model. In this case, the chains are 

said to be associated with one another and collapsed on the 

surface. This model has been described as the "blanket" or 

"grass" model. However, there is a great deal of evidence 

that neither of these models alone can describe the behavior 

of these surfaces. Rather, it appears that the surfaces are 

dynamic systems, and that the dynamics of these systems are 

controlled or affected by the size or nature of the bonded 

alkyl chains, secondary solvation effects of the surrounding 

chemical environment (generally the mobile phase), secondary 

backbone effects of the silica (residual silanols, porosity, 

etc. ), and temperature. 39 

In order to study these effects in detail a variety of 

characterization methods have been employed. 
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Chromatographic characterization, in which the surface is 

studied as the unknown, allows characterization of the 

surface under the conditions in which it is normally used. 

This has proven to be a very powerful technique. 

spectroscopic characterization has also been used for 

qualitative characterization, characterization of the 

bonding reaction, and determination of chain configuration 

and dynamics. In addition to the experimental 

characterization work, theoretical modelling of the surface 

and the interactions which occur there has proven to be a 

useful and informative tool. 

Chromatographic studies can be used to obtain a great 

deal of information about these bonded phases in the 

solvated condition. When chromatography is used as a 

diagnostic tool rather than a method of separation and 

analysis, the surface becomes the unknown quantity and the 

probe analyte molecules are used to characterize the 

surface. A single probe analyte is injected, and the 

resulting chromatogram is studied as a measure the strength 

and efficiency of the interaction of the analyte with the 

surface. A typical chromatographic peak is shown in Figure 

2. The retention volume of the peak centroid, Vr is a 

measure of the strength of the interaction between the 

analyte and the interface;~ 
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where Vm is the volume of the mobile phase, Vs is the volume 

of the stationary phase, and K is the equilibrium 

distribution coefficient for the analyte between the mobile 

and stationary phases. since Vs is very difficult to 

measure or estimate, Jc l is usually used as a measure of the 

strength of the interaction; 

where Vml is the mobile phase volume in the column only, not 

including extra column volume due to tubing connections or 

detector volume. k I is proportional to the distribution 

coefficient K by the phase volume ratio, Vs/Vm. 

Asymmetry in the peak, or the B to A ratio, is a 

measure of the heterogeneity in the interaction energy, or 

the extent, strength, and variety of secondary interactions. 

Finally, the variance, or width of the peak is a measure of 

the efficiency or Jcinetics of the interaction between the 

analyte and the stationary phase. 23 

One can obtain more specific thermodynamic information 

about the interaction between an analyte and the stationary 

phase by running retention studies as a function of 



temperature. Given that 

or 

V 
Lnk' =LnK + Ln--!! 

Vm 

and the Van't Hoff expression 

IlGO IlHo IlSo 
LnK=---=---+--

RT RT R 

one can easily show that 

Lnk'=- IlHo + IlSo +Ln Vs 
RT RT Vm 

38 

Thus, a plot of Lnk' vs. lIT should yield a linear plot with 

slope -dHo/R and an intercept that is a measure of Aso. 
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Thermal studies of this type have yielded some very 

interesting results. 41a,41b 

Gas chromatographic studies of alkyl-modified silicas42 

have shown that in the dry state straight-chain modifiers 

can behave as solids, liquids, or both. Shorter chains (C6) 

tend to act as solids, standing out from the surface in a 

bristle configuration. Longer chains (C16) associate with 

one another as a liquid and coat the surface in a blanket 

configuration. Intermediate length chains (C10 ) transform 

from the brush configuration at higher temperatures (>100 C) 

to the blanket configuration at lower temperatures «75 C). 

While these results do indicate that these surfaces are 

dynamic in nature, they do not address the affects of 

solvation. 

Several liquid chromatographic approaches have been 

taken with the purpose of studying these surfaces in a 

solvated condition. Studies conducted by Blevins43 and 

Zwier44 indicate that the volume of aryl and linear alkyl 

(CS ' C1S ) stationary phases is greater in binary 

aqueous/organic (MeOH, MeCN, THF, dimcane) mobile phases 

than under 100% aqueous conditions. The alkyl phases 

display the greatest swelling in dioxane, and the least in 

methanol. These workers also observed that these stationary 

phases are enriched in the organic component of 

organic/aqueous binary mixtures. The concentration of 
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organic modifier is higher in the stationary phase than in 

the surrounding mobile phase. Studies by Gilpin45 ,46 

demonstrate that Cs ' C9 ' and C10 linear alkyl stationary 

phases conditioned in acetonitrile retain the acetonitrile 

under 100% aqueous conditions until it is expelled through 

heating, implying a thermal transition in the structure of 

the bonded phase. Chromatographic retention of resorcinol 

and phenol change significantly before and after thermal 

expulsion of the acetonitrile. Retention is significantly 

lower after the acetonitrile is expelled. 

Work by Schunck41a and others41b. has also indicated a 

thermal transition in the surface structure of solvated 

linear C1S stationary phases between 25 and 35 degrees 

centigrade. Van' t Hoff plots show two distinct thermal 

regions, with analyte molecules perceiving a different 

stationary phase at high and low temperature. This 

transition affects the thermodynamics of the interactions 

between the surface and substituted benzene solutes in 

binary methanol/water and acetonitrile/water mobile phases, 

with analytes generally obtaining more favorable enthalpic 

interactions and less favorable entropic interactions in the 

high temperature region. 418 The transition is believed to 

start at the surface and move out along the chains. The 

last property allows estimation of the average distance from 

the surface where various solutes are retained (see Figure 
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4), leading to the polarity gradient model presented in 

Figure 5. In this model, polar basic analytes are retained 

in the highly polar region near the surface. Nonpolar 

analytes are retained in the low polarity region in the 

center of the chains, and polar acidic analytes in the outer 

reaches of the phase, where the polarity approaches the 

polarity of the mobile phase. A similar thermal transition 

has been observed with differential scanning calorimetry. 

Whether this transition should be interpreted as a change 

from a stiff bristle structure at lower temperatures to a 

more fluid structure at higher temperatures or a 

restructuring of the solvation of the system has been the 

subject of some controversy. 

In an interesting set of studies, Golding synthesized 

a series of dihydrosilyl- modifiers and bonded them to the 

silica surface. 47,48 without the methyl groups at the near 

surface which cause a steric limitation to bonding density, 

he was able to bond at about fifty percent higher coverage. 

While the higher coverage did sterically restrict access to 

the surface, it did not prevent secondary interactions at 

the residual silanol sites. The results of chromatographic 

experiments indicated that the higher coverage and 

sterically restricted access had modified the polarity 

gradient in the near surface region as indicated in Figure 

5. The importance of steric affects in these studies 
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Figure 4: Representation of Where in the Stationary 
Phase Various Analytes are Retained Based on the 

Transition Temperature Observed for Those Analytes. 
Reproduced from reference 41. 
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indicates the importance of orientation and mobility in 

determining the chemical nature of these modified surfaces. 

It is apparent from the results of these studies that 

these stationary phases are not static. It is also quite 

apparent that the dynamic nature of these systems does 

affect their physical chemical behavior and thus their 

performance as stationary phases. The weakness of these 

chromatographic approaches is that the experimenter can only 

speculate as to the nature of the observed dynamic behavior. 

Spectroscopic approaches which more accurately define the 

nature of these observed changes have only begun to be 

utilized. 

In addition to the chromatographic characterizations, 

spectroscopic studies have yielded some interesting results. 

Infrared spectroscopy (IR) has been used to obtain 

information concerning the chemical nature on the surface 

and the reactivity of particular modifiers. In some cases49-

53 conformational information has been obtained. Sander et. 

al. 50 used IR to determine the average number of gauche bonds 

per chain in alkyl-modified silica. They were able to show 

that the chains are considerably folded in the dry state, 

but have a more bristle-like conformation when solvated with 

methanol. The IR approach is severely limited, however, by 

the large background signal due to scattering of the small 

porous particles and the absorption bands of the silica 
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It is possible that Fourier 

transform Raman spectroscopy will be able to overcome some 

of these problems and yield important structural 

information. 

Luminescence methods have also been used to study 

modified silica surfaces. These studies fit into two 

general categories: those in which the silica surface has 

been modified with a luminescent reagent, and those in which 

a luminescent probe has been added to the mobile phase. The 

former type of study has been used to study specific 

interactions at the surface as well as to study the density 

and distribution of modifiers on the surface. 54 An example 

of the latter case is the use of 8-ani1ine-l

naptha1enesu1fonic acid (ANS) as a mobile phase additive for 

the study of reversed-phase surfactant systems. 55 The 

limitation of the luminescence approaches is that they are 

only applicable to specifically designed systems, and thus 

yield only limited information about silica surfaces in 

general. 

Perhaps the most powerful spectroscopic approach for 

the study of these surfaces has been nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy (NMR). There are three general 

approaches for application of this technique to the study of 

these surfaces. The first, magic angle spinning with cross

polarization (CP-MAS) , gives detailed structural information 
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The second approach would 

involve labelling the modifiers with deuterium and using the 

resonant properties of this quadrupo1ar nucleus to 

investigate the molecular motion of the surface. 

conventional carbon-13 NMR can be performed 

Finally, 

with the 

particles suspended in solutiono This can be done with or 

without carbon-13 labelling. 

The CP/MAS approach involves spinning the sample at 

high rates (3-8 KHz). simply, this negates the anisotropy 

problems associated with solid-phase NMR, allowing solution

type spectra to be obtained on all but the most immobile of 

solids. Unfortunately, the technique also precludes study 

of these surfaces under solvated conditions due to the 

danger of solvent loss within the magnet while spinning the 

sample. Cross-polarization involves transferring the proton 

polarization to the dilute nuclei under study in order to 

enhance sensitivity. For the study of modified silica the 

CP/MAS technique has proved most useful for investigation of 

the reactivity of the various si1ano1 types at the 

surface25 ,56-58 as well as for determination of the structure 

of newly synthesized and otherwise unidentified stationary 

phases. 56,58-61 Molecular motion at alkyl-modified silica 

surfaces has been investigated through the cross

polarization rates, 62 but only with the surfaces in the 

unso1vated state. Sindorf and Maciel were able to show that 
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under these conditions the molecular motion of n-alkyl 

silanes increases toward the end of the chain, with the 

motion of the terminal methyl dominated by end rotation. 62 

Perhaps the most powerful method for determination of 

the dynamics of n-alkyl modified surfaces would be deuterium 

NMR. In this approach the modifiers would be labelled with 

deuterium and the quadrupolar splittings and spin-lattice 

relaxation times measured. As these parameters are 

indicative of molecular motion and orientation, a great deal 

of information about the dynamics of these systems might be 

obtained. 

To date the most informative spectroscopic method for 

determination of molecular motion at these surfaces has been 

conventional solution-phase carbon-13 FT-NMR. without 

labelling, this approach is relatively insensitive and non

specific. None-the-less some general trends have been 

elucidated through this approach. Spectra of linear alkane 

modifiers obtained in this manner generally show three 

peaks. The terminal methyl and the methylene adjacent to the 

surface appear as one peak at approximately 10 ppm, the 

methylenes adjacent to these give one resonance at 

approximately 20 ppm, and the remaining "bulk methylenes" 

give a broad resonance at approximately 30 ppm. The mobility 

of the carbon nuclei can be estimated by measuring the spin

lattice relaxation times through an inversion-recovery 
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sequence,63 or the widths of the peaks at half height can be 

used as an approximate measure of the spin-spin relaxation 

times. 44,60,64,65 The two methylenes closest to the surface 

generally yield very broad resonances due to lack of 

mobility and surface inhomogeneities and thus are usually 

indistinguishable from the baseline. The terminal methyl 

and adjacent methylene are generally rather mobile and are 

not very sensitive to changes in the surface 

environment. 44,60,63-65 Several observations have been made 

concerning the mobility of the bulk methylenes. The mobility 

of this portion of the chain normally increases with 

decreasing polarity of the mobile phase44 ,60,63-65 although 

dioxane/water data shows highest mobility at intermediate 

ratios. 65 Mobility is lower for phases with higher loadings, 

and for phases which have been end-capped. 63 octyl modifiers 

are virtually immobile relative to octadecyl modifiers. 44 

It takes a higher fraction of organic modifier in binary 

aqueous organic phases to induce mobility in surfaces bonded 

at lower density. 44 While these studies have generated some 

information of interest, the information is greatly limited 

by the severe lack of specificity of the approach. The data 

only allows broad generalizations concerning the average 

mobility in the bulk methylene region. 

In attempts to obtain more specific information some 

labelling studies have been carried out. The advantages of 
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this approach are better sensitivity and definitive 

specificity. 

methyl66-70 and 

Labelling has been done at the terminal 

adjacent methylene~'ro positions. These 

positions appear to have been chosen due to synthetic 

convenience, as they are not particularly sensitive to 

changes in surface environment. still, some interesting 

information has been obtained through this approach. 

Mobility is enhanced in non-polar solvents, especially low 

levels of dioxane in water.~ This behavior is correlated 

with increased retention of eluites when low levels of 

dioxane are incorporated in aqueous eluants.~ There appear 

to be two classes of solvents, those which either induce 

overall motion or decrease segmental motion in the chains 

(benzene, CCI4 , CHCl31 DMSO, Cl2CCCl2 and those which either 

limit overall motion or increase segmental motion (CH30H, 

CH3CN, acetone, dioxane). 30,32 Rotation about the terminal 

bond is the most significant motion for the terminal methyl, 

and this motion is reduced when the bonding density is 

increased, indicating steric interaction between adjacent 

chains.~ The adjacent methylene is less mobile than the 

terminal methyl, perhaps indicating a gradient in mobility 

as one approaches the surface. 70 

Chains labelled at the carbon adjacent to the surface 

and at the fourth carbon from the surface yield very broad 

resonances under all conditions, indicating that this 
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portion of the chain is generally immobile. Labelling at 

the fourth position yielded two broad resonances, perhaps 

indicating two types of polymerization at the surface.~ 

Theoretical studies, in which the interactions of 

analytes with the stationary phase are modelled using 

statistical thermodynamics, have been aimed at modelling and 

predicting stationary phase behavior under a variety of 

conditions. 39,71 These studies have met with only limited 

success in predicting the retention of analytes under all 

conditions, but have been informative as they indicate that 

the stationary phase is a dynamic, solvated system which can 

not be modelled with a simplified static model. 

Experimental characterization of these modified surfaces by 

chromatographic and spectroscopic means should yield a 

better understanding of the important parameters which 

define the selectivity and efficiency of interactions at the 

interface, and thus may eventually allow more accurate 

models and predictions to be made. 

1.3 Specific Goals of These Studies 

The experimental characterizations carried out to date, 

both spectroscopic and chromatographic, have left us with an 

incomplete picture of the dynamic nature of these surfaces. 

It is clear that a great deal of the interesting activity 
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occurs within the bulk methylene region of the chain. It 

has been shown that the stationary phase is a dynamic 

system, with solvation and temperature playing important 

roles in the selectivity and efficiency of the system. A 

polari ty gradient model has been developed and has been 

shown to be useful for interpreting chromatographic results. 

A thermal transition has been observed, but the nature of 

the thermal transition is not \'lell understood. While the 

importance of orientation and mobility on the selectivity 

and efficiency of interactions at these interfaces has been 

the subject of some speculation, these parameters have not 

been studied in a systematic fashion. 

The studies presented herein are designed to measure 

the affects of orientation and mobility on the selectivity 

and efficiency of interactions occurring at modified 

interfaces. If the thermal transition represents a change 

in the orientation and mobility of the chains, it speaks to 

the importance of orientation or configuration in 

determining the selectivity and efficiency of interactions 

at the interfacial region. It is also important to note 

that steric factors, which are a function of orientation and 

mobility, also affect the selectivity and efficiency of 

interactions at the interface, as observed by Golding. 

It is interesting to note that a similar thermal 

transition is observed in lipid bilayer systems. 10,11,72,73 As 
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Figure 6: Representation of a Lipid Bilayer System 
and A Lipid-Modified Silica Surface Showing 

Similarity in the Structures. 
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indicated by Figure 6, these systems are an organized 

assembly of unsolvated lipid chains with similar structure, 

albeit higher packing density, to lipid-modified silica 

materials. Table I indicates the thermal transition 

temperatures observed in phosphat idyl choline lipid bilayer 

systems. The thermal transition temperature for the 

fourteen carbon phosphat idyl choline system has a similar 

transition temperature to that observed on octadecyl

modified silica. 41 Given that the first four to five carbons 

in the octadecyl chain on modified silica are relatively 

immobile and probably unable to interact with one 

another,62,66 it seems reasonable that the octadecyl- modified 

silica should behave like a thirteen or fourteen carbon 

lipid chain. The transition temperature observed for 

dioleoyl phosphat idyl choline, with cis double bonds in the 

ninth positions, is shifted to lower temperature by eighty 

degrees centigrade relative to the distearoyl system (see 

Table I). 

The first of the studies presented herein has measured 

the affect of orientation or configuration directly by 

modifying a silica surface with a bent or kinked oleyl 

chain. The effect of this configuration on selectivity has 

been studied, but more importantly the effect of the kinked 

or bent conformation on the thermal transition has been 

measured. By modifying silica with oleyldimethyl-



Table I: Thermal Transition Temperatures Observed on 
Phosphatidylcholine Lipid Bilayers of Varying Length and structure 

(Reference 11). 

Common Name Number of 
Carbons in Chain 

Observed Transition 
Temperature (C) 

Dymyristoylphosphatidyl
choline 

Dipalmitoylphosphatidy1-
choline 

Distearoy1phosphatidy1-
choline 

Dio1ey1phosphatidy1-
choline 

14 24 

16 42 

18 58 

18,1 -22 

01 
~ 
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chlorosilane and measuring the thermal properties it was 

shown that the thermal transition on the lipid-modified 

silica did not always follo~l this trend. This behavior 

allowed a greater understanding of the nature of the thermal 

transition on modified silica and the parameters ~lhich 

control the thermodynamics of that transition. 

A second study, in which steric effects were measured 

directly, also shows the importance of orientation and 

mobility. The work of Golding indicated that steric 

restriction plays an important role in determining the 

character of a modified stationary phase. In this study, 

the opposite approach was taken; rather than modifying the 

surface with a sterically small reagent for increased 

surface coverage, a rather large :t-butyl modifier was 

employed in an effort to sterically restrict access to the 

surface. For steric restriction of access to be 

significant, a sterically large modifier must take on an 

advantageous orientation and must have the mobility to sweep 

out a large surface area. It was shown in these studies that 

the preferred orientation of the :t-butyl modifier prevents 

it from effectively restricting access to the near surface 

region of modified silica. 

A more mobile organic polymer backbone system has been 

studied by nuclear magnetic resonance to compare the effects 

of the highly immobile silica backbone on the mobility of 
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modifying agents, and to determine the effects of solvation 

in the near surface region on the chemical nature of the 

more mobile systems. A model compound of the immobilized 

chelating agent on a sepharose gel has been synthesized, and 

studies have been conducted to determine the changes in the 

mobility and selectivity brought on by bonding the chelating 

agent to the surface. 

Finally, physisorbed polymer layers have been studied 

in to determine the important parameters in determining 

their selectivity. In this study, numerous polymer-modified 

surfaces were classified by their interactions with probe 

apalyte molecules. It was determined that the orientation 

or configuration of these polymeric adsorbates plays an 

important role in determining the selectivity of theses 

systems. These modified surfaces have been studied in 

contact with a gas phase, indicating the importance of 

orientation in gas phase systems. The polymeric adsorbates 

studied are not dissimilar to many of those that have been 

employed recently as liquid chromatographic stationary 

phases. 

In each of these studies, the role of orientation, 

configuration, solvation, and mobility and the interplay of 

these parameters has been considered in an effort to 

determine the role that these factors play in determining 
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the selectivity and efficiency of interactions at modified 

interfaces in general. 



Chapter 2 

Synthesis and Characterization of 

Oleyldimethylsilyl- Modified Silica 

2.1 Introduction 

58 

The experimental work reported herein was carried out 

in an effort to gain a greater understanding of the effects 

of chain orientation on the chemical nature and thermal 

behavior of lipid modified silica surfaces. This study was 

inspired by the significant differences observed in the 

structure and behavior of octadecanoic systems relative to 

oleyl (9-cis-octadecenoic) systems. 10,11,73 Oleyl

dimethylchlorosilane was synthesized from methyloleate in a 

three step synthesis. A silica surface was then treated 

wi th the oleyldimethylchlorosilane and the resulting surface 

was studied chromatographically as well as spectro

scopically. 

As indicated by Figure 7, oleic acid has a cis double 

bond at the ninth carbon \'lhich induces a bent or kinked 

conformation in the molecule relative to octadecanoic acid. 

This conformation in turn affects the fundamental chemical 

properties of oleyl systems. For example, the melting point 
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Figure 7: Space Filling Models of Octadecanoic 
Acid and Oleic Acid Showing the Preferred Kinked 

Orientation of Oleic Acid. 
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of oleic acid is 10 o 
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C while the melting point of 

octadecanoic acid is 69 0 C. The bent orientation also 

causes oleic acid to occupy more space per molecule than 

octadecanoic acid when spread at the air/water interface in 

a Langmuir trough experiment. Langmuir's original results 

with these two systems indicate that oleic acid occupies 

approximately twice as much space at this interface than 

does octadecanoic acid. 74 More recent studies have indicated 

that oleic acid occupies about fifty percent more space than 

octadecanoic acid. 11 

Unsaturated lipid chains also show interesting behavior 

in phospholipid bilayer systems. Table I on page 35 in 

Chapter 1 shows the significant difference in the thermal 

transition temperature of dioleylphosphatidylcholine 

bilayers versus distearoylphosphatidylcholine bilayers. 

This shift to lower temperature by 80 0 C is probably caused 

by the differences in the organization of the low 

temperature gel phase induced by the bent conformation of 

the oleyl chain. Thus, if the thermal transition observed 

on the octadecyl- modified silicas is similar in nature to 

that observed in lipid bilayer systems, as proposed in 

Chapter 1, then the thermal behavior of oleyl- modified 

silicas should differ significantly from that of octadecyl

modified silicas. 
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Oleyldimethylchlorosilane was synthesized from 

methyloleate using the three step synthesis illustrated in 

Figure 8. The methyl oleate was first reduced to oleyl 

alcohol with lithium aluminum hydride. Oleyl bromide was 

synthesized from the alcohol using the bromination method of 

Kocienski et. ale which has been shown not to affect the 

integrity of double bonds in the molecule. 75 The bromide was 

then taken through a grignardization and reaction with 

dimethyldichlorosilane to yield oleyldimethylchlorosilane. 

The reaction between the oleyldimethylchlorosilane and a 

silica surface yielded a modified surface with a coverage of 

1. 6 J,£moles/m2 • 

Chromatographic characterization of the oleyl- modified 

silica has indicated a unique selectivity relative to 

octadecyl- modified surfaces. More importantly, the unique 

thermal behavior of the oleyl- bonded phase has provided 

interesting insight into the nature of the thermal 

transition, and the nature of the solvation of these bonded 

phases under various conditions. 
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2.2 Syntheses 

Oleyl alcohol, oleyl bromide, and oleyldimethylchloro

silane and the oleyl-modified silica surface were 

synthesized following the procedures described below. Each 

of the reaction products were characterized by spectroscopic 

means. 

A Hewlett Packard (Palo Alto, CA) gas chromatograph

mass spectrometer system consisting of a model 5890 gas 

chromatograph, a 5970 mass selective detector and an RTE-6 

data system was used for mass spectrometric analysis and to 

determine the purity of the products. The gas 

chromatographic column was a Hewlett Packard HP-5 fused 

silica capillary column with a 5% phenyl methylsilicone 

stationary phase, a film thickness of 0.20 ",meters, a length 

of 25 meters and an internal diameter of 0.20 millimeters. 

The carrier gas was helium with a column head pressure of 18 

PSIG. 

Infrared spectra were collected on a Perkin-Elmer 

(Norwalk, CT) model 1600 Fourier transform infrared 

spectrometer. Diffuse reflectance spectra were collected on 

the same spectrometer equipped with a Perkin-Elmer diffuse 

reflectance apparatus obtained with the spectrometer. 
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Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were collected on a 

Bruker WM-250 Fourier transform NMR spectrometer equipped 

with an Aspect 2000 computer for data acquisition and 

control. All of the carbon spectra were collected in 

deuterochloroform at 62.9 MHz. Broad band decoupling of the 

protons was employed to simplify the spectra and to increase 

the signal-to-noise. Carbon spectra were referenced to 

chloroform at 77 ppm. All solution carbon spectra were 

collected with a digital resolution of 1.8 Hz/pt, but were 

plotted after running a line broadening of 2 or 3 hertz on 

the free induction decay to increase the signal to noise 

ratio. 

Proton spectra of were run at 250 MHz on the same 

spectrometer. The spectra were collected in deutero

chloroform with a digital resolution of 0.37 Hz/pt, and were 

referenced to chloroform at 7.26 ppm or tetramethylsilane at 

o ppm. 

Oleyl Alcohol 

Oleyl alcohol was synthesized from methyloleate (99%, 

Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI, lot numbers 02109EW and 117F-8440) 

by reduction with lithium aluminum hydride (Aldrich). The 

purity and structure of the methyloleate was first confirmed 

by gas chromatography with mass spectroscopic detection 

(GC/MS, Model 5990A, He\,llett Packard, Palo Alto CA). 
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Tetrahydrofuran (99.97%, Mallinckrodt, paris, KY) was dried 

before use by reflux over and distillation from sodium metal 

under dry argon. All argon purge gas was dried with an in

line column of molecular sieve. water was distilled, 

deionized, and redistilled from basic potassium permanganate 

solution. 

Eighty milliliters of dry tetrahydrofuran and 2.9 grams 

of lithium aluminum hydride were placed in a 250 ml three 

neck flask equipped with a condenser cooled to five degrees 

centigrade, an argon purge line, and a 50 ml dropping funnel 

charged with 34.5 grams of methyloleate and 5 mls of dry 

tetrahydrofuran. Additions of the methyloleate solution 

were made over 40 minutes at a rate to maintain gentle 

reflux. This solution was allowed to react and to cool for 

40 minutes. 

The dropping funnel was charged with 40 mls of 

distilled water. The water was added portionwise. Initial 

additions caused a white precipitate to form. As the 

additions continued the reaction solution became a white 

suspension. This solution was also allowed to cool to room 

temperature. 

To the reaction solution was added 50 mls of ice water 

and 5 mls of sulfuric acid (95-98%, Baker) and after warming 

to room temperature the mixture was transferred to a 

separatory funnel. The flask was rinsed with 5 mls of 10% 
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sulfuric acid, dissolving the remainder of the precipitate. 

The rinsate was transferred to the separatory funnel. The 

solution in the separatory funnel separated into two phases. 

The aqueous fraction was transferred to a second separatory 

funnel. The organic fraction was washed with 100 mls of 

distilled water. The aqueous wash was added to the aqueous 

fraction in the second separatory funnel. The organic 

fraction was collected and dried by heating to 95 0 C under 

argon purge for 12 hours, yielding 24 g of product. 

The aqueous fractions were back extracted five times 

with 50 mls of hexane (analytical reagent, Aldrich). The 

combined hexane extracts were dried by passing through a 

column containing 10 g of anhydrous sodium sulfate (Baker). 

The hexane was evaporated under argon purge, and another 1.5 

g of product was obtained. 

The product was analyzed by carbon-13 NMR, infrared 

spectroscopy, and GC/MS and was found to be 98.4% oleyl 

alcohol and 1.6% methyloleate. The carbon-13 NMR spectrum 

is shown in Figure 9. 

Oleyl Bromide 

Oleyl bromide was synthesized from oleyl alcohol using 

the procedure of Kocienski et. al.~ by which oleyl alcohol 

was reported to have been converted to oleyl bromide in 92% 

yield in the following reaction: 
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The synthesis was carried out in three batches. In all 

three cases dichloromethane (analytical reagent, EM 

Science, Cherry Hill NJ) was dried by distillation from 

phosphorous pentoxide (Fischer Scientific, Fair Lawn NJ) 

under argon. All solutions were prepared in a glove bag 

under dry nitrogen, and the reaction flask and dropping 

funnel were both charged in the glove bag. A two neck 200 

ml flask was charged with dichloromethane, carbon 

tetrabromide (Aldrich) and oleyl alcohol. A 150 ml dropping 

funnel was charged with dichloromethane and triphenyl-

phosphine (Morton Thiokol, Danvers, MA). The reaction 

apparatus was assembled by fitting the dropping funnel and 

a reflux condenser cooled to -5 0 C to the flask. The flask 

was cooled to 0 0 C in an ice water bath before commencing 

the reaction. 

The first synthesis was carried out as an exploratory 

experiment using relatively little oleyl alcohol. To the 

reaction flask was added 5 g of oleyl alcohol, 7.8 9 of 

carbon tetrabromide and 25 mls of dichloromethane. The 

dropping funnel was charged with 7.3 9 of triphenylphosphine 

and 15 mls of dichloromethane. After assembly of the 

reaction apparatus the triphenylphosphine solution was added 
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portionwise over a period of 30 minutes. As additions were 

made, a yellow color would appear and disappear. Toward the 

last of the additions the yellow color remained. 

After warming to room temperature the dichloromethane 

was removed using a rotary evaporator. To the remaining 

solution was added 50 mls of anhydrous diethylether 

(Mallinckrodt). This addition caused the formation of a 

coagulated precipitate. The ether solution was cooled to -5 

o C in an ice water/potassium chloride bath and filtered 

through #2 qualitative filter paper (Whatman). The filtrate 

was washed with three 5 ml portions of chilled ether. The 

ether was removed from the combined wash with a rotary 

evaporator. During the rotoevaporation procedure a 

precipitate formed. A portion of the resulting product was 

analyzed by proton NMR and resonances were observed for 

phenyl compounds, diethylether, chloroform, and oleyl 

bromide. 

The crystals were again filtered out and washed with 

chilled ether. The collected wash was heated to 105 0 C at 

1.5 nun Hg pressure to remove all ether, chloroform, and 

water. Crystals formed during this procedure as well. A 

proton NMR of the resulting solution showed resonances for 

phenyl protons and oleyl bromide. 

The crystals wer~ removed from this solution by 

filtration and the filtrate was washed with chilled 
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diethylether. The collected wash was heated to 60 0 C and 

purged with argon to remove the ether. An attempt to purify 

the resulting oleyl bromide of the phenyl impurity (probably 

triphenylphosphineoxide) using a Kugelrohr distillation 

apparatus failed, as indicated by proton NMR resonances in 

the phenyl region. 

The oleyl bromide solution was then placed at the top 

of a silica gel (Grade 12, 28-200 mesh, Matheson,Coleman, 

and Bell, Muskegon MI) column which had been equilibrated 

with diethylether. The oleyl bromide was eluted with 50 mls 

of diethylether and the ether was removed by rotary 

evaporation yielding 2.8 g of a clear viscous liquid. This 

product was shown to be pure oleyl bromide using GC/MS, 

proton and carbon-13 NMR, and infrared spectral analysis. 

Having determined with the first exploratory synthesis 

that the reaction scheme is productive and that the 

resul ting product could be purified by column chromatography 

a second, larger scale synthesis was performed. To the 

reaction flask was added 8.5 g of oleyl alcohol, 13.3 g of 

carbon tetrabromide and 40 mls of dichloromethane. The 

dropping funnel was charged with 12.4 g of 

triphenylphc)sphine and 15 mls of dichloromethane. After 

assembly of the reaction apparatus the triphenylphosphine 

solution was added portionwise over a period of 30 minutes. 

As additions were made, a yellow color would appear and 
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Toward the last of the additions the yellow 

color remained. 

After warming to room temperature the dichloromethane 

was removed using a rotary evaporator. To the remaining 

solution was added 90 mls of anhydrous diethylether. This 

addition caused the formation of a precipitate. The ether 

s.olution was cooled to -5 0 C in a icewater/potassium 

chloride bath and filtered through #1 qualitative filter 

paper (Whatman). The filtrate was washed with three 15 ml 

portions of chilled ether. The ether was removed from the 

combined wash with a rotary evaporator. During the 

rotoevaporation procedure a precipitate formed. 

The precipitate was filtered away and the filtrate 

washed with four 5 ml portions of chilled diethylether. The 

ether was removed by rotary evaporation and the resulting 

solution was heated to 105 0 C under a stream of argon gas 

for one hour, and then under reduced pressure of 5 rom Hg for 

1.5 hours. Upon cooling, many crystals formed in the flask. 

The supernatant was transferred to the top of a silica 

gel column (8 mls of silica) wetted with diethylether using 

a pasteur pipet modified with glass wool at the tip to act 

as a filter. 

with 5 mls 

The remaining crystals were washed three times 

of chilled diethylether and the ether was 

likewise transferred to the top of the silica gel column. 

The column was washed with 45 mls of ether. The ether was 
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removed from the eluant by rotary evaporation and then by 

heating the solution to 105 0 C under an argon stream. A 

proton NMR spectrum of the resulting product showed the 

appropriate resonances for the bromide and about 0.8 mole 

percent of a triphenyl compound. This solution was then 

placed at the top of a larger silica gel column (30 mls of 

silica) and eluted with 50 mls of ether. The ether was 

removed from the eluant by rotary evaporation and by heating 

the sample to 110 0 C under an argon stream. A proton NMR 

of the resulting product showed the appropriate resonances 

for the bromide. In addition, very weak resonances were 

detected in the phenyl region (7.3 ppm). Integration of 

these resonances indicated that the bromide contained less 

than 0.01 mole percent of a triphenyl compound. 

The third and final reaction was carried out in 

virtually the same manner. To the reaction flask was added 

14.0 g of oleyl alcohol, 22 g of carbon tetrabromide and 60 

mls of dichloromethane. The dropping funnel was charged 

with 20 g of triphenylphosphine and 25 mls of 

dichloromethane. After assembly of the reaction apparatus 

the triphenylphosphine solution was added portionwise over 

a period of 30 minutes. As additions were made a yellow 

color appeared and disappeared. After the later additions 

the solution turned a murky brown color and a white 

precipitate formed. 
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After warming to room temperature the dichloromethane 

was removed using a rotary evaporator. This left a yellow

brown solid and no liquid in the flask. This solid was 

washed with 150 mls of diethylether. The ether solution was 

cooled to -5 0 C in a icewater/potassium chloride bath and 

filtered through #2 qualitative filter paper. The yellolilish 

crystalline filtrate was washed with three 15 ml portions of 

chilled ether. The ether was removed from the combined wash 

with a rotary evaporator, yielding a bright yellow solution 

and a precipitate. This solution was cooled to -5 0 C and 

filtered. The filtrate was washed with three 10 ml portions 

of chilled ether. 

The ether was removed from the collected solution by 

heating to 110 0 C under 1 mm Hg pressure. The resulting 

solution was cooled to 0 0 C and filtered onto the top of a 

silica gel column (50 mls of silica). The column was washed 

wi th 70 mls of ether. The ether was removed from the 

collected eluant by rotary evaporation and by heating to 120 

o C under an argon stream for 30 minutes. A proton NMR of 

the resulting viscous liquid showed only the appropriate 

resonances for oleyl bromide. 

The products from all three syntheses were combined to 

give 20.4 g (94 % yield) of oleylbromide. The identity and 

purity of this product were confirmed by IR, GC/MS, and 
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proton and carbon-13 NMR. The carbon-13 NMR of this product 

is shown in Figure 10. 

Oleyldimethylchlorosilane 

oleyldimethylchlorosilane was synthesized from oleyl 

bromide in a Grignard reaction procedure. The reaction 

apparatus used is shown in Figure 11. A series of model 

reactions showed this relatively compl icated apparatus to be 

necessary. Extraordinary precautions needed to be taken to 

prevent the formation of oligomeric products. All ground 

glass joints in the apparatus were wrapped on the inside 

with teflon tape and on the outside with teflon tape and 

paraf ilm. The entire apparatus was continually purged with 

argon for two days prior to the synthesis and during the 

synthesis. The argon was dried with a molecular sieve 

column followed by a trap at dry ice temperature. The 

entire apparatus was held above atmospheric pressure by the 

mineral oil bubbler apparat.i. 

The Grignard reagent was synthesized from a mixture of 

oleyl- and ethyl- bromides in flask A by reaction of the 

bromides with magnesium metal (Mallinckrodt). This mixture 

of bromides was used to maintain the reactivity of the 

magnesium by reaction l,1ith the highly reactive ethyl bromide 

and to allow titrimetric analysis of the Grignard reagent 
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without significant loss of the product of interest. The 

magnesium was first activated with iodine crystals, with 

methylmagnesiumbromide (Aldrich), and by reaction with 

ethylbromide. The Grignard reagent resulting from this 

activation procedure was discarded by transfer through the 

stainless steel tubing to an erlenmeyer flask 

Previously distilled dimethyldichlorosilane was 

redistilled from flask C to flask B to insure that only the 

pure monomer was present in flask B. The purity of the 

dimethyldichlorosilane in flask C was first checked by gas 

chromatographic analysis. 

After an excess of dimethyldichlorosilane was distilled 

into flask B the grignard reagent was transferred from flask 

A to flask B by partially closing the valve at the top of 

the condenser on flask A and lowering the l/S n stainless 

steel tubing into the reaction liquor. The fritted 

stainless steel filter at the end of the transfer line 

prevented the transfer of any magnesium hydroxide formed by 

reaction of the grignard reagent with water. Any magnesium 

hydroxide transferred can cause polymerization of the 

dimethyldichlorosilane. 

Following the reaction between the Grignard reagent and 

the dimethyldichlorosilane the condenser on flask B was 

allowed to warm to room temperature and was fitted with a 

still head, a condenser, and a collection flask. This 
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allowed the excess dimethyldichlorosilane to be distilled 

away from the product before opening the reaction system to 

the atmosphere. 

Flask A, a three neck 250 ml round bottom, was charged 

with 10.3 g of magnesium metal, 10 mls of anhydrous 

diethylether and an iodine crystal. A 150 ml dropping 

funnel was charged with 10 mls of methylmagnesiumbromide in 

diethylether and was attached to flask A. This solution was 

added to the reaction liquor in flask A and the flask was 

briefly heated to reflux temperature. One gram of 

ethylbromide in 5 mls of ether was then placed in the 

dropping funnel and added to the reaction liquor at a rate 

to maintain reflux. The reaction liquor was then forced by 

positive pressure through the transfer line into an 

erlenmeyer flask and discarded. 

Twenty milliliters of anhydrous diethylether were 

placed in the reaction flask with the active magnesium. 3.3 

g of oleylbromide and 6.7 mls of ethyl bromide were placed in 

the dropping funnel. Adding a few drops of this mixture to 

the reaction flask immediately started the reaction as 

evidenced by reflux of the ether. Twenty milliliters of 

anhydrous diethylether were then placed in the dropping 

funnel with the mixture of bromides. The ethereal solution 

of bromides was added to the reaction flask at a rate to 

maintain reflux. The last few additions produced only a 
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slow reaction. Some white precipitate was observed to form 

in the reaction flask. 

An aliquot of the reaction liquor was allowed to react 

with a standard sulfuric acid solution and was titrated to 

neutrality with standard sodium hydroxide solution and with 

standard silver nitrate solution in a Mohr titration. The 

ratio of hydroxide to halide was determined to be 0.96, 

indicating limited dimerization reaction between grignard 

reagents. 

Dimethyldichlorosilane was distilled and was determined 

by GC/MS to contain no dimer and negligible amounts of 

cyclic trimer and cyclic tetramer. The second distillation 

of this solution into flask B proceeded smoothly. 

The grignard solution was slowly transferred to flask 

B through the transfer line fitted with the fritted 

stainless steel filter. A crystalline precipitate was 

observed to form during the addition. After the transfer 

was completed, flask A was washed three times with dry 

toluene and the toluene was transferred through the transfer 

line to flask B. The reaction was heated to 85 0 C and 

allowed to proceed for five hours. 

After this time the condenser was fitted with the 

distillation apparatus as described above. The ether, 

excess dimethyldichlorosilane and ethyldimethylchlorosilane 

were removed form the reaction liquor by distillation. The 
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distillation was allowed to proceed until the top of the 

condenser reached 90 0 C. At this point excessive bumping 

began in the reaction flask and the distillation was halted. 

The reaction liquor was vacuum filtered through 4~2 

qualitative filter paper in a glove bag under argon. The 

remaining toluene and ethyldimethylchlorosilane were removed 

by rotoevaporation. The resulting solution was analyzed by 

GC/MS and the results of this analysis are presented in 

Figures 12 through 14 and in Table II. All products with 

retention less than thirteen minutes were removed by heating 

the mixture to 150 0 C under reduced pressure for 3 hours. 

The identity of the remaining products was determined from 

the mass spectra, and the relative amounts from integration 

of the total ion current. While the product is far from 

pure, most of the impurities present are not reactive with 

silica, and thus do not pose a problem. Only the oligomer 

oleyl tetramethylchlorodisiloxane (RT=18. 04) poses a problem. 

But there is a relatively insignificant amount of this 

species with respect to the products of interest (0.6 %) and 

there is no reason to expect selective enrichment of this 

compound during reaction with the surface. For these 

reasons it was decided that the product had sufficient 

purity to proceed with modification of the silica surface. 
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Table II: Identity of the Chemical Species Found in the 
oleyldimethylchlorosilane Reaction Product as Determined from 
the Mass Spectra and their Relative Amounts as Determined from 

Integration of the Total Ion Current. 

Retention Time (Min.) Identity Area Fraction (%) 

14.05 

14.12 

15.57 

17.08 

17.32 

17.87 

18.04 

18.11 

21.31 

1,9-0ctadecadiene 

9-0ctadecene 

9-Dodecene 

*** 

oleyldimethylchloro
silane 

Oleyldimethylbromo
silane 

Oleyltetramethyl
chlorodisiloxane 

*** 

oleyldimethylethyl
silane 

*** = Not identified, not a dimethylchlorosilane (Mass=93) or 
dimethylbromosilane (mass=137,139). 

2.58 

7.41 

5.53 

0.29 

49.46 

26.31 

0.452 

0.969 

3.22 

0) 
,z:. 
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Modification of Silica with Oleyldimethylhalosilanes 

The modification of silica was carried out in toluene 

solution using the apparatus shown in Figure 15. The silica 

was obtained from Analytichem International, Harbor city, 

CA. The pertinent physical parameters of this silica were 

supplied by Analytichem International and are presented in 

Table III. The silica was first dried with a relatively 

gentle drying procedure designed to remove only excess 

water. Toluene was dried by distillation immediately prior 

to the reactions. A five fold excess of reactive halosilane 

was used to drive the reaction and to insure that water in 

the system did not limit reaction with the silica surface. 

The reaction apparatus was purged with dry argon through a 

capillary suspended at the bottom of a pear-shaped flask. 

This allowed even, gentle reflux and served to remove 

hydrochloric acid, a byproduct of the reaction. Toluene, 

isopropyl alcohol (EM Science), and methanol (EM Science) 

used to wash the modified silica were first filtered through 

0.5 Mm PTFE filters (Micro Filtration Systems, Dublin CAl. 

The modification reaction was run twice on fresh silica 

samples under different conditions. 

In the first synthesis 0.71 g of silica was weighed 

into a 50 ml pear-shaped flask and placed in a vacuum oven 



Figure 15: Reaction Apparatus Employed in the 
Modification of Silica Surfaces. 
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Table III: Pertinent Physical Parameters of the Silica Used in 
the Oleyl- Modification Studies. 

Nominal Particle 
Diameter (~meters) 

8 

Average Pore Diameter 
(Angstroms) 

60 

Surface Area 
(meter2jgram) 

433 

03 
...J 
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at 80 0 C and 0.1 mm Hg for two hours. Following the drying 

procedure 12 mls of dry toluene and 1.55 g of 

oleyldimethylchlorosilane product material (3.5 mmoles of 

reactive halosilane) were added to the flask. The flask was 

then attached to the apparatus with an argon purge line and 

the condenser set at -SoC. The reaction liquor was heated 

to 70 0 C and maintained there for 30 hours. 

After allowing the solution to cool the silica was 

vacuum filtered from the rest of the reaction liquor using 

a 3 J.Lm Flouropore filter (Millipore, Bedford, MA). The 

reaction liquor was saved. The silica was then washed with 

ten 10 ml portions of filtered toluene, and five 10 ml 

portions of isopropanol and methanol respectively. The 

silica was transferred into a four dram vial and placed in 

a vacuum oven at 105 C and 0.1 mm Hg for 24 hours. 

combustion analysis of showed the modified silica to be 

11.6% carbon. Using the method presented in Chapter 1, this 

was calculated to be a coverage of 1.3 J.Lmoles 

oleyldimethylsilyl modifier per square meter of silica. 

The second modification was carried out in much the 

same way. 0.75 g of silica was placed in the pear-shaped 

flask and dried in a vacuum oven at 80 0 C and 0.1 mm Hg for 

2 hours. The reaction liquor from the previous modification 

and 0.5 g of oleyldimethylchlorosilane product material (for 

a total of approximately 3.5 mmoles of reactive silane) were 



added to the flask. 
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The flask was then attached to the 

apparatus with an argon purge line and the condenser at -1 

o C. The reaction liquor was heated to maintain reflux 

(approximately 110 0 C) and held there for 48 hours. The 

silica was separated from the reaction liquor by vacuum 

filtration using a 3 ~m filter. The silica was washed and 

dried as described above. Combustion analysis of the silica 

showed 13.8% carbon, corresponding to 1.6 ~mo1es 

oleyldimethylsilyl- modifier per meter2 of silica. 

Modification of Silica with octadecy1dimethylchlorosilane 

In order to characterize 

oley1dimethylsi1yl modified silica 

compare its behavior with that 

the nature of the 

it is 

of the 

necessary to 

better known 

octadecyldimethylsilyl- modified silicas. These modified 

silicas were synthesized using the same silica and 

octadecyldimethylchlorosilane obtained from Aldrich. Both 

a highly loaded octadecyldimethy1si1yl- modified surface and 

a surface with approximately the same loading as that of the 

oleyldimethylsily1- modified surface were synthesized. The 

silica was dried in a similar manner, and the same reaction 

apparatus was used for these syntheses. 
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1.6 ~mole/meter2 octadecyldimethylsilyl- Surface 

A fifty milliliter pear shaped flask was charged with 

0.8 g of silica. The silica was dried for 2 hours in a 

vacuum oven at 100 0 C. To the flask were added 25 mls of 

dry toluene and 1. 3 g of octadecyldimethylchlorosilane. The 

flask was attached to the condenser and ni trogen purge 

apparatus, heated to reflux temperature, and allowed to 

react for six hours. This reaction period was chosen using 

information from kinetic studies of modification reactions 

under these conditions. 47 After this period, the reaction 

vessel was cooled, and the silica was separated from the 

reaction liquor by filtration with a 3 ~m filter. The 

silica was then washed with ten 10 ml portions of filtered 

toluene, and five 10 ml portions of isopropanol and methanol 

respectively. The silica was transferred into a four dram 

vial and placed in a vacuum oven at 105 0 C and 0.1 rom Hg 

for 24 hours. Combustion analysis shO\,led the modified 

silica to be 13.8% carbon. Using the method presented in 

Chapter 1, this \'las calculated to be a coverage of 1.6 

~moles oleyldimethylsilyl- modifier per meter2 of silica. 
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2.7 ~mole/meter2 Octadecyldimethylsilyl- Surface 

A fifty milliliter pear shaped flask was charged with 

2.1 grams of silica. To the flask were added 10 grams of 

dry toluene and 15 g of octadecyldimethylchlorosilane. The 

flask was attached to the condenser and argon purge 

apparatus and allowed to react at room temperature for 52 

hours. The reaction flask was then heated to 85 0 C and 

allowed to react for 48 hours. After this period, the 

reaction vessel was cooled, and the silica was separated 

from the reaction liquor by filtration with a 3 ~m filter. 

The silica was then washed with ten 10 ml portions of 

filtered toluene, and five 10 ml portions of isopropanol and 

methanol respectively. The silica was transferred into a 

four dram vial and placed in a vacuum oven at 105 0 C and 

0.1 rom Hg for 24 hours. Combustion analysis showed the 

modified silica to be 20.8% carbon. Using the method 

presented in Chapter 1, this \tlas calculated to be a coverage 

of 2.73 ~moles oleyldimethylsilyl- modifier per meter2 of 

silica. 

2.3 Characterization 

The 

synthesized 

oleyldimethylchlorosilyl

in the procedures 

modified silica 

outlined above was 
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characterized by spectroscopic and chromatographic means. 

These characterization studies have confirmed the presence 

of the oleyl moiety at the surface. More importantly, these 

studies have shown significant differences in the behavior 

of the oleyl phases relative to the more common octadecyl 

phases. These dissimilarities confirm that chain 

conformation and solvation play an important role in the 

behavior of lipid modified silicas. 

Spectroscopic Characterization 

Spectroscopic characterization of the oleyldimethyl

silyl- modified silica confirmed the presence of the oleyl 

moiety at the surface. Diffuse reflectance fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy (DRIFT) and carbon-13 NMR 

spectroscopy both show features which indicate the presence 

of the carbon-carbon double bond at the surface. 

Unfortunately, attempts to measure the relative mobility of 

the oleyl chain under a variety of conditions using carbon-

13 NMR have met with limited success. 

The DRIFT results are presented in Figure 16. The 

drift spectrum for the oleyl modified surface shows an 

absorption at 3010 cm"1 which does not appear in the spectrum 

of the octadecyl modified silica. This absorption 

corresponds to the carbon-hydrogen stretch for hydrogens 
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bonded to carbons in a carbon-carbon double bond. 

Unfortunately no features were observed which would confirm 

the presence of the cis carbon-carbon double bond. 

Characteristic absorptions for carbon-carbon double bond 

stretch (~1650 cm-1) and carbon-hydrogen out of plane bending 

(~730-665 cm-1) were not detected. The carbon-carbon double 

bond stretch is difficult to detect in this molecule because 

of the symmetry of the oleyl moiety. Excessive noise in the 

region of the carbon-hydrogen out of plane bend prevented 

detection of this band. 

The carbon-13 NMR spectrum presented in Figure 17 shows 

a broad resonance at approximately 130 ppm relative to TMS. 

This resonance corresponds to the resonance for carbons in 

a carbon-carbon double bond. The spectrum was collected 

using the instrumentation described above with the silica 

sample in the dry, unsolvated state. The carbon-13 NMR 

spectrum presented in Figure 18 was also collected with the 

silica in the dry, unsolvated state, but with cross

polarization and magic angle spinning (CP/MAS). A Bruker 

AM-250 NMR spectrometer equipped with a Bruker single 

bearing magic angle spinning probe was used to collect this 

spectrum. An Amplifier Research broad band amplifier was 

used to amplify the 62.9 MHz carbon-13 pulses and a Henry 

tuned amplifier was used to amplify the 250 MHz proton 

decoupler pulses. The sample was spun at 4.1 kHz. The 
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angle was set to the magic angle using KBr and following the 

procedure outlined in the Bruker manual for the magic angle 

spinning probe. The spectrum shows resonances at 20 and 30 

ppm with greater resolution and signal to noise. The 

resonance at 130 ppm is barely detectable, probably due to 

higher chemical shift anisotropy and less efficient cross 

polarization at the double bond position. 

The presence of the carbon-13 NMR resonance at 130 ppm, 

shifted away from the bulk resonances at 30 ppm, should 

allow one to study the relative mobility of the oleyl chain 

in this central region under a variety of conditions. This 

could be done by using the line widths as a measure of the 

transverse relaxation times or by measuring the longitudinal 

relaxation times directly. The very low signal/noise on 

these systems prevented the measurement of longitudinal 

relaxation times, so an attempt was made to use line width 

measurements. Carbon-13 NMR spectra were collected for the 

oleyl-modified silica using the Bruker AM-250 Fourier 

transform NMR spectrometer at 62.9 MHz. A variety of 

solvation conditions with deuterium oxide/methanol mixed 

solvents were studied. The spectra were collected with a 

digital resolution of 1.8 Hz/pt and t'lere referenced to 

methanol at 49 ppm. The spectra are presented in Figure 19. 

The line width data is presented in Table IV. These results 

indicate that the solvation of the system does not have a 
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Table IV: Carbon-13 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Line widths for 
the 130 ppm Resonance on Oleyl-Modified Silica Under Various 

States of Solvation. 

Solvent Line width (Hertz) 
(weight percent of methanol in 
methanol/water mixed solvent) 

100 492 ± 30 

50 464 ± 30 

30 511 ± 30 

10 456 ± 30 

Dry 721 ± 50 

1.0 
1.0 



measurable affect on the observed line 

100 

widths. 

Unfortunately, very low signal to noise prevented more 

precise determination of the line widths, making it 

impossible to measure subtle differences in mobility. 

Chromatographic Characterization: Initial Studies 

The oleyl surface was further characterized using 

chromatographic techniques. As reported in Chapter 1, 

chromatographic characterization allows sensitive 

measurement of the chemical nature of a surface under 

solvated conditions. In this case, the approach has also 

allowed detailed comparison of the oleyl phase to octadecyl 

phases for which there is a great deal of chromatographic 

data available. 

All solvents used in the chromatographic studies were 

analytical reagent grade and were filtered through 0.5 ~m 

PTFE filters prior to use. Acetonitrile was obtained from 

Baxter (Muskegon, IL). water was twice distilled, the 

second distillation from basic potassium permanganate 

solution. The water was filtered through 0.45 ~m filters 

(Millipore) prior to use. All mixed solvents were measured 

by volume, and were made in six liter batches such that the 

same mixed solvent was used for each series of 

chromatographic studies. 
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Columns were packed using a downward density-matched 

slurry packing procedure. The density of the modified 

silicas was first measured by measuring the volumetric 

displacement of methanol by a known mass of silica. A 

solution of dibromomethane (Aldrich) and methanol was 

prepared by mixing weighed amounts of the solvents 

calculated to match the measured density of the silica by 

assuming ideal mixing. Approximately 0.4 g of silica was 

then suspended in 4 mls of the mixed solvent and shaken to 

form a slurry. The slurry was then transferred to a 200 x 

4.6 rom stainless steel packing bomb coupled by a few cm of 

wide bore stainless steel tubing to a 100 x 2.1 rom stainless 

steel column which was fitted with a 2 ~m stainless steel 

frit at the outlet end. The column was then packed by 

attaching this apparatus to a pneumatically driven pump 

(Haskel) and pumping methanol at 6000 psi for three or four 

pump strokes of 2 to 3 milliliters each. 

An Altex model 420 liquid chromatograph equipped with 

a fixed-wavelength ultraviolet detector at 254 nm was used 

for all studies. All flow rates were measured by timing 

wi th a stop watch the collection of mobile phase in a 

precision buret placed downstream from the detector. Data 

acquisi tion was performed on an IBM XT clone computer 

equipped with an IBM Data Acquisition and Control Adaptor 

board. The data was collected and analyzed using a program 
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written in ASYST programming language (see Appendix Two). 

The acquisition and analysis program reported the elution 

time at peak maximum, the width of the peak at one tenth of 

the peak maximum, and the asymmetry ratio. All of the data 

reported is the average of four to eight replicate 

injections. 

Analyte solutions were made by spiking the mixed mobile 

phase with the analyte of interest. The concentrations of 

these solutions were 80 ppm, 10 ppm, and 4 ppm for benzene, 

phenol, and aniline respectively. The benzene, phenol, and 

aniline used were analytical reagent grade. All injections 

were 20 ].£1. 

Columns were converted to the mobile phase of interest 

by running a gradient from the previous sol vent over a 

period of thirty to sixty minutes. Columns were further 

equilibrated with the mobile phase by pumping at least 100 

column volumes at 0.2 ml/min. 

To account for the effects of asymmetrical peaks, peak 

centroid and efficiency values were calculated from the data 

reported by the data acquisition and analysis program using 

the equations of Foley and Dorsey.U The calculations were 

performed on the same computer using a program written in 

BASIC (Appendix Three). Retention volumes were calculated 

from the peak centroids and the flow rates. The extra-

column volume was determined by measuring the retention 
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volume of sodium nitrate with the column replaced by a zero 

dead volume union. All k' values were calculated from the 

retention volume of the retained species, the retention 

volume of sodium nitrate (an unretained species) and the 

extra column volume using the equation found on page 18. 

The column was housed in an insulated metal jacket 

which permitted control of the column temperature by pumping 

a liquid at constant temperature through the jacket and in 

contact with the column. Temperatures below room 

temperature were maintained with a constant temperature 

cooling system and pump apparatus (model CF-B, Neslab, 

Portsmouth, NH) using methanol as the coolant liquid. 

Temperatures above room temperature were maintained with a 

constant temperature heating system and pump apparatus 

(model FE, Haake, Saddlebrook, NJ) using water as the 

liquid. All temperatures were measured with calibrated 

centigrade thermometers. Temperatures above room 

temperature were measured with a 0 to 100 degree precision 

thermometer. Temperatures below room temperature were 

measured with a -30 to 100 degree precision thermometer. 

The initial chromatographic characterization of the 

oleyl phase was a simple comparison of retention and 

selectivity of the oleyl phase relative to octadecyl phases 

for the analytes benzene, phenol, and aniline. The studies 

were carried out at 30 0 C for all systems. The surfaces 
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studied were an oleyldimethylsilyl modified surface with a 

coverage of 1.6 ~moles/meter2 and two octadecyl surfaces 

with coverages of 1.6 ~moles/meter2 and 2.7 ~moles/meter2. 

The mobile phases were 20% methanol and 10% acetonitrile. 

The results of these initial studies in the 10% 

acetonitrile mobile phase are presented in Table V. In 

general, lower retention is observed on the more lightly 

loaded stationary phases. For the analytes benzene and 

phenol the retention observed on the oleyl phase is not 

significantly different from the retention observed on the 

octadecyl phase with the same coverage. The retention of 

aniline on the oleyl phase, however, is much higher than the 

retention of aniline on the octadecyl phase of the same 

coverage, and is not significantly different from the 

retention observed on the octadecyl phase of higher 

coverage. The relative retention between aniline and phenol 

on the octadecyl phases averages 0.86, while on the oleyl 

phase it is 1.3. These results indicate an oleyl phase with 

similar accessibility and interaction energy to octadecyl 

phases for analytes retained in the mid to upper regions of 

the stationary phase when solvated by acetonitrile. The 

sizable retention of aniline on the oleyl phase indicates 

more favorable accessibility to the near surface region. 

The results of these initial studies in the 20% 

methanol mobile phase are presented in Table VI. In 



Table V: Initial Retention (k') Results for Benzene, Phenol, 
and Aniline in 10% Acetonitrile/90% Water on octadecyldimethyl

and oleyldimethyl- Stationary Phases. 

2.8 1.6 1.6 Compound 
J,Lmole/meter2 J,Lmole/meter2 J,Lmole/meter2 

Octadecyl-

Benzene 44 ± 3 

Phenol 8.2 ± 0.6 

Aniline 7.3 ± 0.6 

Octadecyl-

20 ± 1 

5.8 ± 0.4 

4.9 ± 0.4 

Oleyl-

19 ± 1 

5.7 ± 0.4 

7.3 ± 0.6 

.... 
o 
U1 



Table VI: Initial Retention (k') Results for Benzene, Phenol, 
and Aniline in 20% Methanol/SO% Water on Octadecyldimethyl- and 

Oleyldimethyl- stationary Phases. 

2.S 1.6 1.6 Compound 
J..'mole/meter2 J..'mole/meter2 J..'mole/meter2 
octadecyl- Octadecyl- Oleyl-

Benzene 65 ± 5 29 ± 2 16 ± 1 

Phenol 11.0 ± O.S 7.4 ± 0.5 4.6 ± 0.3 

Aniline 10.0 ± 0.9 7.6 ± 0.7 6.3 ± 0.6 

.... 
o 
0\ 
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general, lower retention is observed on the more lightly 

loaded stationary phases. In the methanol mobile phase, the 

retention for all analytes is lower on the oleyl phase than 

on the octadecyl phase with the same coverage. The relative 

retention between aniline and phenol on the octadecyl phases 

averages 0.98, while on the oleyl phase it is 1.4. These 

results indicate that the oleyl phase is less accessible and 

provides less favorable interaction energies than octadecyl 

phases when solvated by methanol. The near surface region 

is still relatively accessible and energetically favorable 

relative to the other regions of the phase, as evidenced by 

the large selectivity between aniline and phenol on the 

oleyl phase. 

These initial studies have indicated that the oleyl 

phase is not simply a mirror image of octadecyl phases. 

Rather, the kinked conformation of the chains causes unique 

behavior as reflected by the retention and selectivity 

values for the analytes studied. Solvation also plays a 

significant role, as evidenced by the dissimilar results 

obtained in the acetonitrile mobile phase relative to the 

methanol mobile phase. This distinctive behavior of the 

oleyl phase prompted further and more detailed study. 
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Chromatographic Characterization: Thermal Studies 

Thermal chromatographic studies, in which Van't Hoff 

plots are generated by plotting Ink' vs. l/T, provide more 

detailed information about the thermodynamics of the 

interactions between probe analytes and the surface. As 

detailed in Chapter 1, studies of this type have shown that 

a thermal transition occurs in octadecyl stationary phases, 

and that probe analytes perceive a different stationary 

phase in the two thermal regions. In this case, studies 

were conducted on the oleyl phases to obtain more 

quantitative thermodynamic information and to determine the 

effect of chain conformation on the thermal transition. The 

results are compared to results obtained previously in the 

Burke research group on octadecyldimethylsilyl modified 

silica with a coverage of 2.6 Jjmoles/meter2 • 41 

The Van' t Hoff plots obtained in acetonitrile/water and 

methanol/water mobile phases are displayed in Figures 20 

through 23. By inspection, these plots indicate similar 

Van't Hoff behavior to that observed on octadecyl stationary 

phases (see Figures 24 through 26). Two thermal regions are 

observed, with the probe analytes perceiving a different 

stationary phase in the two regions. In general, the 

surfaces provide more favorable enthalpic interactions and 

less favorable entropic interactions in the high 
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Figure 20: Chromatographic Retention of Benzene on 
Oleyldimethylsilyl- Modified Silica as a Function 

of Temperature With the Mobile Phase Concentrations 
of Methanol/Water as Indicated. 
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Figure 22: Chromatographic Retention of Benzene on 
Oleyldimethylsilyl- Modified Silica as a Function 

of Temperature With the Mobile Phase Concentrations 
of Acetonitrile/Water as Indicated. 
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Figure 24: Chromatographic Retention of A. Benzene and B. Phenol on 
octadecyldimethylsilyl- Modified Silica as a Function of Temperature 
With the Mobile Phase Concentrations of Methanol/Water as Indicated. 
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temperature region. From the slope of the line in the high 

temperature region one can calculate the standard enthalpy 

of the interaction between an analyte and the surface in 

that thermal region. From the change in slope between the 

two thermal regions one can calculate the change in the 

standard enthalpy of interaction between a probe analyte and 

the stationary phase. One can also estimate the thermal 

transition temperature from the point of intersection of the 

two lines. Finally, one can speak in general terms about 

the change in the standard entropy of the interaction in the 

two thermal regions by observin9 the change in the 

intercept. Quantitative determination of the entropy is not 

possible because the intercept is affected by the phase 

ratio as well as the entropy (see equation on page 19). The 

calculated values for the standard enthalpy of the 

interaction in the high temperature region, the change in 

standard enthalpy of the interaction, al1d the thermal 

transition temperatures for oleyl and octadecyl stationary 

phases in acetonitrile/water and methanol/water mobile 

phases are presented in Tables VII through XII. 

The standard enthalpies of interaction show a general 

trend of less favorable enthalpic interactions between 

phenol and benzene on the oleyl phase relative to the 

octadecyl phase. Anil ine, on the other hand, shml1s more 

favorable enthalpic interactions on the oleyl phase. This 



Table VII: Thermodynamic Parameters Obtained from Van't Hoff 
Plots for Benzene in Acetonitrile Mobile Phases on Octadecyl

and Oleyl- stationary Phases. 

Percent AHo in High Change in AHo From Transition 
Organic Temperature Region High to Low Temperature ee) 

Modifier (kcal/mole) Temperature 
in Water (kcal/mole) 

ODS Oleyl ODS Oleyl ODS Oleyl 

10 -3.33 -2.31 2.58 1. 72 26.2 16.6 

20 -3.52 -2.70 1.62 0.50 25.6 18.5 

30 -2.94 -2.95 0.28 none 25.4 none 

~ 
~ 
-..J 



Table VIII: Thermodynamic Parameters Obtained from Van't Hoff 
Plots for Aniline in Acetonitrile Mobile Phases on octadecyl

and Oleyl- Stationary Phases. 

Percent AHo in High Change in AHa From Transition 
organic Temperature Region High to Low Temperature (e) 

Modifier (kcal/mole) Temperature 
in Water (kcal/mole) 

ODS Oleyl ODS Oleyl ODS Oleyl 

10 -3.24 -3.58 . 1.18 0.38 26.9 15.5 

20 -2.73 -2.86 -0.19 -0.42 22.7 

30 -2.37 -3.12 (0.003) -0.82 (35) 18.0 

.... .... 
(X) 



Table IX: Thermodynamic Parameters Obtained from Van't Hoff 
Plots for Phenol in Acetonitrile Mobile Phases on Octadecyl

and Oleyl- Stationary Phases. 

Percent AHD in High Change in AHD From Transition 
organic Temperature Region High to Low Temperature (C) 

Modifier (kcal/mole) Temperature 
in water (kcal/mole) 

ODS Oleyl ODS oleyl ODS Oleyl 

10 -4.01 -2.98 1.36 0.77 25.1 16.8 

20 -3.60 -2.52 1.16 none 25.4 none 

30 -3.44 -2.80 0.28 none none 

~ 
~ 
\D 



Table X: Thermodynamic Parameters Obtained from Van't Hoff 
Plots for Benzene in Methanol Mobile Phases on Octadecyl- and 

Oleyl- Stationary Phases. 

Percent AHo in High Change in AHo From Transition 
Organic Temperature Region High to Low' Temperature (e) 

Modifier (kcal/mole) Temperature 
in ''later (kcal/mole) 

ODS Oleyl ODS Oleyl ODS Oleyl 

10 -2.99 -2.38 2.06 2.17 31.2 32.6 

20 -3.44 -2.54 2.33 1.41 24.4 31.2 

30 -3.70 -3.01 2.03 0.96 18.9 26.4 

.... 
N 
o 



Table XI: Thermodynamic Parameters Obtained from Van't Hoff 
Plots for Aniline in Methanol Mobile Phases on octadecyl- and 

Oleyl- stationary Phases. 

Percent ~Ho in High Change in ~Ho From Transition 
organic Temperature Region High to Low Temperature (e) 

Modifier (kcal/mole) Temperature 
in Water (kcal/mole) 

ODS Oleyl ODS Oleyl ODS Oleyl 

10 -3.24 -3.63 0.74 0.58 42.9 29.8 

20 -2.73 -3.50 1.42 none 29.2 none 

30 -2.37 -3.03 0.78 none (35) none 

I-' 
N 
I-' 



Table XII: Thermodynamic Parameters Obtained from Van't Hoff 
Plots for Phenol in Methanol Mobile Phases on Octadecyl- and 

Oleyl- Stationary Phases. 

Percent AHo in High Change in AHo From Transition 
Organic Temperature Region High to Low Temperature (e) 

Modifier (kcal/mole) Temperature 
in water (kcal/mole) 

ODS Oleyl ODS oleyl ODS Oleyl 

10 -4.11 -3.29 1.06 1.37 32.6 33.1 

20 -4.23 -3.32 1.09 0.69 22.9 35.6 

30 -4.15 -3.18 1.03 none none 

..... 
N 
N 
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reaffirms the results obtained in the initial 

chromatographic studies which indicate that the oleyl phase 

presents a more favorable near surface region than the 

octadecyl phases. 

The changes in standard enthalpy observed on the oleyl 

phase relative to the octadecyl phase are in general less 

significant. The thermal transition is observed, but the 

effects of the transition are not as significant on the 

oleyl phase. In some cases no thermal transition is 

observed on the oleyl phase where a transition was observed 

on the octadecyl phase. This may mean that no thermal 

transition exists, or that the technique is not sensitive 

enough to detect the transition. 

The thermal transition temperatures are where we expect 

to see the greatest difference between the oleyl phase and 

the octadecyl phase. Thermal transitions observed in lipid 

bilayer systems show a dramatic shift to lower temperature 

for unsaturated lipid chain systems (see Table I). If the 

thermal transition observed on these lipid modified silicas 

is similar in nature, one would expect to see a similar 

shift to lower thermal transition temperature. As the 

results in Tables VII-IX indicate, in acetonitrile mobile 

phases there is a shift to lower temperature by eight to ten 

degrees on the oleyl phase relative to the octadecyl phase. 

This does not correspond well in magnitude with the eighty 
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degree shift observed in phosphatidylcholine lipid bilayer 

systems. The results presented in Tables X-XII for methanol 

mobile phases show that the thermal transition temperatures 

on the oleyl systems are the same or higher than those 

observed on the octadecyl stationary phases. These results 

are not consistent with the results obtained with 

acetonitrile mobile phases or with the thermal behavior of 

lipid bilayer systems. 

2.4 Discussion 

The results of the synthesis and characterization of 

oleyldimethylsilyl modified silica demonstrate that while 

this surface is similar in many respects to octadecyl

dimethylsilyl modified silica there are also significant 

differences. Oleyldimethylchlorosilane reacts with silica 

yielding lower coverage of the surface. The coverage 

obtained is consistent with the bulkiness of the kinked 

oleyl moiety as measured in Langmuir trough experiments. 

Chromatographic characterization indicates that the oleyl 

phase provides similar interactions in the upper regions of 

the stationary phase for analytes such as benzene and 

phenol. However, analytes such as aniline, which are 

retained at the near surface region, perceive more favorable 

interactions at the oleyl modified silica. This indicates 
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that there is an increased solvation of the stationary phase 

by water in the near surface region which in turn provides 

more favorable interactions for these analytes. 

The thermal behavior of the oleyl phase relative to an 

octadecyl phase is very informative with respect to the 

nature of the thermal transition observed and the nature of 

the solvation of these systems. These results indicate a 

similarity between the thermal transition observed on these 

phases and the thermal transition observed in lipid bilayer 

systems. In addi tion, the difference in the thermal 

behavior observed with acetonitrile mobile phases relative 

to methanol mobile phases is an indication of the affect of 

solvation on the character of the stationary phase and the 

thermal transition. 

The thermal transition temperature behavior of the 

phosphatidylcholine lipid bilayer system was discussed in 

comparison with octadecyl modified silicas in Chapter 1. It 

was argued there that only thirteen to fourteen of the 

methylene units in the eighteen carbon chain are available 

for interaction in the same manner that lipid chains in 

lipid bilayers interact. It was also observed that a 

significant shift to lower temperature is observed when 

unsaturation is introduced into the lipid chains. 

In acetonitrile/water mobile phases a shift in the 

thermal transition temperature to lower temperature on the 
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oleyl phase relative to the octadecyl phase is observed 

(Tables VII-IX). This shift indicates a similarity between 

the thermal transitions observed on these stationary phases 

and lipid bilayer systems. The magnitude of this shift is 

not as great as that observed on the phosphatidylcholine 

lipid bilayer sys·tem, where an eighty degree shift is 

observed. As argued in Chapter 1, it seems that only 

thirteen to fourteen of the methylene units are able to 

interact as in lipid bilayer systems, effectively shifting 

the position of the double bond from the center of the chain 

to one end. The lipid system would practically consist of 

unsaturated lipid chains of thirteen to fourteen methylene 

units with the double bond in the fourth to fifth position. 

As indicated by Figure 27, when the double bond is shifted 

from the central position in a phosphatidylcholine lipid 

chain, the thermal transition temperature of the resulting 

lipid bilayer approaches that of the saturated system. 73 

This explanation resolves the ostensibly minor shift to 

lower transition temperature observed on the oleyl modified 

silicas and substantiates the similarity of the thermal 

transition behavior of lipid modified silicas and lipid 

bilayer systems. 

The thermal transition results for methanol mobile 

phases presented in Tables X-XII do not show the shift to 

lower transition temperature on the oleyl phase observed in 
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double bond position in 18-C chain 

Figure 27: Gel to Liquid-Crystal Phase Transition 
Temperature of an Homologous Series of 

Phosphatidylcholines Containing Hydrocarbon Chains 
with a Single cis Double Bond Located at Designated 

Positions in the Hydrocarbon Chains. From Barton 
and Gunstone, Reference 73. 
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acetonitrile mobile phases. Other differences between the 

two mobile phase systems are that the methanol sol vated 

systems have generally higher transition temperatures and 

show greater dependence on the percent of organic modifier 

in the mobile phase than do the acetonitrile solvated 

systems. In order to understand these apparent 

discrepancies one needs to investigate the solvation of 

reversed-phase stationary phases in the presence of 

acetonitrile/water and methanol/water mobile phases. 

Resul ts of these investigations are presented in Figure 

28. These results were obtained by equilibrating an 

octadecyl stationary phase with a variety of mixed mobile 

phases, purging the system with dioxane, and measuring by 

gas chromatography the relative proportions of organic 

modifier and water washed from the stationary phase. 44 There 

are significant differences· in the solvation of the 

stationary phase in acetonitrile and methanol mobile phases. 

At low percentages of acetonitrile in the mobile phase (~30% 

acetonitrile) the stationary phase is solvated almost 

exclusively by acetonitrile, with little or no water 

incorporated into the phase. This indicates solvation based 

on low energy dispersive forces. Low percentage methanol 

mobile phases, on the other hand, incorporate as much water 

into the stationary phase as methanol. This indicates that 
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the solvation is based dipole-dipole and hydrogen bonding 

interactions of higher organization and energy. 

The differences in thermal transition behavior observed 

on the two systems can be explained by the dissimilar 

solvation of the stationary phases. The high energy 

solvation of the stationary phase by methanol mobile phases 

dominates the transition thermodynamics of the system. The 

thermal transition behavior of the stationary phases 

solvated by methanol mobile phases presented in Tables X-XII 

is dominated by the thermodynamics of the change in 

solvation of the system, while the thermal transition 

behavior of the acetonitrile solvated stationary phases is 

dominated by the thermodynamics of the transition in the 

lipid chains. The dominance of the higher energy of 

solvation of the methanol mobile phases is reflected in the 

higher transition temperatures observed, the greater 

dependence of the transition temperature on the percentage 

of organic modifier in the mobile phase, and the 

independence of the thermal transition with respect to the 

chain orientation. 

Figure 29 is a simplified schematical representation of 

the nature of the thermal transi tion observed. This 

representation is adapted from what is known of the thermal 

transitions observed in lipid bilayer systems. 10,11,n,73 At 

high temperature, the lipid chains are in a disorganized, 
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liquid-like, solvated state. There is more trans-gauche 

isomerism in this state than in the low temperature state. 

The first four or five carbons adjacent to the silica 

surface remain relatively rigid, do not interact with one 

another, and are most likely in an all-trans state. 

Chromatographic analytes interact with this phase by 

partitioning between the chains as proposed by many 

researchers. 39,41 

The low temperature phase is a highly organized, less 

mobile, gel-like phase with the chains in a nearly all-trans 

configuration. Adjacent chains align themselves and 

interact with one another through van der Waals 

interactions. Due to the physical heterogeneity of the 

silica backbone and the relatively wide spacing of the 

chains, defect sites occur in the organized structure of the 

phase. Defect sites of this type are also observed in lipid 

bilayers and may play an important role in the transport of 

analytes across the membrane." Similarly, chromatographic 

analytes are retained mostly at the defect sites, as the 

steric constraints of the organized portions of the 

stationary phase make interactions in those regions 

unlikely. This model of lipid-modified silicas, with areas 

of high density coverage interspersed with defect sites, has 

been reported by Lochmuller et. al. 54 
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Analytes perceive a different stationary phase in the 

two thermal regions. At high temperature, benzene and 

phenol, which are retained in the upper regions of the 

stationary phase, perceive a phase with more favorable 

enthalpic and less favorable entropic contributions to 

retention. In the high temperature case these analytes are 

retained by direct interaction with the chains and the 

solvation of the chains, whereas in the low temperature case 

they are retained through enhanced solvation by the organic 

modifier found at the defect sites. This results in more 

favorable enthalpic interactions with the high temperature 

phase. In order to solvate the analyte molecule, the 

disorganized high temperature phase must organize itself in 

a solvation sphere, resulting in less favorable entropic 

interactions. 

Aniline shows mixed results in terms of the enthalpic 

and entropic interactions observed at the two phases. 

Aniline is retained at the near surface region. This region . . 

of the stationary phase is highly organized at both high and 

low temperature, resulting in the mixed entropic results. 

Easier access to the near surface region at the defect sites 

in the low temperature phase may explain the more favorable 

enthalpic interactions which are often observed with that 

phase. 
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2.5 Conclusions 

The synthesis and characterization of oleyldimethyl

silyl-modified silicas has led to some interesting new 

insights into the structure and character of reversed-phase 

liquid chromatographic stationary phases. In addition, 

these studies have shown the importance of structure and 

solvation in determining the selectivity of modified 

surfaces in general. 

It is now clear that the orientation of lipid modifiers 

at the surface plays an important role in determining the 

overall selectivity of the modified surface. In addition, 

it now seems likely that the thermal transition observed on 

these lipid-modified silicas is similar in nature to that 

observed in lipid bilayer systems, with the solvation of the 

system playing an important role in the thermodynamics of 

the transition. When acetonitrile mobile phases solvate the 

lipid chains, the thermodynamics of the lipid chains defines 

the structure of the system. On the other hand, in methanol 

mobile phases, the thermodynamics of the solvation defines 

the structure of the system. In essence, acetonitrile 

solvents react to the structure of the lipid phase, while 

methanol solvents define the structure of the lipid phase. 

Finally, definition of the thermal transition from an 

organized phase with a great deal of interaction between 
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chains and with defect sites versus a high temperature phase 

with less interaction between chains and with relatively 

uniform coverage of the surface has served to unify opposing 

models of stationary phase structure which have been 

reported in the literature. 41,54 



Chapter 3 

Effect of orientation and steric 

Constraints on Selectivity and Efficiency 

3.1 Introduction 
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The following work has been conducted to continue 

studies into the effect of modifier orientation on the 

selectivity and efficiency of chemical interactions at 

modified surfaces as well as to determine the utility of t

but~Tltrichlorosilane as a bonding reagent. The presence of 

the bulky ~-butyl group and its effect on chemical 

reactivity and nature makes ~-butyltrichlorosilane an 

interesting modifier for study. 

The large size of the ~-butyl group is well 

documented. 77,78 Free rotation of the ~-butyl group and of 

the three methyl groups allows the t-butyl group to 

sterically occupy approximately 35 A2 of surface area. This 

compares with water which can occupy 12 A2 and a methyl 

group which can occupy 16 A2. The ability of this group to 

sterically prevent access to underlying reactive sites has 

made it a popular choice as a protecting group in organic 

synthesis. This also makes ~-butyl trichlorosilane a logical 
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choice for endcapping studies, as we can anticipate that the 

:!;-butyl group will prevent access to underlying surface 

sites. 

t-Butyltrichlorosilane presents an interesting reagent 

for study from a fundamental point of view. :!;-Butylchloro

silanes have been shown to have very limited reactivity with 

water, ammonia,n and with alkyl lithium compounds. ro 

Polyfunctional ~-butyl silanes tend not to react with one 

another to form polymers or oligomers in the same fashion 

that other polyfunctional silanes do. n 

The ability of large moieties to sterically prevent 

access to underlying surface chemistry been studied, 62,79,80 

but not in detail. This is essentially the antithesis of 

the approach of Golding47,48 \<lhich was to employ sterically 

small reactive silanes to limit access to the surface 

chemistry by increasing the surface coverage. This chemical 

system also presents an interesting study in orientation and 

mobility of surface modifiers, as the ability of t

butyltrichlorosilane to limit access to the underlying 

surface sites depends greatly on its orientation and its 

ability to rotate freely when bonded to the surface. The 

most advantageous orientation would be one with the t-butyl 

group extended away from the surface with complete 

rotational freedom. On the other hand, if the t-butyl group 

is orientated at an angle with respect to the surface and 
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access to the underlying surface sites. 
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will allo\>l greater 

As presented in Chapter 1, endcapping of previously 

modified surfaces is performed to limit the effect of 

residual silanol sites on the chemical character of the 

modified surface. This is done because these residual 

silanol sites are believed by many to play a deleterious 

role in the overall behavior of modified silica stationary 

phases. 24,39 Endcapping is usually done with relatively small 

monoreactive silanes which can access the residual silanol 

sites. This results in a single bond between the silane and 

the surface and thus limited stability of the attached 

endcapping reagent. As indicated by Figure 30, trireactive 

reagents such as t-butyltrichlorosilane can potentially form 

multiple bonds to the surface, resulting in greater 

stability. However, these compounds have not been used as 

endcapping reagents because they tend to introduce silanol 

activity to the surface rather than eliminate it. Because 

of the large size of the t-butyl group, t

butyltrichlorosilane combines the capability of forming 

roul tiple bonds to the surface wi th sterically hindered 

access to underlying silanols, thus providing a more stable 

surface62 ,79 with greatly reduced silanol activity. 80 In 

addition, the steric hindrance of the t-butyl group prevents 
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polymerization of the modifier, allowing monomeric surface 

reaction from a tl:'ireactive silane. 

To study the fundamental aspects of this system as 

well as to determine the utility of ~-butyltrichlorosilane 

as an endcapping reagent, several experimental studies have 

been performed. The reactivity of t-butyltrichlorosilane 

with water and with the silica surface has been shown to be 

unique for trichlorosilanes. The chemical nature of silica 

surfaces modified with ~-butyltrichlorosilane has also been 

studied. The reactivity of ~-butyltrichlorosilane with 

silicas previously modified with octyldimethylchlorosilane 

and octadecyldimethylchlorosilane has been studied in 

detail. Finally, the chemical nature of the 

octadecyldimethylsilyl- modified silica endcapped with t

butyltrichlorosilane has been determined, revealing the 

profound effect of modifier orientation on the selectivity 

and efficiency of chemical interactions at these surfaces. 

3.2 Experimental 

Reactivity of t-Butyltrichlorosilane with Water 

The reactivity of ~-butyltrichlorosilane (~-BuTCS) was 

measured in order to determine the effect of the t-butyl 

group on the overall reactivity of this reagent. The 
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experiments were carried out in toluene and in 

tetrahydrofuran in an attempt to measure the effects of 

solvation on the reactivity of t-BuTCS. These studies were 

inspired by the observation that the reaction between water 

and t-BuTCS did not yield reproducible or quantitative 

amounts of chloride, as determined by Mohr titration. 

t-Butyltrichlorosilane was purchased from Petrarch 

systems (Bristol, PAl and was purified by sublimation 

immediately prior to use. Analytical reagent grade toluene 

(Aldrich), tetrahydrofuran (Mallinckrodt), and methylene 

chloride (Mallinckrodt) were used without further 

purification. water was distilled and deionized prior to 

use. 

The first set of experiments were carried out at 

ambient temperature. One milliliter of 1.1 M ~-BuTCS in 

toluene was measured into each of twenty four dram vials. 

The vials were attached to a shaker apparatus and were 

shaken continuously throughout the experiment. One 

milliliter of water was added to each of the vials. At 0.5, 

1, 2, 4, 5, and 7 hours the shaking was temporarily halted 

and the organic fraction of at least two vials was sampled. 

Five to ten microliter samples of the organic fraction were 

dissolved in methylene chloride. The organic fraction was 

quanti tati vely analyzed by gas chromatography ,.,i th flame 

ionization detection (Model 5880A, Hewlett Packard) 0 
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Toluene was used as the internal standard in the 

quantitative analysis of the t-BuTCS. At least two replicate 

injections were made of each sample. Qualitative analysis 

was performed using the GC/MS system described in Chapter 

2. A plot of In[c/co] vs. time is presented in Figure 31. 

The linear nature (r2=0.96) of this plot implies a pseudo-

first order reaction of t-BuTCS with water. The pseudo-

first order rate constant is 0.162 ± 0.008 M/Hr. The half 

life is 4.28 hours. 

The reaction between j;-BuTCS and water was also studied 

Twenty-five milliliters of 1.1 M t-BuTCS in 

toluene were placed in a 200 ml two neck flask. The flask 

was equipped with a stirring apparatus. The flask was 

suspended in an ice/water bath at 0° C. Twenty milliliters 

of water were added to the flask, and the resulting solution 

was stirred vigorously. The stirring was stopped briefly 

and the organic fraction was sampled at 0, 1, 3, 5, 9.5, 21, 

and 36 hours. At least two replicate five to ten microliter 

samples of the organic fraction were dissolved in methylene 

chloride. The organic fraction was quantitatively analyzed 

by gas chromatography with flame ionization detection. 

Toluene was used as the internal standard in the 

quantitative analysis of the j;-BuTCS. At least two replicate 

injections were made of each sample. Qualitative analysis 

was performed by GC/MS. 
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A plot of In[C/Co] vs. time is presented in Figure 32. 

The linear nature (r2=0.992) of this plot implies a pseudo

first order reaction between j;-BuTCS and water. The pseudo

first order rate constant is 0.045 ± 0.001 M/Hr. The half 

life is 15 hours. 

For the sake of comparison, Ethyltrichlorosilane 

(Petrarch) was dissolved in toluene at a concentration of 

1.1 M. One milliliter of this solution was placed in a four 

dram vial and 1 ml of water was added. This resulted in an 

immediate and violent reaction. Gaseous hydrochloric acid 

was released so quickly that the cap could not be placed on 

the vial. In addition, the reaction was extremely 

exothermic. Enough heat was released to cause the toluene 

to boil. 

In an attempt to determine the effect of solvation on 

the reaction between j;-BuTCS and water an experiment was run 

to measure the kinetics of this reaction in tetrahydrofuran. 

Unfortunately, this reaction is too fast to measure with the 

techniques described above. All of the j;-BuTCS had formed 

the cyclic trimer and cyclic tetramer within seconds of the 

addi tion of water. The identi ty of these products was 

determined by GC/MS. While the reaction was very fast, it 

was not nearly as exothermic as the reaction between 

ethyltrichlorosilane and water. No increase in temperature 
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was observed during the course of the reaction between t

BuTCS and water in tetrahydrofuran. 

Syntheses of Modified Silicas 

The reactivity of t-BuTCS with bare silica surfaces was 

studied and compared to that of trimethylchlorosilane. 

These studies were performed to determine whether t-BuTCS 

would react with a silica surface in a monolayer fashion 

similar to that of monoreactive silanes. In addition, these 

surfaces and an ethyldimethylchlorosilane surface were later 

studied to determine the relative ability of ,t-BuTCS to 

limit access to underlying silanols. Silicas were also 

modified with octadecyldimethylchlorosilane (Petrarch) and 

octyldimethylchlorosilane (Aldrich). These modified 

surfaces were then endcapped with t-butyl trichlorosilane, t

butyldimethylchlorosilane, and trimethylchlorosilane for 

comparison of endcapping ability. 

All of the reactions between silica and modifying 

agents were carried out in toluene solution using the 

apparatus shown in Figure 15 on page 65 in Chapter 2. The 

reaction apparatus \lIas purged with dry argon through a 

capillary suspended at the bottom of a pear-shaped flask. 

This allowed even, gentle reflux and served to remove 

hydrochloric acid, a byproduct of the reaction. The silica 
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was obtained from Whatman through Lochmuller at Duke 

University. The pertinent physical parameters of this 

silica were supplied by Lochmuller and are presented in 

'l'able XIII. Toluene, isopropyl alcohol (EM Science), and 

methanol (EM Science) used to wash the modified silica were 

first filtered through 0.5 ~m PTFE filters (Micro Filtration 

Systems). 

Following the reactions the solutions were allowed to 

cool and the silicas were vacuum filtered from the reaction 

liquor using a 3 J,£m F1uoropore filter (Mi11ipore). The 

silicas were then washed with ten 10 m1 portions of filtered 

toluene, and five 10 m1 portions of isopropanol and methanol 

respectively. The silica was transferred into a four dram 

vial and placed in a vacuum oven at 105 0 C and 0.1 rom Hg 

for 24 hours. Combustion analysis was used to determine the 

percent carbon of the modified silica. The method presented 

in Chapter 1 was then used to calculate the coverage of 

modifier in ~moles of modifier per meter2 of silica. The 

molecular weight of the t-buty1dihydroxysi1y1- modifier was 

used in the calculations of t-BuTCS coverage. 

One of three procedures \<las used to dry the silica 

prior to the reactions. The silica was stored in a vacuum 

desiccator and was occasionally used as obtained from that 

desiccator. An oven drying procedure at atmospheric 

pressure was often used. Silica was dried in the oven at 



Table XIII: Pertinent Physical Parameters of the Silica Used in the 
l-Butyl- Modification studies. 

Nominal Particle 
Diameter (~meters) 

10 

Average Pore Diameter 
(Angstroms) 

60 

Surface Area 
( meterl/grsm) 

323 

~ 
~ 
to 
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120 0 C for 24 hours. Finally, a vacuum oven was employed. 

Silica was dried in the vacuum oven at 80 • C and 0.1 mm Hg 

for 12 hours. Silicas pretreated in these manners are 

labelled "ASIS", "OVEN", and "VAC" respectively. 

The reaction between trimethylchlorosilane and silica 

was performed four times under different silica pretreatment 

conditions. The toluene used in the reactions was dried by 

distillation. Trimethylchlorosilane (Aldrich) was distilled 

prior to use. The reactions were run with greater than a 

ten fold excess of trimethylchlorosilane. The excesses were 

calculated assuming that complete coverage of the silica 

surface \-1ould require 4 J,£moles of modifier per meter2 of 

surface area. 18 The reaction conditions and coverage results 

obtained for these syntheses are presented in Table XIV. 

The results indicate relatively consistent coverage 

averaging 4.4 J,£moles of modifier per meterZ of silica 

surface area. The results may also indicate that drying the 

silica surface serves to reduce its reactivity. 

The procedure for the modification of silica with 

ethyldimethylchlorosilane is described elsewhere. 47 

The modification of silica with ~-BuTCS was run many 

times on fresh silica samples under a variety of reaction 

conditions. The silica was first dried with one of the 

three drying procedures described above. Toluene was dried 



Table XIV: Reaction Conditions and Coverage Results for 
Trimethylchlorosilane Modification of Silica. 

Silica Pretreatment Surface Coverage Result 
(see text) ( I-'moles/meter2) 

OVEN 4.3 ± 0.2 

VAC 3.9 ± 0.2 

ASIS 4.6 ± 0.2 

ASIS 4.6 ± 0.2 

~ 
U1 
o 
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by distillation from a solution of t-BuTCS immediately prior 

to the reactions. 

The t-butyltrichlorosilane used in the reactions was 

purified prior to use in one of three ways. Direct 

distillation using a microdistillation apparatus and a 

heated condenser to prevent solidification in the condenser 

was used for the initial reactions. For many of the 

reactions, the t-BuTCS was co-distilled with ethylbenzene. 

For the later reactions, t-BuTCS was purified by vacuum 

sUblimation. These purification methods are labelled 

"DDlS", "CDlS", and "SUB" respectively. 

The first few syntheses were run assuming that 

relatively low concentrations of t-BuTCS in the reaction 

liquor would help to limit polymerization of the modifier. 

Thus, four reactions were carried out with relatively small 

excesses of :t.-butyltrichlorosilane and relatively large 

volumes of toluene. Excesses were calculated assuming that 

complete coverage of the silica surface would require 4 

J.Lmoles of modifier per meter2 of surface area. The reaction 

conditions and coverage results obtained for these systems 

are presented in Table XV. The low cover.age obtained 

relative to trimethylchlorosilane indicate that the reaction 

is hindered by the presence of the large :t.-butyl group. No 

apparent effect of drying the silica was observed. 



Table XV: Reaction Conditions and Coverage Results for the 
Modification of Silica with Slight Excesses of t

Butyltrichlorosilane. 

Silica 
Pretreatment 

(see text) 

OVEN 

VAC 

VAC 

ASIS 

t-Butyltri
chlorosilane 
Purification 

(see text) 

DDIS 

DDIS 

DDIS 

DDIS 

Excess Reagent 
Used 

1.5 

1.1 

1.0 

1.2 

Surface 
Coverage Result 
(I-'moles/meter2 ) 

1..8 ± 0.1 

1.4 ± 0.1 

2.3 ± 0.1 

1.7 ± 0.1 

I-' 
U1 
N 



Table XVI: Reaction Conditions and Coverage Results for the 
Modification of Silica with Large Excesses of t

Butyltrichlorosilane. 

Silica 
Pretreatment 

(see text) 

VAC 
ASIS 
ASIS 
ASIS 

OVEN 
OVEN 
OVEN 
OVEN 

OVEN 
OVEN 
ASIS 
ASIS 

ASIS 

t-Butyltri
chlorosilane 
Purification 

(see text) 

SUB 
CDIS 
CDIS 
SUB 

CDIS 
SUB 
SUB 
SUB 

SUB 
SUB 
SUB 
SUB 

SUB 

Excess Reagent 
Used 

10 
10 
10 . 
20 

52. 
21 
7 

17 

17 
20 
* 
* 

20 (**) 

Surface 
Coverage Result 
(",mol es /meter2 ) 

3.7 ± 0.2 
5.0 ± 0.2 
2.7 ± 0.1 
1.6 ± 0.1 

10.3 ± 0.5 
5.8 ± 0.3 
2.3 ± 0.1 
3.3 ± 0.2 

3.4 ± 0.2 
1.1 ± 0.1 
6.5 ± 0.3 
5.3 ± 0.3 

2.3 ± 0.1 

* Neat reagent used for one hour, followed by a 10% solution of 
pyridine in toluene for 12 hours. 

** t-Butyltrichlorosilane dissolved in a 10% solution of pyridine in 
THF and reaction run for 36 hours. I-' 

U1 
w 
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The low coverage obtained in the initial reactions 

prompted a series of reactions to be run with excess reagent 

under a variety of conditions. The reaction conditions and 

coverage results obtained for these syntheses are presented 

in Table XVI. These results generally show higher coverage 

than previously obtained with t-BuTCS. However, there is a 

great deal of variation in these results relative to the 

trimethylchlorosilane results. There is no apparent trend 

in this variation with respect to silica drying procedure, 

reaction time, or reagent excess or concentration. 

octadecyldimethylsilyl- and octyldimethylsilyl-

modified silicas were synthesized so that they could be used 

in endcapping studies. The apparatus used for these 

syntheses was the same apparatus described above, with a 100 

ml pear-shaped flask to allow larger batches of silica to be 

treated. All of the reactions were carried out in toluene 

which had been dried by distillation. The silica used in 

the syntheses was stored in a vacuum desiccator and was not 

dried further prior to modification. Octadecyldimethyl

chlorosilane and octyldimethylchlorosilane were used as 

obtained from the supplier without further purification. 

Octadecyldimethylsilyl-modified silica was synthesized 

first. Into the reaction vessel was weighed 2.3 grams of 

silica. To this was added 4.2 g of octadecyldimethyl

chlorosilane (approximately a five fold excess) and 60 mls 



of toluene. 
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The reaction vessel was heated to reflux 

temperature (app. 108 0 C) and the reaction was allowed to 

proceed for 48 hours. The system was allowed to cool, and 

the silica was separated from the reaction liquor and washed 

as described above. Combustion analysis showed the modified 

silica to be 12.0% carbon, corresponding to a coverage of 

1.83 ~moles of modifier per meter2 of silica surface area. 

This relatively low coverage was considered to be ideal for 

endcapping studies. 

octyldimethylsilyl-modified silica was synthesized in 

much the same way. Into the reaction vessel was weighed 2.3 

grams of silica. To this was added 2.4 g of 

octyldimethylchlorosilane (approximately a five fold excess) 

and 40 mls of toluene. The reaction vessel was heated to 

reflux temperature (app. 120 0 C) and the reaction was 

allowed to proceed for 48 hours. The system was allowed to 

cool, and the silica was separated from the reaction liquor 

and washed as described above. Combustion analysis showed 

the modified silica to be 9.3% carbon, corresponding to a 

coverage of 2. 8 ~moles of modifier per meter2 of silica 

surface area. 

These modified silicas were divided into four 

fractions. 

further. 

The first of the·se fractions was not treated 

The other three were endcapped with ~-

butyltrichlorosilane, ~-butyldimethylchlorosilane, and 
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trimethy1ch1orosi1ane respectively. The reaction apparatus 

described above, with a 25 ml pear-shaped flask, was used 

for these endcapping reactions. The toluene used in these 

reactions was dried by distillation. Trimethylch1orosilane 

and ~-butyldimethylchlorosilane were used as obtained from 

the supplier. ~-butyltrichlorosilane was purified before 

each synthesis by vacuum sUblimation and was weighed and 

transferred to the reaction vessel in a glove bag purged 

with dry argon. 

The ~-butyltrichlorosilane endcapping reactions were 

carried out as follows. Into the reaction vessel was 

weighed 0.5 g of modified silica. To this was added 

approximately 2 9 of ~-BuTCS and 50 mls of toluene. The 

reaction was heated to reflux temperature Cappo 112 0 C) for 

48 hours. During that time, the reaction liquor was 

replenished with t-BuTCS. In the case of the 

octadecyldimethyl-modified silica 0.2 g additions of ~-BuTCS 

were made after 21 and 44 hours of reaction. In the case of 

the octyldimethyl-modified silica 0.5 g of ~-BuTCS was added 

after 18 and 44 hours of reaction. The resulting silicas 

were separated from the reaction liquor, washed, and dried 

as described above. Combustion analysis indicated that the 

endcapped silicas were 11.3% and 8.4% carbon for the 

octadecy1 and octyl phases respectively. 
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The ~-buty1dimethylchlorosilane (~-BuDMCS) endcapping 

reactions were carried out as follows. Into the reaction 

vessel was weighed 0.5 g of modified silica. To this was 

added approximately 2 9 of ~-BuDMCS and 50 mls of toluene. 

The reaction was heated to reflux temperature (app. 112 0 C) 

for 48 hours. During that time, the reaction liquor was 

replenished with 0.5 9 additions of ~-BuDMCS. In the case 

of the octadecyldimethyl-modified silica additions of ~

BuDMCS were made after 19 and 42 hours of reaction. In the 

case of the octyldimethyl-modified silica additions were 

made after 17 and 41 hours of reaction. The resulting 

silicas were separated from the reaction liquor, washed, and 

dried as described above. Combustion analysis indicated 

that the endcapped silicas were 12.0% and 9.5% carbon for 

the octadecyl and octyl phases respectively. 

The trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS) endcapping reactions 

were carried out as follows. Into the reaction vessel was 

weighed 0.5 9 of modified silica. To this was added 

approximately 8 mls of TMCS and 60 mls of toluene. The 

reaction was heated to reflux temperature (app. 106 0 C) for 

48 hours. During that time, the reaction liquor was 

replenished several times with TMCS. In the case of the 

octadecyldimethyl-modified silica 4 ml additions of TMCS 

were made after 17, 24, ~1 an~ 44 hours of reaction. In the 

case of the octyldimethyl-modified silica 5 ml of TMCS was 



added after 24 and 43 hours of reaction. 
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The resulting 

silicas were separated from the reaction liquor, washed, and 

dried as described above. Combustion analysis indicated 

that the endcapped silicas were 13.2% and 9.9% carbon for 

the octadecyl and octyl phases respectively. 

Characterization by Hydrofluoric Acid Digestion 

The modified silicas, synthesized as described above, 

were characterized to determine the relative reactivity of 

the various modifiers and the chemical nature of the 

modified surfaces. Hydrofluoric acid digestion, following 

the procedure of Fazio,~ was used to quantitatively 

determine the coverage of octadecyldimethylsilyl- and 

octyldimethylsilyl- modifiers on the endcapped phases. 

Normal phase and reversed phase chromatographic studies were 

performed to determine the chemical nature of the various 

phases. 

The hydrofluoric acid digestion method allows 

quantitative and qualitative determination of modifiers 

bonded to silica. A known amount of the bonded silica is 

dissolved in a concentrated aqueous hydrofluoric acid 

solution. The alkylsilane modifiers are converted to 

alkylfluorosilanes. These alkylfluorsilanes are then 

extracted into an organic phase such as hexane and analyzed 
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by gas chromatography. The procedure was carried out on 

each of the endcapped silicas to quantitatively determine 

the coverage of the octyl- and octadecyl- modifiers after 

the endcapping reactions. While combustion analysis allows 

calculation of surface coverage when only one surface 

modifier has been used, the characterization of coverage and 

relative reactivity when two modifiers have been used is 

more difficult. The hydrofluoric acid method was combined 

with combustion analysis results to calculate the extent of 

reaction of all of the bonding reagents. 

A 200 ml solution made from 50 mls of ACS reagent grade 

hydrofluoric acid (Fisher Scientific), 50 mls of methanol, 

and 100 mls of distilled water was prepared. Modified 

silica samples of 3 to 5 mg were weighed into 10 ml nalgene 

bottles to the nearest ~g on an analytical balance. Six 

silica samples were run for each of the octyl- and 

octadecyl- phases. These samples consisted of three 

different masses of the original (not endcapped) surface for 

standardization of the method and one sample each of the 

three endcapped phases. Five milliliters of the 

hydrofluoric acid solution was measured into each of the 

nalgene bottles with a volumetric pipet. A magnetic stir 

bar was placed in each of the nalgene bottles and the 

digestion was allowed to proceed with stirring for three 

hours. To each of the nalgene bottles was added 1.00 ml of 
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hexane containing 0.100 ug/m1 of an internal standard. 

Octane and octadecane were used as the internal standards 

for the octyl- and octadecyl- phases respectively. This 

mixture was stirred and the phases were allowed to separate. 

The organic fraction was quantitatively analyzed by gas 

chromatography with flame ionization detection. At least 

two replicate injections were made of each sample. The 

identity of the chromatographic peaks was determined by gas 

chromatography with mass spectrometric detection. The 

amount of silyl modifier weighed into the reaction bottle 

with each of the original (unendcapped) silica samples was 

calculated from the combustion analysis results for those 

silicas. The equation used for this calculation is shown 

here, 

where MOD is the amount of modifier in millimoles, Msi is the 

mass of the silica \'leighed into the reaction bottle in 

milligrams, Xo is the fraction of carbon in the sample as 

determined by combustion analysis, and n is the number of 

carbons in the modifier. Standard curves were constructed 

from the three digestion analyses of the original phases by 

plotting the relative response factor of the fluorosilane of 
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interest versus the amount of silyl modifier calculated to 

be in the reaction system. These plots are linear (rZ of 

.998 and .992 for octyl- and octadecyl- systems 

respectively) and have zero intercept as expected. 

The amount of octyl- or octadecyl- modifier on the 

endcapped phases was then determined from the relative 

response factor and a least squares fit of the standard 

curve. The amount of carbon calculated from the mass and 

percent carbon of the endcapped silica that was not 

accounted for by the octyl- or octadecyl- modifier was 

assumed to be due to the endcapping reagent at the surface. 

Thus, the amount of endcapper was calculated from the 

following equation, 

ENVbX~~-12.01(MOD)n 

12.01n" 

where END is the amount of endcapper present in millimoles, 

ne is the number of carbons in the endcapping reagent, and 

the other terms are as described above. Finally, the 

coverage of the endcapper and the octyl- or octadecyl-

modifier were calculated from the mass of the silica and the 

amount of each modifier using the following equations: 
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lO'MOD 
COVmod= 323 [MS1 - (MW~OD) - (MWenpD)] 

lOGEND 
COVend= 323 [MS1 - (~OD) - (MWonP/D) ] 

where COV~ and COV~ represent the coverage of the original 

modifier and the endcapper respectively, MWmod and MW~ 

represent the formula weight of the silyl derivative of the 

original modifier and the endcapper respectively, 323 is the 

specific surface area of the unmodified silica in meter2 per 

gram, and the other terms are as described above. 

The results of these studies are presented in Tables 

XVII and XVIII. It can be seen from these results that the 

endcapping process displaces some of the original modifier 

from the surface. It is also clear that 

trimethylchlorosilane is far more productive as an 

endcapping reagent than the ~-butyl modifiers. Of the ~

butyl modifiers, ~-BuTCS is more productive than ~-BuDMCS. 

Due to the very low reactivity of the t-BuDMCS these phases 

were not expected to be significantly different from the 



Table XVII: Coverage Results for Octyldimethyl- Phases Obtained 
from Combustion Analysis and Hydrofluoric Acid Digestion. 

Endcapping Octyl- covera~e Endcapper Total Surface 
Reagent (",moles/meter ) Coverage Coverage 

( ",moles/meter2), (",moles/meterl ) 

NONE 2.77 0 2.77 

j;,-BuTCS 2.16 0.83 3.00 

TMCS 2.57 1.55 4.13 

j;,-BuDMCS 2.72 0.15 2.87 

t-a 
0\ 
W 



Table XVIII: Coverage Results for Octadecyldimethyl- Phases 
Obtained from Combustion Analysis and Hydrofluoric Acid Digestion. 

Endcapping Octadecyl- Endcapper Total Surface 
Reagent Coverage 

( J..&moles/meter2) 

Coverage 
(J,Lmo 1 es /meter2) 

Coverage 
(J,Lmoles/meter2 ) 

NONE 1.83 0 1.83 

~-BUTCS 1.68 0.58 2.26 

TMCS 1.71 2.63 4.33 

~-BuDMCS 1. 79 0.16 1.95 

.... 
0\ 
~ 
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original modified phase, and thus they lrlere not studied 

further. 

Liquid Chromatographic Characterization 

As reported in Chapter 1, chromatographic 

characterization allows sensitive measurement of the 

chemical nature of a surface under solvated conditions. In 

this case, the approach has also allowed sensitive 

comparison of the modified silicas in terms of silanol 

activity. In addition, reversed-phase chromatographic 

studies on the endcapped octadecyl- modified phases has led 

to a detailed picture of the orientation and solvation of 

the near-surface region of these modified silicas. 

Unless stated otherwise, all of the solvents used in 

the chromatographic studies were analytical reagent grade 

and were filtered through 0.5 ~m PTFE filters prior to use. 

Acetoni trile was obtained from Baxter (Muskegon, IL). Water 

was twice distilled, the second distillation from basic 

potassium permanganate solution. The water was filtered 

through O. 45 ~m filters (Millipore) prior to use. All mixed 

solvents were measured by mass, and were made in two liter 

batches. 

Columns were packed using a downward density-matched 

slurry packing procedure. !I'he density of the modified 
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silicas was first measured by measuring the volumetric 

displacement of methanol by a known mass of silica. A 

solution of dibromomethane (Aldrich) and methanol was 

prepared by mixing weighed amounts of the solvents 

calculated to match the measured density of the silica by 

assuming ideal mixing. Approximately 0.4 g of silica was 

then suspended in 4 mls of the mixed solvent and shaken to 

form a slurry. The slurry was then transferred to a 200 x 

4.6 mm stainless steel packing bomb coupled by a few cm of 

wide bore stainless steel tubing to a 100 x 2.1 rom stainless 

steel column which was fitted with a 2 ~m stainless steel 

frit at the outlet end. The column was then packed by 

attaching this apparatus to a pneumatically driven pump 

(Haskell) and pumping several milliliters of methanol at 

6000 psi. 

An Altex model 110A, or Spectra Physics models 4200 or 

8100 liquid chromatograph each equipped with a Chromatronix 

model 770 variable wavelength detector set at 260 nm were 

used for these studies. All flow rates were measured by 

timing with a stop watch the collection of mobile phase in 

a precision buret placed downstream from the detector. The 

data was recorder on a strip chart recorder (Linear 

Instruments). The retention of the peak maximum and the 

width and asymmetry ratio at one tenth the peak maximum were 
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all measured by hand. At least six injections were made of 

each analyte for each set of conditions. 

Analyte solutions were made by spiking the mixed mobile 

phase with the analyte of interest. Analytes were chosen to 

represent polar neutral, polar acidic, polar basic, and non

polar analytes and to give reasonable retention. The 

concentrations of these solutions were 100 ppm, 100 ppm, 50 

ppm, 50 ppm, 10 ppm, and 10 ppm for toluene, ethyl benzene, 

phenol, benzyl alcohol, acetophenone, and 2,6-lutidine 

respectively. The probe analytes used were all analytical 

reagent grade. All injections were 20 ~l. 

Columns were converted to the mobile phase of interest 

by running a gradient from the previous solvent over a 

period of thirty to sixty minutes. Columns were further 

equilibrated with the mobile phase by pumping at least 100 

column volumes at 0.2 ml/min. 

To account for the effects of asymmetrical peaks, peak 

centroid and efficiency values were calculated from the data 

measured using the equations of Foley and Dorsey. 76 The 

calculations were performed on an IBM XT compatible computer 

using a program written in BASIC (Appendix Three). 

Retention volumes were calculated from the peak centroids 

and the flow rates. The extra-column volume was determined 

by measuring the retention volume of sodium nitrate for 

reversed phase studies and hexane for normal phase studies 
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with the column replaced by a zero dead volume union. All 

k' values were calculated from the retention volume of the 

retained species, the retention volume of sodium nitrate for 

reversed phase studies and hexane for normal phase studies 

(an unretained species), and the extra column volume using 

the equation on page 18. The retention volume of hexane was 

measured as the inflection point of the refractive index 

response as recorded by the UV detector. 

The~-butyltrichlorosilane, trimethylchlorosilane, and 

ethyldimethylchlorosilane modified silicas were compared by 

normal phase chromatography. In addition, a series of ~

BuTCS modified silicas with increasing coverage were studied 

by the same approach. The purpose of these studies is to 

measure the relative silanol activity of the phases. This 

can be done by a variety of methods,29,81,82,83 but the method 

chosen here is that of Golding. 47 The method is to use 

heptane as the mobile phase and study the retention of 

relatively polar analytes. The justification of this 

approach is that the heptane mobile phase is similar in many 

respects to the organic moieties bonded to the surface, and 

thus eliminates any retention due to interaction with those 

groups. Therefore, the retention of these analytes at the 

modified silica surface must be due entirely to interaction 

with silanols or adsorbed water at the silica surface. This 

approach has the advantage that it is relatively simple and 
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thus does not introduce any more variables than necessary 

into the system. 

The limitation of this approach is that the retention 

observed is strongly dependent on the amount of water in the 

mobile phase. This is because any water in the heptane 

tends to hydrate the relatively polar silica surface and the 

retention of polar analytes is affected. This in turn 

creates a situation in which the most polar surfaces give 

the least reproducible results. since the point of this 

study was to compare the surfaces this limitation could be 

circumvented by using the same batch of heptane for each 

series of surfaces to be compared. In addition, after 

running the columns of a series consecutively, the retention 

of one of the analytes was measured on the first column 

again. No significant changes in retention were observed, 

indicating that the mobile phase hydration remained constant 

throughout the experiment. However, because of the 

irreproducibility of these experiments on a batch to batch 

basis, the results obtained in these experiments can only 

be compared as part of a series and can not be compared one 

series to another. 

The first series of normal phase experiments was to 

compare t-butyltrichlorosilane, trimethylchlorosilane, and 

ethyldimethylchlorosilane modified phases with essentially 

the same coverage. The heptane mobile phase used for this 
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series was saturated with water which had been twice 

distilled and filtered as described above. One hundred 

milliliters of water were placed in contact with one liter 

of HPLC grade heptane (Aldrich) and the mixture was stirred 

for two hours. After allowing the phases to separate, the 

heptane was decanted from the bulk water. The three columns 

were attached end to end and equilibrated with analytical 

reagent grade heptane (Aldrich) which had been filtered 

through 0.5 ~m filt~rs. The columns were then equilibrated 

with 200 column volumes of the water-saturated heptane 

mobile phase at a flow rate of 0.2 ml/min. The columns were 

disconnected, and the retention of benzyl amine (30 ppm) and 

acetophenone was measured for each column at a flow rate of 

0.8 ml/min. 

The results of these experiments are presented in Table 

XIX. It is clear from these results that the j;-BuTCS 

modified silica has the highest polarity of the three 

stationary phases. 

A similar study was conducted to determine the effect 

of increasing the coverage of the silica surface with t

BuTCS. The residual silanol activity of three j;-butyl 

phases and a trimethylchlorosilane modified silica were 

compared by normal phase chromatography. The columns were 

attached end to end and equilibrated with reagent grade 

heptane and then with water-saturated heptane. The columns 



Table XIX: Normal Phase Chromatographic Capacity Factors for 
Benzylamine and Acetophenone on Silica Surfaces Modified with t

BuTCS, TMCS, and Ethyldimethylchlorosilane. 

Modifier Benzylamine k' Acetophenone k' Coverage. 
( I'moles/meter2) 

t-BuTCS 3.7 11.4 22.2 

Tl1CS 3.9 5.4 7.6 

EtDMCS 3.9 5.1 7.2 

I-' 
...,J 
I-' 
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were disconnected and the retention of acetophenone in each 

column was measured at a flow rate of o.s ml/min. After 

running the columns consecutively, the retention of 

acetophenone on the first column was measured again and was 

not significantly different, indicating that the mobile 

phase hydration remained constant throughout the experiment. 

The results of these experiments are presented in Table 

XX and in Figure 33. These results indicate that as the 

coverage of ~-BuTCS increases the residual silanol activity 

does decrease. However-, even at much higher coverage the 

residual silanol activity of the ~-butyl phases remains much 

higher than that of trimethyl- phases. 

Normal phase chromatographic experiments were also run 

on the octadecyl- phases. In this case, the heptane mobile 

phase was not saturated with water. Rather, the heptane was 

pumped from the bottle of anhydrous HPLC grade heptane 

through an lS gauge needle placed through the "Sure-Seal" 

septum. The heptane was continuously purged with dry 

helium gas through a 22 gauge needle forced through the same 

septum. The helium was dried with a freshly rejuvenated in-

line molsieve column. The pressure in the bottle was 

relieved through a 24 gauge needle forced through the same 

septum and attached at the downstream end to a 2 meter 

length of 0.2 inch i. d. teflon tubing. Three columns, ·the 

octadecyl phase and the octadecyl phase endcapped with TMCS 



Table XX: Normal Phase Chromatographic Capacity Factor for 
Acetophenone on Silica Surfaces Modified with Various Coverages of 

t-BuTCS and TMCS as a Comparison. 

Modifier Coverage Acetophenone k' 
( J.l.moles/meter2) 

:t-BuTCS 3.7 B.6 

j;,-BuTCS 4.B 6.9 

j;,-BuTCS 6.5 6.B 

TMCS 3.9 2.5 

I-' 
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and with t-BuTCS, were place~ end to end and purged with 

filtered reagent grade heptane and then with 200 column 

volumes of the anhydrous heptane mobile phase at a flow rate 

of 0.2 ml/min. The columns were disconnected and the 

retention of acetophenone in the anhydrous heptane mobile 

phase was measured for each column at a flow rate of 1.0 

ml/min. After the retention had been measured on the third 

column, the original column was placed back in the system 

and the retention was measured again. No significant change 

in retention was observed. 

The results of these experiments are presented in Table 

XXI. The residual silanol activity of these surfaces 

decreases with increased coverage of the surface as 

determined in the hydrofluoric acid digestion results. The 

t-butyl endcapped surface has intermediate coverage, and 

intermediate residual silanol activity. 

The octadecyl phases were also characterized by a 

series of reversed phase chromatographic studies. The 

mobile phases used for these studies were a series of 

methanol/water and acetonitrile/water solvent mixtures. 

From a fundamental point of view, these studies were 

conducted in an effort to measure the orientation and 

solvation of the near surface region of modified silicas 

under these conditions and to determine their effect on the 

chemical nature of the overall stationary phase. In a more 



Table XXI: Normal Phase Chromatographic Capacity Factor for 
Acetophenone on an Octadecyldimethylsilyl- Surface Alone and 

Modified with t-BuTCS and TMCS as Endcapping Reagents. 

Modifier Acetophenone k' 

NONE 110 ± 10 

j;-BuTCS 86 ± 8 

TMCS 18 ± 2 

.... 
-...J 
0\ 
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practical sense, these studies were conducted to determine 

the utility of ~-BuTCS as an endcapping reagent for reversed 

phase chromatographic applications. The experimental 

procedures for preparing the mobile phases, running the 

retention experiments, and handling the data are presented 

above. The results of these studies are presented in Tables 

XXII through XXIX. 

3.3 Discussion 

The results of these studies have interesting 

implications. From a fundamental point of view, these 

results tell us a great deal about the chemical reactivity 

of ~-BuTCS and the role of orientation and solvation in 

determining the chemical nature of modified surfaces. From 

a more practical point of view, however, it is clear that 

the preferred orientation of the ~-butyl modifier makes it 

an unsui table reagent for the deactivation of residual 

silanol sites on modified silica surfaces. 

The reaction between water and ~-BuTCS is unique among 

chlorosilanes. n Reactions between trichlorosilanes and 

water are notoriously fast and violent. Many of the common 

silicone polymers in use today are synthesized by the fast 

and quantitative reactions between dichlorosilanes and 

water. The results of these studies indicate, however, that 
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:t.-BuTCS reacts very slowly with water when solvated by 

toluene. When solvated by tetrahydrofuran the reaction 

proceeds much more quickly, but the reaction is not nearly 

as exothermic as with other ch10rosilanes and the cyclic 

trimer and cyclic tetramer are the preferred products rather 

than long chain polymers. These unique reactive properties 

of :t.-BuTCS are probably both due to the presence of the 

sterica11y large t-buty1 group. 

The reaction between :t.-BuTCS and the silica surface is 

also unique in many respects. Trireacti ve si1anes generally 

lead to very fast reactions and very high, polymeric 

coverage. 39,84 :t.-Buty1trich10rosi1ane, on the other hand, has 

been shown to react with silica to yield relatively low 

coverage under a variety of conditions. The low coverage 

are probably in part due to the presence of the large :t.

butyl group which sterica11y hinders the reaction. The 

reaction is very difficult to reproduce, however, a trait 

common to polymeric modifiers. As with other polymeric type 

modifiers, the difficulty in reproducing this reaction is 

probably due to very small differences in the amount of 

water in the reaction system. 84 The reaction between t-BuTCS 

and water in solution leads to cyclic oligomers with little 

or no reactivity with the surface. This is in contrast to 

other trireactive si1anes which react with water in solution 

to form linear polymers which then react with the surface. 
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This leads to a situation in which water in the reaction 

system competes with the surface for the ~-butyl modifier 

but does not favor formation of highly loaded polymeric 

surfaces. 

In addition, ~-BuTCS did not do a very effective job 

of limiting access to residual silanol sites at the silica 

surface. When reacted with bare silica, ~-BuTCS leaves a 

relatively polar surface when compared with TMCS or 

ethyldimethylchlorosilane. Even as the coverage by ~-BuTCS 

is increased, the residual silanol activity is not reduced 

to the level of trimetl1ylsiJ,.yl- modified silica. These 

resul ts indicate that ~-butyl trichlorosilane takes on an 

orientation at the surface which allows access to the 

underlying silanols, rather than preventing access by steric 

hindrance. 

The reactions between previously modified silicas and 

the three bonding reagents also showed unique behavior for 

the ~-butyl modifiers. The bulky ~-butyl group evidently 

obstructs access of the modifier to the near surface region 

where the endcapping reactions take place. The trireactive 

nature of ~-BuTCS apparently provides a greater driving 

force for the reaction, allowing this modifier to overcome 

the steric barrier. This is manifested in the lower 

reactivity observed for ~-BuDMCS relative to ~-BuTCS. 
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For both octyl- and octadecyl- surfaces, ~-BuTCS 

displaced more of the original modifier than TMCS. This is 

probably due to the fact that three moles of hydrochloric 

acid are formed per mole of modifier, rather than one. 

Hydrochloric acid can react with the silyl ether linkage to 

displace modifying reagents from the surface. This problem 

might be reduced if a basic catalyst such as lutidine or 

pyridine were added to the reaction liquor. 

It must be noted that trimethylchlorosilane ~las overall 

superior as an endcapping reagent in terms of reactivity. 

This modifier reacts reproducibly and effectively with bare 

silica and with modified silicas. While some of the 

original modifier is displaced from the modified silicas, 

this is more than compensated by the productive reaction of 

TMCS with the residual silanols. 

When j;-BuTCS was used as an endcapping reagent the 

resulting surface still possesses a great deal of residual 

silanol activity as measured by normal phase chromatography. 

This level of residual silanol activity is not unreasonable 

when the relatively low overall coverage of these surfaces 

is taken into account. It is important to note here that 

the introduction of the j;-butyl modifier did significantly 

reduce the silanol activity relative to the original 

surface. However, this reduction in silanol activity was 
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not comparable to that achieved when TMes was used as the 

endcapping reagent. 

The reversed phase studies of the endcapped octadecyl 

surfaces have provided some very interesting results. It is 

clear from these results that endcapping these phases 

changes a great deal more than the accessibility of the 

residual silanols. These changes at the near surface region 

affect the solvation of the stationary phase, and thus have 

a profound affect on the retention behavior of a variety of 

analytes. In addition, it can be reasoned from these 

results that the orientation of surface modifiers is a very 

important variable 

modified surfaces. 

in defining the chemical nature of 

The resul ts of these studies are 

examined with regard to the type of probe, and general 

trends in the data are considered more significant than 

individual data points. 

The results obtained for the acidic alcohol probes 

presented in Tables XXII and XXIII show relatively 

consistent retention and efficiency results for all of the 

surfaces. Under most conditions, these analytes are 

believed to be retained at or near the mobile phase end of 

the stationary phase. 41 Thus, it is not terribly surprising 

that changes forced on the near surface region by endcapping 

these phases have little or no effect on the retention of 

these analytes. 
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Non-polar analytes ·such as ethylbenzene and toluene are 

believed to be retained in the central region of the 

stationary phase. 41 The resul ts for these analytes are 

presented in Tables XXIV and XXV. These analytes generally 

show greater retention on the TMCS endcapped phase. There 

are two possible explanations for this: The portion of the 

phase where toluene is retained may be made more non-polar 

by the presence of the less polar TMCS at the surface, or 

the effective volume of the nonpolar portion of the 

stationary phase may be increased due to enhanced solvation 

by the organic modifier or reduced ability of water to 

penetrate the organic phase. The latter explanation seems 

more probable, as this can be explained by extending the 

nonpolar region of the stationary phase nearer to the 

surface by displacing the water from the near surface 

region. 

The results for acetophenone presented in Tables XXVI 

and XXVII are somewhat surprisingly similar to those 

observed for the nonpolar analytes. This is an indication 

that the acetophenone is probing a similar region in the 

stationary phase as the nonpolar analytes, or that 

acetophenone is retained predominately through nonpolar van 

der Waals type interactions. 

A significant point to note at this point is that there 

are no trends as yet in the efficiency results. This 



Table XXII: Reversed Phase Chromatographic Capacity Factor, Plate 
count, and Asymmetry Ratio for Acidic Alcohol Probes in Methanol 

Mobile Phases on an Octadecyldimethylsilyl- Surface Alone and 
M~dified with t-BuTCS and TMCS as Endcapping Reagents. 

Probe Percent Surface kl N BfA 
Analyte Methanol 

ODS 2.2 ± 0.2 50 ± 10 3.0 ± 0.3 
Phenol .30 ODS-t-BuTCS 2.2 ± 0.2 .50 ± 10 2.8 ± 0.2 

ODS-TMCS 2.6 ± 0.2 80 ± 20 2.5 ± 0.2 

Benzyl- ODS 2.3 ± 0.2 11 ± 0.5 4.5 ± 0.2 
alcohol 40 ODS-t-BuTCS 1.9 ± 0.1 15 ± 0.5 3.8 ± 0.2 

ODS-TMCS 2.4 ± 0.1 16 ± 1 4.0 ± 0.2 

Benzyl- ODS 0.4 ± 0.1 63 ± 5 2.2 ± 0.2 
alcohol 60 ODS-t-BuTCS 0.4 ± 0.1 43 ± 3 2.3 ± 0.2 

ODS-TMCS 0.5 ± 0.1 32 ± 2 3.3 ± 0.2 

.... 
to 
W 



Table XXIII: Reversed Phase Chromatographic capacity Factor, Plate 
count, and Asymmetry Ratio for Benzylalcohol in Acetonitrile Mobile 
Phases on an octadecyldimethylsilyl- Surface Alone and Modified with 

t-BuTCS and TMCS as Endcapping Reagents. 

Percent 
Acetonitrile 

30 

40 

Surface 

ODS 
ODS-t-BuTCS 

ODS-TMCS 

ODS 
ODS-t-BuTCS 

ODS-TMCS 

k' 

1.7 ± 0.2 
1.1 ± 0.1 
1.1 ± 0.1 

0.79 ± 0.11 
0.80 ± 0.10 
0.79 ± 0.10 

N B/A 

94 ± 8 2.1 ± 0.2 
113 ± 8 1.9 ± 0.2 

93 ± 7 2.3 ± 0.2 

65 ± 6 2.3 ± 0.2 
72 ± 6 2.2 ± 0.2 
61 ± 5 2.3 ± 0.2 

.... 
0) 
~ 



Table XXIV: Reversed Phase Chromatographic Capacity Factor, Plate 
count, and Asymmetry Ratio for Non-Polar Probes in Methanol Mobile 

Phases on an Octadecyldimethylsilyl- Surface Alone and Modified with 
~-BuTCS and TMCS as Endcapping Reagents. 

Probe Percent Surface k' N BfA 
Analyte Methanol 

ODS 16 ± 1 80 ± 10 2.5 ± 0.1 
Toluene 30 ODS-~-BuTCS 15 ± 1 80 ± 10 2.9 ± 0.1 

ODS-TMCS 35 ± 2 170 ± 20 2.3 ± 0.1 

Ethyl- ODS 28 ± 2 96 ± 4 2.7 ± 0.1 
benzene 40 ODS-~-BuTCS 21 ± 2 139 ± 4 2.2 ± 0.1 

ODS-TMCS 44 ± 2 260 ± 10 1.9 ± 0.1 

Ethyl- ODS 3.8 ± 0.3 270 ± 30 1.4 ± 0.1 
benzene 60 ODS-.t.-BuTCS 3.4 ± 0.3 120 ± 10 2.0 ± 0.1 

ODS-TMCS 5.6 ± 0.3 230 ± 20 2.0 ± 0.1 

~ 
(X) 

U1 



Table XXV: Reversed Phase Chromatographic Capacity Factor, Plate 
count, and Asymmetry Ratio for Toluene in Acetonitrile Mobile Phases 

on an octadecyldimethylsilyl- Surface Alone and Modified with t
BuTCS and TMCS as Endcapping Reagents. 

Percent 
Acetonitrile 

30 

40 

Surface 

ODS 
ODS-,t-BuTCS 

ODS-TMCS 

ODS 
ODS-,t-BuTCS 

ODS-TMCS 

kl 

9.9 ± 0.5 
9.0 ± 0.4 
13.6 ± 0.6 

4.5 ± 0.2 
4.4 ± O.j 
6.6 ± 0.3 

N BjA 

510 ± 40 1.5 ± 0.1 
290 ± 20 2.1 ± 0.1 
390 ± 20 1.8 ± 0.1 

140 ± 10 2.65 ± 0.09 
240 ± 20 1.7 ± 0.1 
201 ± 9 2.16 ± 0.07 

... 
m 
0\ 
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indicates that there are no inherent efficiency problems 

with the columns due to packing structure or other physical 

parameters. 

The results for lutidine are presented in Tables XXVIII 

and XXIX. These results are very interesting for several 

reasons. Lutidine is a basic amine. This class of analytes 

represents the biggest efficiency problem in reversed phase 

liquid chromatography, reportedly because of interaction 

with polar acidic residual silanol sites at the near surface 

region. When used as probe analytes, these compounds are 

believed to probe the near surface region41 where endcapping 

is expected to have the greatest effect. Finally, these 

results are very interesting because they are so dissimilar 

to the results obtained for the other probe analytes. 

Lutidine shows its greatest retention on the ~-BuTCS 

endcapped phases. Since the t-BuTCS end capped phase has 

been shown not to have the greatest residual silanol 

activity of the three this can only be explained by 

increased solvation of the near surface region by water. 

The ~-butyl modifier evidently takes on an orientation which 

favors solvation of the near surface with water. 

In both acetonitrile and methanol mobile phases, an 

inordinately large increase in the retention of lutidine is 

observed only on the ~-B~TCS epdcapped phase between 30% and 



Table XXVI: Reversed Phase Chromatographic Capacity Factor, Plate 
count, and Asymmetry Ratio for Acetophenone in Methanol Mobile 

Phases on an octadecyldimethylsilyl- Surface Alone and Modified with 
t-BuTCS and TMCS as Endcapping Reagents. 

Percent Surface k' N B/A 
Methanol 

ODS 6.0 ± 0.4 80 ± 10 2.5 ± 0.2 
30 ODS-t-BuTCS 5.9 ± 0.4 57 ± 8 2.3 ± 0.2 

ODS-TMCS 9.4 ± 0.6 140 ± 20 3.3 ± 0.2 

ODS 4.7 ± 0.2 24 ± 1 3.9 ± 0.1 
40 ODS-t-BuTCS 4.0 ± 0.2 37 ± 2 2.7 ± 0.1 

ODS-TMCS 5.4 ± 0.3 59 ± 2 3.0 ± 0.1 

ODS 0.85 ± 0.10 97 ± 8 2.1 ± 0.1 
60 ODS-,t-BuTCS 0.76 ± 0.09 58 ± 4 2.3 ± 0.1 

ODS-TMCS 0.99 ± 0.10 57 ± 4 2.6 ± 0.1 

.... 
co 
co 



Table XXVII: Reversed Phase Chromatographic capacity Factor, Plate 
count, and Asymmetry Ratio for Acetophenone in Acetonitrile Mobile 

Phases on an octadecyldimethylsilyl- Surface Alone and Modified with 
~-BuTCS and TMCS as Endcapping Reagents. 

Percent 
Acetonitrile 

30 

40 

Surface 

ODS 
ODS-~-BuTCS 

ODS-TMCS 

ODS 
ODS-~-BuTCS 

ODS-TMCS 

k' N B/A 

3.3 ± 0.2 230 ± 20 1.8 ± 0.1 
3.0 ± 0.2 210 ± 10 3.0 ± 0.1 
3.6 ± 0.2 190 ± 10 2.1 ± 0.1 

1.6 ± 0.1 95 ± 7 2.4 ± 0.1 
1.7 ± 0.1 140 ± 10 1.6 ± 0.2 
2.1 ± 0.2 110 ± 9 2.2 ± 0.2 

~ 
0) 

\0 



Table XXVIII: Reversed Phase Chromatographic Capacity Factor, Plate 
count, and Asymmetry Ratio for Lutidine in Methanol Mobile Phases on 

an Octadecyldimethylsilyl- Surface Alone and Modified with ~-BuTCS 
and TMCS as Endcapping Reagents. 

Percent Surface k' N B/A 
Methanol 

ODS 28 ± 2 10 ± 1 3.6 ± 0.3 
30 ODS-t-BuTCS 61 ± 3 10 ± 1 3.1 ± 0.3 

ODS-TMCS 18 ± 1 9 ±.2 6.4 ± 0.2 

ODS 6.4 ± 0.2 12 ± 1 4.9 ± 0.2 
40 ODS-t-BuTCS 9.0 ± 0.2 24 ± 2 3.1 ± 0.2 

ODS-TMCS 7.2 ± 0.3 30 ± 4 3.4 ± 0.1 

ODS 2.4 ± 0.10 60 ± 20 2.6 ± 0.2 
60 ODS-t-BuTCS 2.4 ± 0.09 37 ± 7 2.8 ± 0.2 

ODS-TMCS 1. 5 ± 0.10 40 ± 20 2.0 ± 0.2 

.... 
\0 
o 



Table XXIX: Reversed Phase Chromatographic Capacity Factor, Plate 
count, and Asymmetry Ratio for Lutidine in Acetonitrile Mobile 

Phases on an octadecyldirnethylsilyl- Surface Alone and Modified with 
t-BuTCS and TMCS as Endcapping Reagents. 

Percent 
Acetonitrile 

30 

40 

Surface 

ODS 
ODS-~-BuTCS 

ODS-TMCS 

ODS 
ODS-~-BuTCS 

ODS-TMCS 

k' 

13.6 ± 0.8 
~ 40 

8.0 ± 0.5 

10.9 ± 0.6 
10.1 ± 0.6 
5.5 ± 0.4 

N B/A 

16 ± 1 3.0 ± 0.2 
Too Broad to Measure 
11.1 ± 0.7 3.6 ± 0.2 

2.9 ± 0.2 6.5 ± 0.2 
3.1 ± 0.2 5.3 ± 0.2 
1.7 ± 0.1 7.7 ± 0.2 

~ 
\D 
~ 
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40% organic modifier. This indicates that this change in 

mobile phase causes a more dramatic change in the character 

of this stationary phase than in the other two stationary 

phases. This is further evidence of an enrichment of the 

near surface region with water. This enrichment is 

supported by the structure and orientation of the ~-butyl 

group at the surface, but at higher percentages of organic 

modifier in the mobile phase its importance is diminished by 

increased solvation of the entire stationary phase by the 

organic modifier. 

The efficiency results for lutidine are poor in all 

cases. However, the reasons for this poor efficiency are 

clearly not the same for all three surfaces. In each case 

the t-butyl modified s~rfac~ provides the greatest peak 

symmetry. This is an indication that the available sites 

for interaction of the lutidine with this surface are 

relatively homogeneous in energy. Homoenergetic interactions 

are a desirable characteristic for chromatographic 

stationary phases. However, in this case the efficiency is 

very poor due to slow kinetics of the interaction at the 

surface or slow mass transfer in the stationary phase. 

The peak asymmetry is consistently highest in the TMCS 

endcapped case. This is an indication of a nonlinear 

isotherm for the adsorption of lutidine at this surface. 

This is most likely because a variety of interaction 
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energies are present or a limited number of high energy 

adsorption sights are available. The poor efficiency in 

this case is due to heterogeneity in the interaction energy, 

rather than poor kinetics. 

These results allow one to construct models of the 

endcapped phases. The greater retention of nonpolar 

analytes and the high peak asymmetry observed for lutidine 

at the TMCS modified surface under reversed-phase conditions 

lead to a model of this stationary phase in which the 

nonpolar region is extended down very close to the near 

surface region (see Figure 34). This model has been 

proposed by Golding to explain similar results observed on 

highly loaded octyldihydrosilyl- modified silicas. 47 The 

extended nonpolar region leads to greater retention of the 

nonpolar analytes, and the steep polarity gradient leads to 

the heterogeneity in the interaction energy and thus skewed 

peaks for basic amines. 

The implication of these results for the t-BuTCS 

endcapped phases is that there is an extended aqueous region 

near the surface. This suggests that the t-butyl group is 

leaned over where it can interact with the adjacent lipid 

chain as depicted in Figure 35. When the modifier takes on 

this orientation the two silanols on the silicon center are 

extended approximately a bond length and a half from the 

surface. This in turn creates an aqueous region which is 
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Polarity 

Figure 34: Schematic Representation of the Polarity 
Gradient Model for Trimethylsilyl- Modified Reversed

Phase Surfaces Showing Large Non-polar Region and Steep 
Polarity Gradient in the Near Surface Region. 
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Polarity 

Figure 35: Schematic Representation of the Preferred 
Orientation of the ~-Butylsilyl- Modifier and the 

Resulting Polarity Gradient Model for ~-Butylsilyl
Modified Reversed-Phase Surfaces Showing Reduced Non
polar Region and Homoenergetic High Polarity Region at 

the Near Surface Region. 
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extended out from the surface. This extended aqueous region 

limits the retention of nonpolar analytes and creates a 

large stationary phase volume for the retention of basic 

amines. The polarity profile of this extended aqueous 

region is relatively flat, and thus symmetrical peaks are 

observed. However, the mass transfer kinetics into and out 

of this region are evidently rather slow, causing very broad 

peaks. The poor diffusion of lutidine in this extended 

aqueous region is an indication that this region of the 

stationary phase is very viscous, perhaps even "ice-like." 

This low mobility solid-like structure is an extension of 

the rigid silica backbone and the rigid, relatively 

inflexible nature of the stationary phase chains in this 

region (see Chapter 2). 

3.4 Conclusions 

These studies have been very informative about the 

nature of !;-butyltrichlorosilane and about the factors which 

determine the selectivity and efficiency of interactions at 

chemically modified surfaces. !;-BuTCS is a unique chemical 

species in many respects, with the highly reactive 

chlorosilane functionalities constantly playing against the 

unreactive, sterically bulky !;-butyl group. n,78 
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The behavior of modified surfaces endcapped with ~

BuTCS indicates that the orientation of this modifier plays 

a very significant role in determining the solvation of the 

near surface region, and thus the selectivity of the 

modified surface. This is further evidence that modifier 

orientation is extremely important in determining the 

chemical nature of modified surfaces. 

It is also important to note that although the ~-BuTCS 

endcapped phase did provide homoenergetic interactions for 

lutidine it did not provide highly efficient interactions. 

The poor efficiency of these interactions is attributed to 

poor diffusion of lutidine in a relatively viscous, immobile 

near surface region. In the previous chapter it was 

concluded that the first four to five carbons in the chain 

of octadecyldimethylsilyl- modifiers were relatively 

immobile. Here it is concluded that the solvation in this 

region is also relatively immobile. This leads one to 

consider whether the rigidity in the near surface region of 

these modified silicas is a consequence of the very rigid 

silica backbone itself. 

From a practical standpoint it must be concluded that 

~-butyltrichlorosilane is not a useful reagent for 

endcapping modified silicas. This is partly because of the 

limited reactivity of the modifying agent. It is also 

because the ,t-butyl group takes on an orientation 'tlhich does 
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not effectively prevent access to underlying silanols and 

thus leaves a surface with relatively high residual silanol 

activity. The TMCS results also indicate, however, that the 

highest coverage and lowest residual silanol activity do not 

necessarily lead to the most efficient surface for 

chromatography of basic amines. Indeed, recent studies have 

indicated that surfaces of intermediate coverage provide the 

best efficiency for these analytes. 59,85,88 



Chapter 4 

Investigation of Mobility, Orientation, and 

Chemical Nature of Iminodiacetic Acid Immobilized 

at Modified Sepharose Gel Supports 

4.1 Introduction 
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In addi tion to silica materials, organic polymeric 

materials are quite popular .as chromatographic supports. 

While these materials lack the mechanical strength for high 

pressure applications and in many cases tend to swell and 

shrink with changes in solvation, they can be designed with 

some very attractive characteristics. They may be much more 

stable to chemical attack, making the materials especially 

popular in applications requiring very alkaline conditions. 

For example, polystyrene has been modified with ionic groups 

and has been used extensively for the separation of metal 

ions and also for the separation of carboh~drates at a pH of 

13 to 14. Often they present less significant secondary 

interactions than tradition~l modified silica supports. 

This reduction in secondary interactions is especially 

important in the separation and purification of proteins, 

which tend to interact "lith silica surfaces in a manner 

which is detrimental to separation efficiency and is 

sornetimes destructive to the protein. For this reason, 
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organic polymeric materials have often been used as support 

materials in affinity chromatography, gel filtration, and 

other protein separation technology. 

An interesting set of these modified organic polymeric 

support materials are sepharose gel materials modified with 

metal chelating agents for protein separations. The 

technique, immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) , 

was originally proposed and investigated by Porath et. al. 89 

Subsequent investigations by several researchers have 

established this technique as a useful method for protein 

separation and analysis.~-~ 

Our interest in these materials stems from our 

observations that silica based stationary phases are rather 

immobile and thus orientation plays an important role in 

their character (see Chapters 2 and 3). The investigations 

reported herein are designed to determine the relative 

mobility of modifiers at polymeric support materials. I was 

also interested in the effects of immobilization and fixed 

orientation on the chemical nature of the chelating agents. 

4.2 Modified Sepharose Gels 

Sepharose gel materials are manufactured from agarose 

by cross-linking the agarose strands with direactive 

reagents. 94 ,95 In its naturai state agarose is a complex 

mixture of ionic and neutral polysaccharides. The agarose 



used to make sepharose is purified to remove 

polysaccharides. The resulting product forms 
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charged 

a gel 

spontaneously as a hot solution of the agarose is cooled. 

In this state the gel structure is stabilized solely through 

a hydrogen bond network. Cross-linking of this gel yields 

a product with greater physical and chemical stability. The 

cross-linking in sepharose is carried out with 2,3 

dibromopropano194 or epichlorohydrin. 95 The extent of cross

linking controls the porosity and physical rigidity of the 

polymeric backbone. 

As they are polysaccharides, sepharose gels are very 

hydrophilic. Observations in this laboratory have indicated 

that upon drying the modified gels may lose fifteen times 

their own weight in water. In addition, they swell in 

volume by a factor of approximately ten to fifteen in the 

presence of water. 

The chemical stability of the cross~linked gel is very 

good, especially in alkaline media. The gel is stable in 

aqueous media in the pH range of 3-14. 95 Under oxidizing 

conditions, limited hydrolysis of the polysaccharide chains 

may occur. 94 

Modification of these gels can be carried out by 

reaction with an epoxy modifying reagent, or by reaction 

with a modifier such as epichlorohydrin. Epichlorohydrin 

introduces to the surface the epoxide functionality as well 
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as a linker arm three carbons in length (see Figure 36). 

Once the surface has been activated l.'lith an epoxide, a 

variety of reagents may be employed. For lMAC methods, 

primary and secondary amines are often used, as shown in 

Figure 36. The resulting modified gel remains very polar 

and hydrophilic, with the backbone, linker arm, and 

chelating agent all being very hydrophilic in nature. 

4.3 Immobilized Metal Affinity Chromatography 

Immobilized metal affinity chromatography methods 

exploit the interactions of immobilized metal ions with 

solute analyte molecules. A metal ion with affinity for 

analyte molecules is fixed or immobilized at the support 

material. This immobilized metal ion then acts as an 

adsorption site for interaction with the analytes. For the 

method to be effective, the metal ions must be immobilized 

in a manner which leaves them exposed and available for 

interaction with the analyte molecules. The desired 

features in the immobilized chelating agent are that it form 

a strong enough metal-chelate bond to keep the metal 

immobilized under a variety of conditions, and that it leave 

interaction sites available at the metal ion. This has been 

accomplished by covalently modifying the surface of the 

sepharose polymer with an assortment of metal chelators such 

as iminodiacetic acid (IDA), carboxymethyl aspartic acid, or 
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Figure 36: Schematic Diagram of the Modification of 
Sepharose showing the Reaction with Epichlorohyrin and 

Immobilization of Chelating agents. 
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tris carboxymethyl-ethylene diamine which vary in the number 

of coordinating atoms and in the ratio of oxygen to nitrogen 

coordinating centers. As discussed above, the metal 

chelating agents are held away from the surface in an 

accessible position with a linker arm of varying length. 

While all metal ions which interact specifically with 

organic molecules can be used for metal affinity 

chromatography, some have proven more useful than others. 

Pearson's polarizability based classification of soft, hard, 

and borderline metal ions% provides a useful classification 

scheme for the behavior of metal ions in lMAC. Soft metal 

ions, such as Hg2+, Cd2+, Ag+, and Pb2+, which generally form 

essentially covalent coordination bonds have been the 

subject of only cursory study in lMAC.~ Group II and III 

metal ions such as Ca2+ and Mg2+, are typically of the hard 

type, forming mostly electrostatic coordination bonds with 

oxygen containing chelating agents. These metals are 

presently under intense study as metal ions in lMAC. 35 There 

is not a sharp boundary between hard and soft metal ions, 

and the borderline metal ions, especially those in the 3-d 

block, are very interesting. These ions, most notably Ni2+, 

Zn2+, cu2+, and co2+, have been the subj ect of intense study 

and numerous applications in lMAC. 91-93,35 

In practice, the modified surface is first equilibrated 

with a buffer solution. The second step is to treat the 
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surface with a similarly buffered solution of the metal ion. 

The gel is then washed with buffer to remove loosely bound 

ions. Why this washing procedure is necessary is not well 

understood, but it has been shown to produce a much more 

attractive surface for analyte molecules. Following 

immobilization of the metal ion, the analyte proteins are 

allowed to associate with the immobilized metal ions. This 

is followed by displacement of the analyte from the 

adsorption site by one or more of a variety of methods, as 

shown in Figure 37. 

The analyte can be displaced by a secondary ligand such 

as imidazole having higher affinity for the metal than the 

analyte species. A secondary ligand with similar affinity 

for the metal, but at higher activity than the analyte, can 

also be used. These approaches displace the analyte in its 

original form. 

Alternatively, the metal-analyte complex can be 

displaced by any of three methods. A secondary ligand, such 

as EDTA, with a stronger affinity for the metal than the 

immobilized chelating agent can be used to displace the 

secondary ligand-metal ion-analyte complex. Alternatively 

a second metal ion with stronger affinity for the 

immobilized chelating agent than the original metal ion or 

at higher activity than the original metal ion can be used 

to displace the original immobilized metal ion as a complex 
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Figure 37: Schematic Diagram of the Immobilized Metal 
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with the analyte. Finally, a second metal ion with stronger 

affinity for the analyte may be used to displace the analyte 

as a metal-analyte complex with the second metal ion. 

4.4 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of Exchanging systems 

While the power of nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy for qualitative structure determination is well 

accepted and understood, the capacity of the technique to 

elucidate the thermodynamics and kinetics of dynamic 

chemical systems is not as often utilized. NMR spectroscopy 

provides a nonintrusive method for following the exchange of 

a nucleus between two distinguishable states. This can be 

accomplished without displacing the system from equilibrium, 

as is so often necessary with other techniques. In this 

study, I use NMR spectroscopy to begin to study chemical 

exchange processes which occur at the modified 

sepharose/water interface. 

Exchange can range from conformational changes to 

actual chemical exchange, such as acid-base or metal-ligand 

chemistry. When exchange is taking place, and when the two 

states have different resonant frequencies, the effects of 

the exchange on the NMR spectrum can be very informative. 

Due to the relatively low resonant frequencies, exchange may 

be either fast, slow, or intermediate on the NMR time scale. 
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Systems which are involved in fast exchange yield one 

resonant peak. The chemical shift of the peak is a weighted 

average of the chemical shifts of the two states. The 

resonance is weighted by the relative amounts of the two 

states, yielding thermodynamic information. 

In slow exchange cases, one obtains two resonances for 

the two states. The relative intensities of the two 

resonances are determined by the equilibrium amounts of the 

two states. 

The border between fast and slow exchange, or the 

coalescence point, can be calculated from the difference 

between the resonant frequencies for the two states using 

the following equation: 

1 = k = DA.v 
... ex . Pr" 
." v~ 

where Ta is the lifetime of the nucleus in state a, kex is 

the rate constant for the exchange process and Av is the 

difference between the resonant frequencies of the two 

states in the absence of exchange. 

As a spin exchanges from one state to another at rates 

slower than this, it will not be in phase with the other 

spins in the second state. This causes destructive 

interference and thus shortens the lifetime of the FlO. 
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This in turn causes the resonances to be broadened. Up to 

the coalescence point, the faster the exchange takes place, 

the more often the destructive interference will occur, and 

the broader the resonance will be, following the formula97-99 

where flvex is the width of the resonance line at half height, 

T2o ' is the exponential time constant of the free induction 

decay, and T20 is the exponential time constant of the free 

induction decay for state a in the absence of exchange. 

Above the coalescence point, the resonance will begin 

to narrow again. When broadening is still apparent in the 

fast exchange region, the line widths are proportional to 

1 a. For a two state system, 97 

where (,)a=2IIVa' (')0° is the resonant frequency of state a in 

the absence of exchange, and the first two terms are the 

mole-fraction weighted average of the time constant for free 

induction decay for states a and b in the absence of 

exchange. In the simplest case of two equally populated 
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states of equal lifetime, the equation becomes 

In this region, faster exchange results in narrower bands. 

There is no exchange broadening in the extremely fast region 

because all of the spins are exchanging rapidly and giving 

one average signal. 

Complete kinetic information can be obtained from NMR 

when thermal studies are used to vary the exchange rate on 

either side of coalescence. Alternatively, the total 

spectral response can be fit tc.~ general equation derived 

from the Bloch equations in the presence of exchange. 97 

Also, saturation transfer techniques can be used to measure 

kinetic rate constants reliably and accurately. 

4.5 Experimental Approach 

Modified sepharose gels have seen extensive application 

in protein separations, and the interactions of proteins at 

the various immobilized metal ion centers have been used as 

a method of characterization of the tertiary conformation 

and structure of the proteins. 100 However I few experiments 

have been conducted in the characterization of the gels 

themselves. Experiments in progress in this laboratory are 
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aimed at determining the physical character of the gels and 

the acid-base and metal complexation chemistry of the 

immobilized che1ating agents. In addition, the question of 

heterogenei ty of the adsorption si tes35 is under 

investigation. 

I was interested in the mobility of the modifiers 

bonded to the polymeric support material relative to the 

mobility of the silica based materials. I was also 

interested in the effects of immobilization and fixed 

orientation on the chemical nature of the che1ating agents. 

It seems probable that the chemistry of the che1ating 

agents and metal complexes is different at the interface 

between the polymer and solution than in free solution. 35 

Several factors may potentially affect the molecular shape 

and chemistry of the che1ating agent and the metal ion 

complex. steric effects caused by the swelled and solvated 

polymer network, the solvated and presumably mobile spacer 

arm, unreacted linker arm sites, or adjacent che1ating 

agents may have effects. Alternatively, the structure of 

water in the near surface region may be significantly 

different from the structure of bulk water, affecting the 

behavior of the immobilized ligands. 

The investigations reported herein involve acid-base 

titrations and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies of 

the immobilized modifier and a model che1ating agent 
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synthesized in this laboratory. The chelating agents have 

been studied by proton and carbon-13 NMR as a function of pH 

and metal complexation in an attempt to understand the 

affects of immobilization on the physical and chemical 

nature of the system. The spectroscopic and titrimetric 

results together have allowed a better understanding of the 

structure and chemistry of the immobilized ligands. 

1-Isopropoxy-3-diaceticamino-2-propanol (IDAP) was 

synthesized as a model compound. This compound was chosen 

to have the same linker arm as that found on the modified 

sepharose and to have a tertiary carbon at the ether 

SUbstituent. As indicated in Figure 38, IDAP was synthesized 

from isopropyl glycidoxy ether and iminodiacetic acid (IDA) 

by a similar procedure to that used to immobilize IDA at an 

epoxy group attached to the surface of sepharose. 

4.6 Experimental Procedures 

Synthesis of 1-Isopropoxy-3-diaceticamino-2-propanol 

A 100 milliliter two neck flask was charged with 30 

milliliters of 90% 2 M sodium carbonate/10% methanol and 4 

grams (30 mmoles) of iminodiacetic acid (Aldrich) and the pH 

was adjusted to 11 with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide. To the 
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+ 

90% 2 M NaC0:3 .' 70 degrees centigrade 
10 % methanol 16 hours 
pH 11 

Figure 38: Synthetic Scheme used for the Synthesis of 
l-Isopropoxy-3-Diaceticamino-2-Propanol (IDAP). 
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flask \<las added 8 milliliters (7 grams, 60 mmoles) of 

isopropyl glycidoxy ether (Aldrich) and the reaction liquor 

was heated to 70 0 C and stirred vigorously for 16 hours. 

The reaction liquor was allowed to cool and was 

extracted with two 100 m1 and five fifty m1 portions of 

diethy1 ether. The aqueous phase was heated to 90 0 C and 

the water was allowed to evaporate. This left a viscous 

yellow liquid. The yellow liquid was dissolved in 30 m1s of 

methanol, and the methanol was driven off at 40 0 C under 

argon purge. The yellow liquid was then dissolved in 80 m1s 

of diethy1 ether producing a white suspension. The white 

suspension was filtered from the chilled ether, washed with 

30 m1s of chilled ethanol, and washed again with 50 m1s of 

chilled ether. The resulting white powder was transferred 

to a vial and the ether was allowed to evaporate under argon 

purge at room temperature. 

Titrations 

Titrations of the reaction product and immobilized IDA 

were performed to determine the effective molecular weight 

of the product and to measure any differences in the 

acid/base character of IDAP relative to immobilized IDA. 

Potentiometric ti trations were performed with a standardized 

solution of 0.1058 ± 0.004 M sodium hydroxide. The sodium 
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had been standardized vs. potassium hydrogen 

The titration was carried out under a nitrogen 

atmosphere in a thermostated container at 30 0 C. The ionic 

strength of the solution was adjusted to 0.1 M with sodium 

chloride. The pH meter was calibrated with pHydrion pH 4.00 

and 7.00 buffers, and the calibration had been confirmed by 

titration of a standard hydrochloric acid solution with 

standard sodium hydroxide. 

The titration of the IOAP was carried out as follows. 

Into a 100 ml volumetric flask was weighed 2.512 grams of 

product. The flask was filled to the mark with doubly 

distilled water. A 5.00 ml aliquot of the resulting 

solution was acidified with 10.00 ml of 0.09897 M 

hydrochloric acid. To this solution was added 75 mls of 

0.10 M sodium chloride. The titration was carried out as 

described above, and the resulting titration curve is shown 

in Figure 39. 

The titration of the surface immobilized iminodiacetic 

acid was carried out as follows. IDA modified sepharose gel 

was obtained from Jerker Porath. IDA was bonded to the 

surface using epichlorohydrin as described else\'lhere. 101 

Into the thermostated titration vessel was weighed 0.4040 9 

of sepharose gel which had been dried under vacuum at 

ambient temperature for two days. The gel was acidified by 

the addition of 4.00 mls· of 0.09897 M hydrochloric acid. To 
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this solution was added 75 mls of 0.1 M sodium chloride. 

The titration was carried out as described above, and the 

resulting titration curve is shown in Figure 40. 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studies 

Carbon-13 NMR studies were carried out on the modified 

gels and IOAP. The purpose of these experiments was to 

determine the effect of bonding the IDA to the surface on 

the chemical and physical character of the chelating moiety. 

The spectra were inspected in terms of chemical shift and 

line breadth under a series of pH's and metal 

concentrations. 

All of the carbon-13 stUdies on the modified gels were 

carried out at 62.9 MHz on a Bruker AM-250 250 MHz NMR 

spectrometer. The stUdies were carried out in deuterium 

oxide and all spectra were referenced to dioxane at 67.8 ppm 

from a previous collection at the same field strengtho The 

digital resolution was 1.2 Hz/pt unless otherwise specified, 

and line broadening of 4 to 20 Hz was applied to the FlO to 

increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The pH of the system 

was either not controlled (typically about pH 3 to 4) or was 

set using a calibrated pH meter and sodium deuteride (30% by 

weight, Aldrich). 

All of the carbon spectra of IOAP were collected in 

deuterium oxide on a Bruker WM-250 NMR spectrometer 62.9 
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MHz. Carbon spectra were referenced to dioxane at 67.8 ppm 

as described above. All solution carbon spectra were 

collected with a digital resolution of 1.8 Hz/pt, but were 

plotted after r.unning a line broadening of 2 or 3 hertz on 

the free induction decay to increase the signal to noise 

ratio. The pH of the solutions were measured with a pH 

meter calibrated with standard pHydrion buffers at pH levels 

above and below the pH of interest. The pH's were adjusted 

using sodium deuteride (30% by weight, Aldrich) or 

concentrated deuterated sulfuric acid. 

A proton spectrum of IOAP was run for qualitative 

purposes on the Bruker WM-250 NMR spectrometer at 250 MHz. 

The solution was adjusted to pH 2 with deuterated sulfuric 

acid. The spectrum was collected with a digital resolution 

of 0.37 Hz/pt, and was referenced to water at 4.6 ppm. 

4.7 Results 

A carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum for the 

synthesized IOAP is presenteG in Figure 41. This spectrum 

was collected at low pH, where the acid equilibrium is 

shifted to the protonated form. The spectrum shows seven 

resonances of appropriate chemical shift for IOAP. The 

proton spectrum obtained under the same conditions (Figure 

41) also showed the appropriate number of resonances with 

correct areas. Just as importantly, the proton spectrum had 
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Figure 41: A. Carbon-13 and B. Proton NMR Spectra of 
IDAP in D20 at pH 2. 
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the correct splitting pattern for this chemical structure. 

Presented in Figure 42 are the direct insertion mass 

spectrometry results. The temperature profile indicates 

that the IOAP is of high purity. The mass spectrum shows 

the correct parent ion for the anhydride, and appropriate 

fragmentation for the structure of IOAP. 

The titration curve for IOAP is presented in Figure 40. 

The two endpoints were determined to be 7.32 mls and 11.54 

mls using Gran plots. The amount of model compound in the 

5.00 ml aliquot was calculated from the difference between 

these two endpoints and the concentration of sodium 

hydroxide to be 0.446 moles. Back calculating showed the 

concentration of the original 100.00 ml solution to be 

0.0892 M. Thus, there were 8.92 mmoles in the original 

2.512 grams of product, indicating an effective formula 

weight of 282 grams per mole. 

Acid dissociation constants of IOAP and immobilized IDA 

were estimated from the corresponding titration curves using 

the pH at the mid-point between the two endpoints and the pH 

at one-half and one-and-a-half equivalents before the first 

endpoint. These values are presented in Table XXX. Little 

or no difference in the pKa's for the acetic acid groups was 

observed, while the amine functionality was more basic by 

about 0.3 units (about a factor of 2) for the immobilized 

species. 
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Table XXX. pKa Values for IDA, IDAP, and IDA-Sepharose. IDAP and IDA 
Sepharose are taken From the Experimental Titration Curves. 

IDA IDAP IDA-Sepharose 

pKa' pKa3 pKa' pKa2 pKa3 pKa' 

2.98 9.34 2.2 2.7 8.2 2.2 

IDA values are from Sillen, M., "stability Constants of Metal-Ion Complexes," 
17(1964) and 25(1971), 'lbe Cllemical Society of london. Values are 
measured at 0.1 M ionic strength and at 298 K. 

pKa2 

2.7 

pKa3 

8.5 

N 
N 
W 
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Presented in Figure 43 is a carbon-13 NMR spectrum of 

IDA-modified sepharose and a spectrum of oleyl-modified 

silica. The organic backbone of the sepharose polymer can 

be seen as the ill-defined broad resonance from 50 ppm to 80 

ppm. The breadth of this resonance is due in part to the 

mul ti tude of different chemical shifts in the polymeric 

backbone, and partly to the chemical shift anisotropy 

created by the low mobility of the backbone structure. In 

addition to the broad backbone resonance there are several 

other resonances which can be identified as the spacer arm, 

the methylenes of the acetate group, and the acid carbons. 

These resonances are relatively narrow (36 Hz before line 

broadening) and well defined. The spectrum of oleyl

modified silica is included in Figure 43 for comparison. 

The resonances for the organic moieties bonded to the rigid 

silica backbone are much broader (400 Hz before line 

broadening) • 

A series of carbon-13 NMR spectra of IDAP at a 

progression of pH's are presented in Figures 44-46. The pH 

values were chosen to give spectral results for each of the 

major regions of the titration curve. The chemical shifts 

for each of the resonances are" presented in Table XXXI. The 

chemical shifts of some of the resonances change 

significantly from one extreme to the other. At 

intermediate pH,s many of the peaks are broadened by 
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Figure 44: Carbon-13 NMR spectra of lDAP at A. pH 2.1 
and B. pH 3.0. 
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Figure 45: 

J_ 

Carbon-13 NMR spectra of IDAP at A. pH 6.6 
and B. pH 7.9. 
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Figure 46: Carbon-13 NMR spectra of lOAP at A. pH 8.5 
and B. pH 13. 



Table XXXI. Chemical Shift Values (ppm Relative to TMS) for the Carbons 
of IDAP (as defined in the Diagram) for a Series of pH's. 

pH 2.1 3.0 6.6 7.9 8.5 13 

C #1 21.4 21.8 21.1 21.2 21.9 21.3 
C #2 56.5 58.1 58.0 58.0 59.0 59.6 
C #3 58.7 58.8 58.3 58.1 58.0 58 
C #4 65.4 65.4 66B 65 66B 65 68B 66 68.6 
C #5 70.0 70.0 70 70.0 70.7 70.2 

C #6 73.6 73.6 73.8 73.3 74.0 73.2 
C #7 169.5 1718 180 

B indicates that the line is broad; ~vY2~40 Hz. 

A\v 
(HZ) 

0 
194 
44 

201 
0 
0 

660 

N 
N 
\D 
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exchange rates that are intermediate on the NMR time scale. 

The acid carbons shift by 10.5 ppm (660 HZ) from one pH 

extreme to the other, and disappear completely at 

intermediate pH's. In addition, the resonances for the 

carbons adj acent to the amine and the alcohol are all 

broadened and shifted by chemical exchange. It is 

especially intriguing that the relatively remote alcoholic 

carbon is broadened by approximately 40 Hz by the exchanging 

system. 

Spectra for IOAP in the presence of zinc under various 

conditions. At neutral pH when the zinc to IOAP ratio is 

1.0 the chemical shift of the acid resonance is split and is 

observed at 177.5 and 178 ppm. However, no acid resonance 

was observed in the presence of zinc at pH 2 nor at pH 7 

when the zinc to IOAP ratio was 1.2. All other resonances 

except the isopropyl resonances were significantly broadened 

(30 Hz) under these conditions as well. 

The spectra for the IOA-sepharose system under several 

conditions are presented in Figures 47 and 48. The chemical 

shift and line breadth of the acid carbon resonance is 

presented in Table XXXII. The observed chemical shifts and 

line widths are relatively constant. The one exception is 

the spectrum in the presence of zinc before the wash step. 
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Figure 48: Carbon-13 NMR spectra of IDA-Modified 
Sepharose in the Presence of Zinc(II) A. Before Wash 

Step. B. After Wash Step. 



Table XXXII. Chemical shift and Line width Results for IDA-Sepharose 
Acid Carbons at Two pHis and in the Presence and Absence of Zinc II Ions. 

Conditions 

pH=3-4 

pH=7 

pH=7 with 0.1 M ZnCl2 

pH=7 subjected to 0.1 M ZnCl2 
and washed with DDI water 

Chemical 
Shift 

172 

172 

1781 

178 

°v 
(HZ~ 

52 

36 

23 

N 
W 
W 
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4.8 Discussion 

These $tudies of a modified sepharose stationary phase 

have yielded some very interesting results. Inspection of 

these results reveals information concerning the acid-base 

character, complexation chemistry, and structure of 

iminodiacetic acid modified sepharose gels. The results 

demonstrate that sepharose based stationary phases are 

significantly different in mobility from silica based 

systems. These differences allow spectroscopic study of 

sepharose systems which would be very difficult to achieve 

on silica based systems. The results also demonstrate the 

utility of using an appropriately chosen model compound in 

studies of immobilized ~gents., and demonstrate significant 

differences in the behavior of surface species and their 

solution-phase analogues. 

Qualitative analysis of the synthesic product indicates 

very convincingly that it is the compound of interest. The 

NMR spectra, both carbon-13 and proton, are very positive. 

The direct insertion mass spectral analysis indicates that 

the structure of interest has been obtained wi th high 

purity. Titration of the reaction product indicated a 

formula weight of 282 grams per mole. This does not match 

the formula weight of the disodium salt (293 g/mole), the 
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acid (249 g/mole), the monobasic sodium salt (271 g/mole), 

or any of their hydrated counterparts. This simply indicates 

that the product is probably a mixture of these compounds. 

The calculated formula is RHo.sNa1.S. This agrees quite well 

with the molecular formula calculated by determining the 

extent of protonation of the amine before adding acid to the 

system. This \olaS done by subtracting the number of moles of 

acid added from the number of moles of base which had been 

added at the second equivalence point. This value was 

divided by the total number of moles of lDAP in the system. 

The resulting value was subtracted from one to give the 

extent of protonation of the amine before any acid or 

titrant was added. This latter method gives a molecular 

formula of RHO.4sNa1.S2. 

Titrimetric analysis of lDAP and the modified surface 

indicate only minor differences in the acid-base chemistry 

of the two species. The acid protons show no change in 

their acid dissociation constants with immobilization, 

indicating that there is little if any effect due to changes 

in solvation upon immobilization. This would indicate that 

the change of 0.5 pH units for the amine functionality must 

be due to interactions "Ii th the surface which are not 

available in solution, perhaps through hydrogen bonding to 

alcohols, and is not due to significant differences in 

solvation. Finally, the titrimetric results indicate that 
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differences observed in the NMR spectroscopy of the solution 

and surface species can not be explained by differences in 

the acid-base character of the species. 

Comparison of the NMR spectra for the IDA modified 

sepharose and the oleyl. modified silica (Figure 43) shows 

that the silica-based stationary phases are far less mobile 

than the sepharose-based systems. The affects of the rigid 

silica backbone relative to the more mobile solvated organic 

backbone are indicated by the chemical shift anisotropy 

observed for carbons as far as nine methylene units from the 

surface. Carbons just 3 or four methylene units from the 

organic polymer have much narrower line widths, 

demonstrating greater mobility. 

The relatively narrow resonances observed for modifiers 

bonded to the sepharose polymer make this a reasonable 

system for spectroscopi9 study. It is possible that other 

organic polymeric systems would yield similar results. 

Narrow line widths, which permit more accurate determination 

of chemical shifts and line width, potentially allow 

complete study of the thermodynamics and kinetics of any 

chemical exchange processes such as acid-base and metal

ligand chemistry which take place at the modified surface. 

Unfortunately, the very poor signal-to-noise ratio for these 

systems means that a single acquisition requires many hours 

of instrument time. synthesis of a suitable model compound 
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is advisable so that spectra can be obtained with reasonable 

signal-to-noise ratios. This allows definition of the 

spectral features of the chemical system before embarking on 

more lengthy studies of the immobilized species. In this 

case, this approach indicated significant differences 

between the solution and surface species. 

The spectroscopic results for the model compound as a 

function of pH and zinc concentration showed some 

interesting behavior. Many of the resonances are shifted 

significantly, and this provides a means of study of the 

exchange processes. A comprehensive study, which would 

include temperature and pH studies both by carbon-13 and 

proton NMR, was not attempted here. However, some 

observations can still be made from the existing spectra. 

Inspection of the acid carbon resonance shows some 

typical results, and some results which are somewhat 

unexpected. The resonance is shifted by 10.5 ppm from very 

low to very high pH. At intermediate pH's the resonance is 

broadened into the baseline and disappears completely. It 

is intriguing that the acid resonance does not reappear at 

pH 5, where the acid functionalities are completely 

deprotonated. This indicates either that exchange at the 

amine functionality broadens the resonances for the acid 

carbons or that these carbons are involved in some other 

form of exchange. The extreme broadening of the resonance 
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at intermediate pH's indicates that the exchange rate is 

probably near 1500 per second: the coalescence point and 

maximum broadening for resonances differing by 660 Hz. 

The acid resonance also shows some unexpected behavior 

in the presence of zinc ions. The resonance is only 

observed at pH 7 when IDAP is' present in equimolar amounts 

with zinc. The resonance is split by 0.5 ppm in this case, 

perhaps indicating the presence of cis and trans structures 

for the ligand associated with the zinc. 1oz At low pH's, and 

in the presence of 20% excess zinc, the acid carbon 

resonance is broadened severely, and disappears into the 

baseline. In the first case this is probably due to 

competitive exchange between protons and zinc ions at the 

acid centers. In the second case, this indicates that a 

second zinc ion can associate with the IDAP ligand, 

disrupting the ZnL structure. This may simply be a 

replacement of one zinc center with another, or it may 

indicate a limited presence of a ZnzL species even when 

there is only a slight excess of zinc present. 

Spectroscopic studies of the immobilized ligand showed 

some significant differences between the solution and 

surface species. It should be noted that the acid carbon 

resonance is present at both pH's studied, and its chemical 

shift does not change dramatically as observed in the 

solution model system. The observed chemical shift is near 
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that of the protonated system in the solution phase. This 

can not be explained by differences in the acid-base 

character of the surface species, as these differences were 

not observed in the titrimetric studies. This may indicate 

a different solvation of the near surface region, although 

this is not indicated as thermodynamic changes in the 

titrimetric studies or by greatly reduced mobility of the 

ligand. It seems more likely that this indicates 

interaction between the deprotonated acid oxygens and 

alcoholic protons at the surface, as indicated in Figure 49. 

This explanation is not completely satisfactory, however, as 

one would expect that interactions of this nature would 

change the acid-base character of the species. 

It should also be noted that the acid resonance 

disappears completely when the surface has been exposed to 

zinc, but returns after the "loosely bound" zinc ions have 

been washed from the system. This is probably an indication 

that the "loosely bound" zinc represents excess zinc ions 

involved in exchange with the ligand, as was observed with 

the solution species. If this exchange is between ZnL and 

a Zn2L then these excess zinc ions, especially those in the 

pores, would be very SlOlrlly washed from the system. A 

similar affect is observed for ions within the pores of ion 

exchange materials. 103 
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4.9 Conclusions 

Our interests in these sepharose materials stemmed from 

our observations that silica based stationary phases are 

rather immobile and thus orientation plays an important role 

in their character. I was also interested in any changes in 

the chemical nature of the ligands as a result of bonding 

them to the surface. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of a sepharose 

surface and a silica surface have shown that the ligands 

bonded to the sepharose possess much greater mobility than 

the ligands bonded to silica systems. This is further proof 

that it is the very rigid character of the silica backbone 

that is translated into the low mobility of the ligands 

bonded to the silica surface. In spite of the greater 

mobility of the ligands bonded to the sepharose surface, 

some differences in chemical nature were observed between 

the surface ligand and the model ligand in solution. 

Titrimetric studies indicated that the thermodynamics 

of the acid-base chemistry of the ligand is very similar at 

the surface and in solution. This indicates that the 

solvation at the near surface is not significantly different 

from the solvation in solution. Again, this is a 

significant departure from the behavior observed on modified 

silica surfaces. 
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However, spectroscopic studies showed that there were 

significant differences between the exchange chemistry of 

the two systems. I have surmised that this is due to 

interactions between the acid oxygens and the surface, but 

the true nature of these differences can only be determined 

with more comprehensive study. 

There has also been some illumination of the nature of 

the "loosely bound" metal ions in these systems. It now 

seems clear that there is a secondary exchange process which 

occurs between the metal ligand complex and the free metal. 

This process is responsible for the slow elution of the 

excess metal ion from the system. This exchange involves 

the metal ligand complex and the free ligand, and does not 

necessarily involve secondary surface sights as previously 

postulated. 35 

These studies have demonstrated the utility of the 

synthesis of a model compound. without the model compound, 

IOAP, the differences between solution and surface species 

could not have been determined. In addition, the model 

compound made spectroscopic studies of the system more 

feasible. 

There are several sets of experiments which could still 

be performed to further characterize this chemical system. 

The model compound, IOAP, showed some interesting exchange 

behavior. This behavior could be further studied by both 
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proton and carbon NMR as a function of pH and temperature to 

determine the nature of the exchange processes. Some 

interesting experiments could be performed to determine to 

what extent the differences in behavior observed between the 

solution and immobilized species are a result of reduced 

mobility or of interactions between the immobilized ligand 

and the surface. It would be interesting to study the 

differences as a function of temperature, linker arm length, 

and linker arm functionality. It would also be interesting 

to immobilize similar ligands at a silica surface, where 

they would possess greatly reduced mobility and would be 

presented with a completely different set of surface 

interactions. 



Chapter 5 

Characterization of 

Physisorbed Gas Chromatographic Adsorbates 

Using Correspondence Analysis of 

Chemical Sensor Array Response 

5.1 Introduction 
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The previous chapters have considered surfaces which 

have been chemically modified by chemical reaction of a 

modifier with an activated surface. The resulting surfaces, 

or bonded phases, are composed of a monolayer or less of 

bonded modifier at the surface. The surfaces studied in 

this chapter are modified with physisorbed organic polymeric 

material. The material is not bonded to the surface, but is 

adsorbed in a layer several monolayers in thickness. 

Surfaces such as these have typically been employed in gas 

chromatographic analysis, but more recently have found 

application in liquid chromatography and capillary 

electrophoresis. 

Gas chromatography is .a similar approach in many 

respects to liquid chromatography. The essential difference 

is that the mobile phases is a flowing gas stream rather 
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than a flowing liquid phase. Separation of analytes is 

accomplished by differential migration, with the selectivity 

between analytes being dependent on the differences in the 

free energy of interaction with the stationary phase and the 

free energy of vaporization of the analyte. 

Stationary phases employed in gas chromatography are 

most often polymeric materials physisorbed or bonded to a 

fused silica, zeolite, or crushed firebrick support. These 

polymers remain fixed to the support due to their very high 

molecular weight and very low vapor pressure. The polymers 

include organic polymers as well as silicone employed 

polymers. Characterization of these physisorbed polymer 

generally been limited to qualitative 

determination of their selectivity, efficiency, and 

stabili ty in the gas chromatographic experiment. 101t-107 

layers has 

Resul ts of these studies have indicated that while there are 

a great number of gas chromatographic stationary phases 

available, the vast majority of separations can be achieved 

with six preferred stationary phases. 107 Isenhour et. al. 106 

have used a nearest neighbor technique based on the 

tabulated retention data of McReynolds 105 to suggest which of 

twelve preferred phases can be used to replace each of the 

232 stationary phases characterized by McReynolds. In both 

cases, the preferred stationary phases were chosen because 

there were readily available, well characterized, thermally 
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stable, and represented a range of chemical character. 

While these reports provide practical information for the 

selection of gas chromatographic stationary phases, no 

attempt is made to explain why the various phases behave 

similarly or differently. 

Recently the trend in high performance liquid 

chromatographic stationary phases for the separation of 

biological macromolecules has' been toward the modification 

of nonporous and macroporous silica support materials with 

similar polymer layers. 28,29,108 The advantages of this method 

are that the resulting modified silica is rendered far more 

stable to hydrolytic attack, and the activity of the 

underl~ ing silica surface is significantly diminished. 28,29,108 

A similar approach is being taken in capillary 

electrophoresis, where diminished activity of the fused 

silica capillary walls and reduced electroendosmotic flow 

are the goals. 109-112 

In this study a mUltivariate data set defining the 

affinity of 27 physisorbed polymeric stationary phases for 

14 gas phase analytes is analyzed. There are several aims of 

the study. The study looks for trends observed in the 

resul ts as a means of characterization of the polymeric 

adsorbates. The goal is to determine which properties of 

these materials define their chemical selectivity. In 

addition, the analysis is an effort to determine the minimum 
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number of stationary phases needed to successfully analyze 

ambient gas for the presence of various analytes. A final 

goal is to determine the utility of correspondence analysis 

for obtaining chemically meaningful results from a large 

mUltivariate data set. 

Multivariate data sets consist of the sampled or 

measured values of a set of variables, often written in 

matrix form. Usually, columns represent variables and rows 

represent samples. Multivariate (descriptive) statistical 

analysis has the goal of obtaining summary descriptions of 

the data set. This goal can be achieved in various ways. 

For example, some methods are designed to describe the 

interrelationships between variables, while others aim at 

grouping either the variables or the samples on the basis of 

a similarity measure. The results can then be used to reduce 

the dimension of the data set without losing essential 

information. 

Two popular multivariate methods are cluster analysis, 

which is used to classify samples according to a measure of 

"closeness" with the results usually shown in a graphical 

form (a dendogram), and principal components analysis (peA), 

which is used to transform a set of correlated variables 

into a set of uncorrelated variables for the purpose of 

simplifying the description of the interrelationship between 

the original variables. Both methods can be used for data 
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reduction, but they are applied under different assumptions 

and imply a non-symmetrical treatment of samples and 

variables. 

Correspondence analysis (CA) has qualities which merit 

its consideration for this type of study. CA is a method 

that treats rows and columns in a symmetrical fashion 

although it does not require that row variates and column 

variates be similar. CA can be used as an alternative, 

computationally efficient, pattern recognition technique. 

It is demonstrated here that it can be used in situations 

where two different sets of variates label the rows and 

columns of the input matrix and what is measured is some 

sort of interaction between the two sets. 

In a recent paper by Carey et. al., 113 PCA followed by 

a varimax rotation and cluster analysis were used to analyze 

a data set consisting of frequency shifts obtained from 27 

piezoelectric sensors formed by coating quartz crystal 

microbalances (QCM) with 27 different GC stationary phases. 

The data set was obtained by measuring the response of each 

modified QCM to each of 14 analytes. The data set 't'las 

originally collected by Hirschfeld et. al. 114 The results 

from both methods were compared and used to categorize the 

coatings for the purpose of reducing their number. 

In this study the same data set is analyzed using CA to 

obtain results similar to those obtained by the conjunctive 
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use of PCA, rotation and cluster analysis. CA gives the 

results for the rows and for the columns simultaneously, 

avoiding the need to do separate analysis. Furthermore, CA 

doesn I t require a rotation of the factor space to yield 

physical meaning. CA provides several diagnostics and 

graphical displays which aid in the interpretation of the 

results. 

5.2 The Data 

QCMs were first employed as sorption detectors by 

King. 115 QCMs are able to detect mass changes due to 

adsorption of material on their surfaces by the change in 

frequency of the vibrating quartz crystal. When modified 

with GC stationary phases, the QCMs become partially 

selective. The detection limit for adsorbed material is one 

picogram114 to one nanogram. 113 In this study, the affinity 

of a particular coating to a particular analyte is measured 

as a shift in the fundamental frequency of oscillation of 

the modified QCM in the presence of a fixed partial pressure 

of a gas phase analyte. The extent of the frequency shift 

is proportional to the weight gain of the sensor on 

adsorption of some equilibrium amount of the analyte. The 

sensors were housed in flow-through cell which was immersed 

in a thermostatted water bath. Temperatures were 
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controlled to 1° C. Eleven QCMs were housed in the flow 

cell at one time, and the m~asurements were made nearly 

simultaneously in order to eliminate variations in response 

due to different conditions of pressure, temperature, or 

flow rate. The QCMs were not disturbed for the duration of 

the measurements. The sorbent material was applied to the 

QCM surface as a 5% solution in a volatile solvent, after 

which the volatile solvent was evaporated. Attempts were 

made to form a film of even thickness. Varying masses of 

sorbent material were applied according to the QCM response 

to the sorbent material. I have calculated from the 

original data that from less than 3 ~grams up to 30 ~grams 

of sorbent material were al?plied, resulting in a film 

thickness of approximately 1 to 10 ~meters. 

The data were obtained by passing a flowing stream of 

"clean" air doped with a constant level of analyte over the 

detectors. The response was monitored, and a reading taken 

when the response had reached a constant equilibrium value. 

The sorbent material was then purged of analyte material by 

passing a stream of clean air through the flow cell until 

the frequency response returned to the initial value 

(typically 2-3 hours). The repeatability of these 

measurements lIlas 10%. The data are entered as a matrix with 

27 rows representing the coatings and 14 columns 

representing the analytes. 



Table XXXIII. The Phases and Their Identification 
Numbers. 

ID # Stationary Phase 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
14 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

poly (butadieneacrylonitrile) 
poly (p-vinylphenol) 
poly(butadiene methacrylate) 
polybutadiene hydroxy terminated 
poly(vinyl stearate) 
poly-1-butadiene 
polybutadiene hydroxy terminated liquid 
methyl vinyl ether 
octadecyl vinyl ether/maleic anhydride 
polystyrene 
poly(vinyl isobutyl ether) 
poly(vinyl chloride) 
poly-1-butene 
poly (vinylcarbazole) 
collodion 
poly (vinylbutyral) 
poly(methyl methacrylate) 
polyethylene 
ethyl cellulose 
poly(ethylene glycol methyl ether) 
poly (caprolactone) 
poly (caprolactone) triol 
poly (caprolactone) triol 2X 
carnuba wax 
abietic acid 
DC 11 
phenoxy resin 

251 
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The coatings and their ID numbers are shown in Table 

XXXIII. The analytes are benzene, dodecane, dimethyl methyl 

phosphonate (OMMP) , dimethyl (OM) phosphite, l-butyl 

formate, a-pinene oxide, triphenyl phosphite, diisopropyl 

methyl phosphonate (OIMP), dichloropentane, isopropyl 

acetate, triamyl phosphite, octane, triphenyl phosphate and 

water. The complete data table is shown in Table XXXIV. 

5.3 Prior Results 

In their paper, Carey et al. 113 used PCA with the 

coatings as the variables. After applying a varimax rotation 

to the eigenvectors they obtained 8 factors, shown in Table 

XXXV, which explained 94.9% of the variance. After applying 

a hierarchical cluster analysis, they obtained a good 

correlation between coatings in the dendogram and in the 

varimax rotated factors. On the basis of the results from 

PCA they suggested selecting eight coatings, 

poly (caprolactone) triol, poly(butadiene methacrylate), 

polybutadiene hydroxy terminated, poly (vinyl isobutyl 

ether), poly (p-vinylphenol), poly (methyl methacrylate), 

poly(vinyl chloride), and collodion, as an optimal reduced 

set of coatings. 
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Table xxxv. The Factors Obtained from Principal 
Components Analysis After Rotation. 

Factor 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

VII 

VIII 

Stationary Phase 

poly(butadiene methacrylate) 
poly-1-butadiene 
polybutadiene hydroxy term. 
polybutadiene hyde term. liq. 

collodion 
carnuba wax 
ethyl cellulose 
abietic acid 

poly (vinylcarbazole) 
poly (vinylbutyral) 
poly (p-vinylphenol) 
polystyrene 

ethylcellulose 
poly (caprolactone) 
DC 11 

poly(methyl methacrylate) 
poly(butadiene acrylonitrile) 

poly(vinyl chloride) 

poly(vinyl isobutyl ether) 

poly-1-butene 
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Contrb. 

27.7 
19.5 
14.5 
9.6 

25.0 
18.4 
10.4 
10.3 

31.5 
19.1 
17.0 
13.6 

34.1 
23.9 
18.4 

39.9 
9.9 

66.5 

84.9 

75.1 
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5.4 Correspondence Analysis 

Correspondence Analysis (CA) is a mUltivariate method 

which produces a simultaneous graphical representation of 

the projections of the n rows and p columns of a data matrix 

:x = (Xi j) nxp onto factorial axes determined by a least 

squares criterion, using the so-called "x2-metric". The 

method is usually applied to the analysis of contingency 

tables, 116-118 but it is also been used to analyze 

geochemical,119-121 ecological, 122 and environmental123,124 data. 

A relatively brief discussion of correspondence analysis and 

the information it provides is given here. A more complete 

derivation and explanation of the results is provided in 

Appendix Four. 

When CA is used as a dimension reduction technique, 

there are several diagnostics that will help in the choice 

of factors (i.e. dimensions) to be retained. These include: 

- A global measure of fit when any number of factors 

are retained, expressed as a cumulative percentage of 

explained variation. 

The Absolute contributions, which indicate the 

composition of the factors as percentages of coatings or 

analytes. 
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The Relative contributions, which indicate the 

percentage of the variation for a coating or analyte 

explained by each factor. These have also been called 

"square correlations". 

- The Reconstruction Error, which indicates how well a 

coating or analyte is represented by a specified number of 

factors. 

In this study we do not explicitly use the error 

profiles, since we are more interested in a global 

description of the data set than in reconstructing a 

particular coating or analyte. There are situations, 

however, where the error profiles may be useful. 124 

5.5 Results and Discussion 

The results from CA can be displayed in a series 

of tables and graphs. The eigenvalues with their associated 

percentage of variation explained are presented in Table 

XXXVI. The first six factors account for roughly 90% of the 

total variation. 

A description of the factors can be obtained from the 

absolute contributions of the coatings and analytes. In 

Table XXXVII are listed, for each factor, the coatings and 

analytes having the highest absolute contributions (in 

parentheses, as a percentage of the factor). 



Table XXXVI. The Eigenvalues Obtained form Correspondence Analysis and 
Associated Percentage of Variance Explained. 

Eigenvalues 

0.1781 
0.0752 
0.0424 
0.0310 
0.0277 
0.0258 
0.0150 
0.0131 
0.0060 
0.0040 
0.0031 
0.0015 
0.0011 

Variation Explained 
(%) 

42.0 
17.7 
10.0 
7.3 
6.5 
6.1 
3.5 
3.1 
1.4 
1.0 
0.7 
0.4 
0.2 

f\.) 

U1 
...J 



Table XXXVII. Absolute contributions to the Factors (in parentheses) for the 
stationary Phases and Analytes. 

Factor stationary Phases 

I Collodion' (45) 

II po1y(vinyl stearate) (19) 
poly(vinyl chloride) ( 16) 

III poly(vinyl carbazole) (22) 

IV poly(p-vinyl phenol) (24) 

V poly(vinyl stearate) (28) 
poly (butadiene 

acrylonitrile) (19) 

VI po1y(vinyl isobutyl 
ether) (25) 

Analytes 

OIMP (30) 
1-buty1 formate (15) 
OMMP (13) 
water (10) 

octane (27) 
water (25) 
benzene (21) 

dichloropentane (34) 
isopropyl acetate (28) 

OM Phosphite (44) 

benzene (44) 

a-pinene oxide (46) 
octane (19) l\,) 

U1 
CD 
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Although there are two sets of factors, one for the 

coatings and one for the analytes, they are connected 

through the transition formulas. 

Consider the quality of representation by each factor. 

In Table XXXVIII are shown the coatings and analytes with 

the highest relative contributions to each factor. A cutoff 

value of 40% of relative contribution was chosen to keep the 

list short. 

It shol\ld be emphasized here that neither of the 

groupings of coatings or analytes, in terms of absolute or 

relative contributions, imply a similarity between coatings 

or analytes grouped together. In fact, a factor could be 

describing the opposite character of several elements and it 

is only through a mul tidimensi"onal graphical analysis of the 

coordinates that a clustering can be inferred. In CA a great 

emphasis is placed in the use of plots to describe the 

results. 

It is appropriate, however, to explore the factors in 

terms of the chemical characteristics which they may 

represent. Attempts to make chemical sense of the factors 

presented here, based on interactions such as Lewis 

acidi ty /basici ty, polarity, hydrogen bonding, hydrophilici ty 

and dispersion forces have met with only limited success. 

Factor two, for example, would appear to represent a scale 

of hydrophilicity with water giving a strong positive 



Table XXXVIII. Relative contributions to the Factors (in parentheses) for the 
Stationary Phases and Analytes. 

Factor Stationary Phases Analytes 

I '15,3,6,8,24 DIMP 
1-buty1 formate 
mmp 

II 20,27,12,22 octane 
water 

III 14,10,16 dichloropentane 
isopropyl acetate 

IV 18,2 DM Phosphite 

V 1 - none -

VI - none - a-pinene oxide 
to.,) 

0\ 
o 
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response and octane a strong negative response. However, 

dodecane defies the pattern with a moderately positive 

response. Also, an initial inspection of the analytes and 

adsorbents which define factor one suggests a scale of 

polarity and polarizabilty: however, this is inconsistent 

with the large negative value for collodion. 

The quality of representation of rows and columns by 

the set of the first two factors, comprising roughly 60% of 

the variation in the data set, may be summarized as follows. 

six analytes are well represented by only two factors (sum 

of relative contributions> 60%). These are DIMP, water, 1-

butyl formate, DMMP, octane and triphenyl phosphite. Two 

more analytes are moderately well represented by these 

factors (sum of relative contributions = 59%). These are 

benzene and triphenyl phosphate. Eight coatings are well 

represented by the first two factors: numbers 3, 5, 6, 12, 

15, 20, 24 and 27. coliodion, number 15, has the highest 

variation of all the coatings and it has the highest impact 

on factor 1, where almost all of its variation is 

"captured". Three coatings are moderately well represented 

by the first two factors: numbers 4, 8 and 17. These three 

coatings do not contribute significantly to the formation of 

the factors. 

The coordinates of the analytes for the six factors 

retained are given in Table XXXIX. A plot of the first two 



Table XXXIX. Coordinates of the Ana1ytes for the First six Factors. 

Ana1yte F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 

Benzene .6018 -.7133 .3813 -.1128 -.6252 
Oodecane -.1841 .1070 -.0263 .1138 -.0002 

OMMP -.3734 -.1260 -.0711 -.1084 .0545 
OM Phosphite -.1227 .0830 -.1348 -.3127 -.0484 

I-butyl formate .5746 .1155 -.1314 -.0009 -.0142 
a-pinene oxide .2591 -.0011 -.0004 .2078 .2090 

Tripheny1 phosphate .6757 .5429 -.4148 .1836 -.0974 
OIMP -.4979 .1136 .1151 .1581 -.0672 

Dich1oropentane .4886 .2286 .5194 -.2281 .3367 
Isopropyl acetate .3583 -.1255 -.5253 .1121 .0091 
Triamy1phosphite .2586 -.0739 -.0021 .0989 -.0298 

octane .2510 -.4918 .0034 .1772 .2158 
Tripheny1 phosphate .4803 -.4059 .1138 -.0037 -.1053 

water .6392 .6525 .1082 .1233 -.1934 

F6 

.2013 

.2993 

.0046 
-.0239 
-.0678 
.5551 

-.0191 
-.0381 
.0561 
.1149 
.1583 

-.2430 
-.1871 
-.2034 

'" 0\ 

'" 
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factors is shown in Figure 50, using the first letters of 

the names as plotting symbols. It can be seen that octane, 

benzene and water contribute the most to the formation of 

factor two, but water is opposite the others with respect to 

this factor. water and triphenyl phosphite will be displayed 

as being close together in a plot of the first two factors, 

but they are opposite on factor 3. One should not infer 

clustering from just one plot· unless most of the structure 

can be captured in one factorial plane. Instead, a 

multidimensional graphical analysis should be performed to 

look for clusters. 

The coordinates of the coatings are given in Table 

XXXX. Several clusters can be detected when looking at a 

plot of factor one vs factor two as shown in Figure 51-

These should be examined through the use of the other 

factors. The clusters are: 

poly(butadieneacrylonitrile), poly (butadiene 

methacrylate), polybutadiene hydroxy terminated, poly(vinyl 

stearate), poly-1-butadiene. and polybutadiene hydroxy 

terminated liquid (ID numbers 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7). These 

all plot in the fourth quadrant, having a positive first 

coordinate and negative second coordinate. This cluster 

appears to define adsorbents with polar or polarizable 

groups and hydrophobic polybutadiene based backbones. In 

fact, poly(vinyl stearate) is somewhat different from the 



ID 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
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Table XXXX. Coordinates of the Stationary Phases 
for the First Six Factors. 

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 

.1130 -.1463 -.0315 -.0405 .3312 -.1040 

.2800 .0165 -.0936 -.4719 -.0194 .0009 

.6069 -.2552 .0212 .0967 -.0190 -.1592 

.2900 -.3367 .0033 .1410 .2469 -.2040 

.3900 -.3894 .1996 -.0546 -.2833 .1405 

.5625 -.3028 .0340 .1064 .0647 -.2051 

.1815 -.2507 .0178 .0562 .2882 -.0942 

.6429 .0949 .0237 -.0671 -.1567 -.2625 

.0025 -.2132 .0072 .2099 .1454 -.0312 

.5611 .3600 -.6896 -.0114 -.1131 .0246 

.4944 .1656 -.2883 .3389 .0184 .6334 

.5712 .8051 .1095 -.0307 .0184 -.2102 

.6644 .2768 -.6329 .4527 .1712 .2842 

.4016 .2656 -.8205 -.3704 -.1125 -.0325 
-.4577 -.0264 -.0410 -.0409 -.0139 .0109 

.4619 .1994 -.5239 .0072 -.1679 .0271 

.5963 .4128 -.2317 .1973 -.4370 -.2568 

.1319 .1060 -.1994 .4599 .0087 -.0450 

.3857 .3867 .3896 .0018 .1906 .3469 

.4042 .7073 .2280 -.1161 -.0920 -.3166 

.2756 .4022 .3120 -.0717 .2469 .2326 

.0417 .2684 .2060 .0548 .1048 -.0617 

.3349 .5058 .5231 -.5047 .1997 .0206 
-.2870 .2560 .0290 .0945 .0009 .1116 
-.6495 .4627 .3799 .5207 -.3605 -.2726 

.2917 .4404 .1735 .2226 .1664 .5165 

.3727 .7074 .0024 -.0556 -.2122 -.2743 
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other coatings in terms of the rest of the factors. This 

leaves only butadiene coatings in this cluster. 

- A large cluster o:!= coatings having positive first and 

second coordinates. This cluster can be broken into the 

following sub-clusters: poly (p-vinylphenol), methyl vinyl 

ether, polystyrene, poly vinyl isobutyl ether, poly-1-

butene, poly (vinylcarbazole) and poly (vinylbutyral) (ID 

numbers 2, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, and 16), which have a 

"moderate" second coordinate; poly(methyl methacrylate), 

ethyl cellulose, poly (caprolactone) ,poly(caprolactone)tr iol 

2X and DC 11 (ID numbers 17, 19, 21, 23, and 26), which have 

a "large" second coordinate; and poly(vinyl chloride), 

poly(ethylene glycol methyl ether) and phenoxy resin (ID 

numbers 12, 20 and 27), which have a "huge" second 

coordinate. With the exception of poly-1-butene and DC-11 

these adsorbents have polar or polarizable groups and less 

SUbstantial (vinyl-based) alkane backbones. Poly-1-butene 

and DC-11 are separated from this cluster by factors three 

and four. One might also exclude methylvinyl ether and 

poly (methyl methacrylate) from this cluster through analysis 

other factors. 

- A cluster of coatings having a non-positive first 

coordinate: octadecyl vinyl ether/maleic anhydride, 

collodion, carnuba wax and abietic acid (ID numbers 9, 15, 

24 and 25). This cluster can be subdivided into the sub-
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clusters (#9,#15) and (#24,#25), according to the sign of 

the second coordinate. Attempts to make chemical sense of 

this cluster have met with little success. 

The usual practice in CA is to plot the coatings and 

the analytes on the same diagram. This has not been done in 

agreement wi th the arguments advanced by Goodman 125 and 

Greenacre. 126 If the simultaneous plotting is done, care must 

be taken when trying to give sense to the closeness of an 

analyte to a cluster of coatings, or of a coating to a 

cluster of analytes. 

For the purpose of choosing a reduced set of coatings, 

we would select based on the contributions, absolute and 

relative, shown in Tables XXXVII and XXXVIII. We would 

choose collodion, poly (vinyl chloride), poly (vinyl 

carbazole), poly (p-vinylphenol) , poly(vinyl isobutyl ether) , 

and poly (butadieneacrylonitrile) for a set of size six. 

other considerations, such as the need to determine a 

particular analyte or to obtain quantitative information, 

would suggest additions to this list. 

For the purpose of evaluating the proficiency of 

correspondence analysis as an alternative to other forms of 

mUltivariate analysis the results obtained were compared to 

those obtained by Carey et. ale A comparison with the 

varimax factors on Table XXXV shows an almost complete 

agreement between the solutions from PCA and CA, but where 
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8 vectors were obtained from PCA, and a further rotation was 

needed, CA produces almost the same groupings using only six 

factors (vectors) without a rotation. 

5.6 Conclusions 

CA is a mUltivariate technique that treats rows and 

columns of a data matrix with nonnegative entries 

symmetrically, projecting them onto a set of factorial axes. 

A graphical display of the projections aids in the search 

for patterns and for an interpretation of underlying 

relationships. 

An advantage of the CA approach is that the results can 

be interpreted chemically without the need for rotation of 

the factors. It is apparent from these results that the 

clusters observed are influenced by and indicative of the 

chemistry of the phases. It is important to note that the 

clusters obtained indicate that the polymer backbone is as 

important as the chemical functionality in determining the 

chemical behavior of these stationary phases. A comparison 

of the structures of vinyl and butadiene phases is shown in 

Figure 52, indicating the significant difference to be in 

the molecular orientation and functional group density of 

these two classes of polymeric adsorbate. This indicates 

that orientation, mobility, and accessibility dominate the 

selectivity of these polymeric systems with respect to the 
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Figure 52. Backbone Structures of Polyvinyl and 
Polybutadiene Polymers. 
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various gas phase analytes. This is further proof that 

these factors play a very important role in determining the 
. . 

chemical character of chromatographic stationary phases. 

This is not only true for chemically bonded monolayers, but 

also for physisorbed polymeric adsorbates. 

The fact that some adsorbents did not appear in 

chemical clusters where they may seem to fit, or that others 

may appear in what seem to be inappropriate clusters may 

also be due to the orientational or conformational effects. 

However, it is important to note that the uniformity, 

rigidi ty and depth of the coatings would also play an 

important role. These experimental variables were not 

incorporated into the analysis. 

It has been determined that the analytes used in this 

study could be determined most efficiently with six of the 

27 stationary phases. As these analytes represent many 

classes of compounds, it is possible that these six 

stationary phases might find utility in other analyses as 

well. The need to analyze particular analytes, or to get 

better quantitative information, would suggest the addition 

of other phases. Unfortunately, a comparison of these 

results with those of previous workers1~ is not possible, as 

there are only three phases that are common to both studies. 

It would be interesting to perform a similar analysis on the 
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tabulated data of McReynolds so that such a comparison could 

be performed. 

For the data set reported by Hirschfeld et al. 114 and 

analyzed in the paper by Carey et. al., 113 CA gave the same 

results as the combined use of PCA with varimax rotations 

and cluster analysis, but few~r factors are required to find 

a sensible set of clusters. CA has been shown to be an 

effective dimension reduction technique. We point out that 

for this type of data set the choice of PCA for the columns 

and cluster analysis for the rows is arbitrary, since one 

may choose to work with the transposed data matrix and 

obtain different results. However, CA gives the same 

results when applied to the transposed matrix. The 

advantages of CA include convenient diagnostics that help in 

the interpretation of the results. These include the 

absolute and relative contributions of the rows and columns, 

which were used to find a reduced set of coatings, as well 

as global measures of the quality of representation. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

The purpose of the work presented in the previous four 

chapters was to explore the affects of orientation and 

mobility on the selectivity and efficiency of interactions 

occurring at modified interfaces. The role of orientation, 

mobility, and solvation has been considered for different 

types of modified surfaces employed in chromatographic 

systems. As with any research., the results of these studies 

have suggested some future experimentation which would 

answer new or remaining questions. 

Oleyldimethylsilyl- modified silicas were synthesized 

and characterized in an effort to determine the affects of 

orientation and configuration on the selectivity, 

efficiency, and thermal behavior of alkyl-modified surfaces. 

~-Butyltrichlorosilane was evaluated as an end-capping 

reagent for reversed-phase surfaces and the results showed 

that orientation played an important role in determining the 

nature of those surfaces. A more mobile modified sepharose 

surface was studied by NMR spectroscopy, and the results 

indicated that there are significant differences between the 
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surface and solution forms of the modifYin~ ligand. 

Finally, materials similar to those commonly employed in gas 

chromatography physisorbed on a quartz surface were studied 

using mUltivariate analysis and it was shown that the 

backbone structure of the polymeric materials played a more 

important role in determining their character than their 

chemical functionality. 

Oleyldimethylchlorosilane was synthesized and bonded to 

the silica surface for the sole purpose of investigating the 

affects of the bent or kinked orientation on the chemical 

nature of alkyl-modified surfaces. It was determined that 

the new orientation did have an affect on the selectivity of 

these surfaces. More importantly, however, insight was 

gained into the nature of the thermal transition observed on 

these surfaces. It now seems clear that the nature of the 

transition is similar to that observed in lipid bilayer 

systems: a transition from a disorganized liquid-like state 

at high temperature to a more structured and organized state 

at low temperature. It is also important to note that the 

results of this work indicate that the thermodynamics of 

this transi tion are determined by the thermodynamics of 

reorganization of the solvent for methanol systems, and by 

the reorganization of the lipid chains in acetonitrile 

systems. This points to a significant difference in the 

solvation structure for these two solvents, and may speak to 
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the differences in selectivity observed when methanol or 

acetoni trile are used as a mobile phase modifiers. Finally, 

the description of the alkyl-modified silicas as an 

organized system with interaction between chains and defect 

sites at low temperature and a more disorganized system with 

uniform coverage and less interaction between the chains at 

high temperature has served to unify the opposing models of 

stationary phase structure in the literature. 41,54 

Some further experiments on this system seem 

appropriate to test the hypotheses made concerning the 

structure of the phase and the nature of the thermal 

transi tion. The obvious approach would be to vary the 

position of the double bond in the lipid chain. If my 

hypothesis is correct, moving the double bond away from the 

surface and toward the center of the effective chain should 

reduce the thermal transi tion temperatures. A minimum 

transition temperature should occur at about the eleventh 

position, as this is the center of the effective chain. 

Location of the position where the minimum occurs would 

provide a better measure of the length of the effective 

chain. Conversely, moving the double bond toward the 

surface should increase the transition temperatures, and 

eventually no change should be observed relative to the 

saturated system. This should occur at the third or fourth 

position. Another less obvious set of experiments would be 
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to label the chains with carbon-l3 at various positions in 

the chain to permit NMR study of the dynamics of specific 

positions in the chain. Labelling at positions one through 

four or five should show no significant increase in the 

mobility. positions further from the surface should show 

increasing mobility as one moves from the surface. The 

thermal transi tion should be observable with these NMR 

experiments if the chain is labelled in approximately the 

ninth through twelfth positions. Finally, modification of 

the surface with deuterated chains should allow NMR study of 

the conformation and dynamics of the system. This approach 

should allow complete characterization of the chain mobility 

at all positions as a function of solvation and temperature. 

~-Butyltrichlorosilane was evaluated as an endcapping 

reagent for reversed-phase surfaces with the thought that 

the bulky nature of the ~-butyl group would serve to prevent 

access to the underlying surface and provide a more 

deactivated surface. As a result, ~-butyltrichlorosilane 

was shown to be a very interesting compound, with the very 

reactive nature of the chlorosilane functionality being 

moderated by the bulky ~-butyl group. When bonded to the 

surface and solvated by polar reversed-phase solvents, the 

evidence indicates that this modifier takes on an 

orientation which favors interaction between the analytes 

and the underlying silanol groups. This orientation affects 
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the selectivity and the efficiency of the observed 

interactions. These results point to the importance of 

orientation in determining the character of these modified 

surfaces. In this case, the orientation assumed by the ~

butyl modifier made it an inappropriate choice for use as an 

end-capping reagent. 

Future work in this area might take several directions. 

It has been noted that a surface of lower overall coverage 

actually provides a more uniform surface for basic 

amines. 59,85,88 This may obviate the need for end-capping in 

reversed phase chromatography altogether. In cases where a 

less active surface is desired, however, end-capping may 

still be the best choice. The poor performance of ~

butyltrichlorosilane and ~-butyldimethylchlorosilane in 

these studies indicates that these are not appropriate 

choices. However, the concept of using bulky reagents still 

seems a sound one. Perhaps ~he use of phenyl silanes or 

substituted phenyl silanes which have been shown to 

deactivate silica surfaces62 would be a reasonable approach. 

Finally, the most recent approach to this problem has been 

to employ stable physisorbed organic polymer films to the 

surface of silica to completely deactivate the surface and 

protect it from hydrolytic attack. 28,29,108 If successful, 

this approach may replace the end-capping method altogether. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance and titrimetric stUdies of 
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modified sepharose were performed to determine the effect of 

enhanced mobility on the observations made for silica 

systems. It was shown that these sepharose materials do 

provide a surface with greatly enhanced mobility relative to 

silica systems. The increased mobility did create a 

si tuation where the solvation "Of the near surface region did 

not greatly affect the thermodynamics of the exchange 

behavior of the ligands bonded to the sepharose surface. 

This indicates that the rigid silica surface does play a 

role in determining the structure of the solvation at that 

surface. However, this increased mobility did not create a 

situation where the behavior of surface bound and solution 

species is identical. Rather, it appears that interactions 

between the ligand and the surface backbone affect the 

exchange processes. The results of these studies also 

indicate that the loosely bound metal ions of concern in 

IMAC are probably ions involved in a secondary equilibrium 

with the ligands within the pores of the material. The 

synthesis of a solution-phase model compound was 

instrumental in these studies, and proves the utility of the 

approach. 

Further stUdies on this system could be very 

enlighteninge The length of the linker arm could be easily 

varied, and stUdies of this kind might serve to indicate the 

nature of the interaction between the ligand and the 
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surface. A long enough linker arm may remove the ligand 

from the near surface region altogether, and the ligand may 

begin to behave as the solution species. On the other hand, 

long linker arms may serve to increase interactions between 

the ligand and the surface by reducing steric constraints or 

by spanning the pores of the sepharose material. Another 

interesting approach would be to bond similar ligands to a 

silica surface to determine in a more systematic fashion the 

affect of reduced mobility and structured solvation on their 

behavior. Finally, the model compound synthesized for this 

study, IDAP, showed some intriguing exchange behavior. From 

a fundamental point of view, it would be interesting to 

study this compound in greater detail as a function of pH 

and temperature by both carbon-l3 and proton NMR. 

Polymer layers physisorbed to quartz surfaces were 

studied by a mUltivariate mathematical approach. A large 

data set consisting of the responses of 27 modified surfaces 

to 14 gas phase analytes was. studied using correspondence 

analysis. The results indicated that the polymers could be 

grouped by backbone, indicating that the nature of these 

systems is determined as much by their structure and 

mobility as by their chemical functionality. This result 

indicates that the chemical nature of these systems is also 

affected by their orientation, configuration, and mobility. 

Other results of this approach were the choice of six 
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modified surfaces which sufficiently represent the response 

of all 27 surfaces, and the evaluation of correspondence 

analysis for this type of problem. Correspondence analysis 

performed very well, reproducing the results of principal 

components analysis113 with less manipulation of the data. 

The results of these studies indicate that a 

mUltivariate approach such as correspondence analysis can be 

used successfully to learn valuable information about 

chemical systems. Application of this approach to liquid 

chromatographic surfaces does not seem practical, as such 

large data sets generally do not e~ist for these systems. 

Perhaps the reason for the lack of such data sets is the 

difficulty in reproducing results from laboratory to 

laboratory and from surface to surface, making large data 

sets of this type of little practical utility. On the other 

hand, there are several large data sets available for gas 

chromatographic surfaces. One very interesting study which 

could easily be run would be to use correspondence analysis 

to analyze the data set of McReynolds. 105 This data set has 

been studied by a nearest-neighbor approach 106 with the 

implication that a greatly reduced set of stationary phases 

are necessary in gas chromatography. Reevaluation of this 

data by correspondence analysis might revise that finding. 

More importantly, however, a study of this type might lead 

to a greater understanding of stationary phase behavior, as 
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was seen in the study presented here. 
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The studies presented in the previous chapters share a 

common theme. The orientation, and to a lesser extent the 

mobility, of the ligands at chemically modified surfaces 

used in chromatography play an important role in determining 

the chemical nature of those surfaces. This is true 

regardless of the nature of the underlying surface structure 

or chemistry, or the type of interface. It is true for 

modified silica surfaces, modified sepharose surfaces and 

modified quartz surfaces. It was true for bonded modifiers 

and physisorbed modifiers, and for solid-liquid and gas

solid interfaces. It seems entirely likely that the same is 

true at modified surfaces in general, indicating the 

importance of the orientation and mobility of surface 

modifiers in electrochemical, catalytic, and biological 

systems. 



Appendix One 

BASIC Programs used for the Calculation 

of Surface Coverage from Percent Carbon. 

100 REM***CALCULATE SURFACE COVERAGE FROM CARBON*** 
102 REM 
105 REM***SURFACE AREA 323 SQUARE METERS/GRAM****** 
107 REM 
110 REM***CHRIS PALMER ## 5 SEPTEMBER 1988********* 
120 REM 
145 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
150 INPUT "t-BuTCS (1), TMCS (2), or other (3)"iA 
155 PRINT 
160 IF A=l THEN 200 
170 IF A=2 THEN 400 ELSE 600 
190 REM 
200 REM***********t-buty1trichlorosilane*********** 
210 REM***MW=119*******4 CARBONS******************* 
220 REM 
230 INPUT "how many surfaces to calculate";B 
240 FOR 1=1 TO B 
245 PRINT 
250 PRINT" percent carbon for samp1e";I; 
260 INPUT. .. "; P (J) 
265 P(J)=P(J)/100 
270 NUM=(P(J)*1.25E+22) 
280 DEN=(1-(P(J)*2.46»*3.23E+20 
290 51(I)=NUM/DEN 
300 52(1)=51(1)*10/6.023 
320 NEXT I 
321 REM*********output tab1e************* 
322 CL5 
325 PRINT "surface grp/sq nm umo1/sq m 
327 PRINT 
330 FOR J=l TO B 
340 PRINT" ";Ji" "jS1(J)j" "iS2(J) 
350 NEXT J 
355 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
360 GOTO 1000 
370 REM 
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400 REM**********trimethylchlorosilane************** 
410 REM*********mw=73********three carbons********** 
415 REM 
420 INPUT "how many surfaces to calculate"iC 
425 PRINT 
430 FOR I~1 TO C 
440 PRINT" percent carbon for sample"iI; 
450 INPUT P 
460 P=P/IOO 
470 NUM=(P*1.7E+22) 
480 DEN=(I-(P*2»*3.23E+20 
490 51(I)=NUM/DEN 
500 52(1)=51(1)*10/6.023 
510 NEXT I 
520 REM*******output table************ 
530 CL5 
535 PRINT "surface grp/sq run umol/sq m 
537 PRINT 
540 FOR .1=1 TO C 
550 PRINT" ";.1;" "i51(.J);" ";S2(.J) 
560 NEXT .1 
570 PRINT:PRINT 
580 GOTO 1000 
600 REM*******any modifier*************** 
602 REM 
605 REM get pertinent data 
607 REM 
610 INPUT "the MW of the silyl radical";MW 
620 PRINT 
630 INPUT "carbons in the modifying agent"jNC 
640 PRINT 
642 INPUT "how many samples do you have";X 
645 FOR 1=1 TO X 
650 PRINT: PRINT "percent carbon s.ample"; I; 
655 INPUT PC 
660 PRINT 
670 REM calculate coverage 
680 PC=PC/100 
690 NUM=(PC*6.022E+23)/(12.01*NC) 
700 DEN=(1-(PC*(MW-l.008»/(12.01*NC»*3.23E+20 
710 51(I)=NUM/DEN 
720 52(I)=51(I)*10/6.023 
730 NEXT I 
740 REM****************output table************* 
745 C=X 
750 GOTO 520 
1000 END 
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100 
102 
105 
107 
110 
120 
145 
150 
155 
160 
170 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
245 
250 
260 
265 
270 
280 
290 
300 
320 
321 
322 
325 
327 
330 
340 
350 
355 
360 
370 

REM***CALCULATE SURFACE COVERAGE FROM CARBON*** 
REM 
REM***SURFACE AREA 433 SQUARE METERS/GRAM****** 
REM 
REM***CHRIS PALMER 1F# 5 SEPTEMBER 1988********* 
REM 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
INPUT "t-BuTCS (1), TMCS (2), or other (3)"iA 
PRINT 
IF A=l THEN 200 
IF A=2 THEN 400 ELSE 600 
REM 
REM*'*'*'****'**'**t-butyltrichlorosilane**********'* 
REM* * *MW= 119 * * '* '* * * * 4 CARBONS * * * *.* '* * * '* * * '* * *"* * * * * 
REM 
INPUT "how many surfaces to calculate"iB 
FOR I=l TO B 

PRINT 
PRINT" percent carbon for sample";I; 
INPUT" ";P(J) 
P(J)=P(J)/100 
NUM=(P(J)*1.25E+22) 
DEN=(1-(P(J)*2.46)*4.33E+20 
Sl (I) =NUM/DEN . 
S2(1)=S1(I)*10/6.023 

NEXT I 
REM*********output table********'***** 
CLS 

PRINT "surface grp/sq nm 
PRINT 
FOR J=l TO B 

PRINT" " i J; " " ; S 1 ( J) i " 
NEXT J 
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
GOTO 1000 
REM 

umol/sq m 

"iS2(J) 
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400 REM**********trimethylchlorosilane************** 
410 REM*********mw=73********three carbons********** 
415 REM 
420 INPUT "how many surfaces to calculate";C 
425 PRINT 
430 FOR I=l TO C 
440 PRINT" percent carbon for sample";I; 
450 INPUT P 
460 P=P/100 
470 NUM=(P*1.7E+22) 
480 DEN=(1-(P*2»*4.33E+20 
490 51(I)=NUM/DEN 
500 52(I)=51(I)*10/6.023 
510 NEXT I 
520 REM*******output table************ 
530 CLS 
535 PRINT "surface grp/sq nm umol/sq m 
537 PRINT 
540 FOR J=1 TO C 
550 PRINT" "iJ;" ";51(J);" "iS2(J) 
560 NEXT J 
570 PRINT:PRINT 
580 GOTO 1000 
600 REM*******any modifier*************** 
602 REM 
605 REM get pertinent data 
607 REM 
610 INPUT "the MW of the silyl radical";MW 
620 PRINT 
630 INPUT "carbons in the modifying agent";NC 
640 PRINT 
642 INPUT "hoW many samples do you have"iX 
645 FOR I=l TO X 
650 PRINT:PRINT "percent carbon samp1e";I; 
655 INPUT PC 
660 PRINT 
670 REM calculate coverage 
680 PC=PC/100 
690 NUM=(PC*6.022E+23)/(12.01*NC) 
700 DEN=(l-(PC*(MW-1.008»/(12.01*NC»*4.33E+20 
710 51(I)=NUM/DEN 
720 52(I)=51(I)*10/6.023 
730 NEXT I 
740 REM****************output table************* 
745 C=X 
750 GOTO 520 
1000 END 
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Appendix Two 

ASYST Program for Data Aquisition 

Calculation of width and Assymetry of Peaks 

\ This program is to be used to aquire CHROMATOGRAPHIC 
\ 
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\ data and to calculate chromatographic FIGURES OF ~mRIT 
\ 
\ it has been written by CHRIS PALMER on June 11 1990. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

The Program is designed to collect temperature data and 
mobile phase data for eight injections of each 
compound. 

\ Only one compound may be injected at any time. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

After defining the variables we will define words to 
set up the aquisition, collect and save the data, 
and calculate the figures of merit 

INTEGER DIM[ 4500 ] ARRAY DATA. BUFFER 
DP.INTEGER DIM[ 4500 ] ARRAY FOR.ANALYSIS 
INTEGER SCALAR INDEX 
INTEGER SCALAR TENTH.MAX 
INTEGER SCALAR BASELINE 
INTEGER SCALAR BASELINE. DELAY 
\ 
REAL SCALAR DATA. RATE 
REAL SCALAR REAL.MAX 
REAL SCALAR REAL.MIN1 
REAL SCALAR REAL.MIN2 
REAL SCALAR B.OVER.A 
REAL SCALAR WIDTH 
REAL DIM[ 8 ] ARRAY RET. DATA 
REAL DIM[ 8 ] ARRAY B/A.DATA 
REAL DIM[ 8 ] ARRAY WIDTH. DATA 
\ 
TOKEN MAX. INDEX 
TOKEN 0.lMAX.INDEX1 
TOKEN 0.lMAX.INDEX2 
\ 
12 STRING FILE. NAME 
\ 
IBM.DACA 
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o 0 AID. TEMPLATE CHROM.DATA 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

The following allows the user to program the rate of 
collection based 4500 point array and the length of 
the chromatogram. 

RATE 
CR CR 
" Input chromatogram length in minutes " "TYPE #INPUT 
4500. I 60. * 1000. * DATA.RATE := \ Conv. to 

\ msec 
CR " Delay baseline how many minutes " "TYPE #INPUT 
60. * 1000. * DATA.RATE I 1 + \ Conv. to 

\ points 
BASELINE. DELAY := 

\ 
\ The following allows the user to set up a file to 
\ save all of the data aquired, assuming 8 injections 
\ and 4500 points. 
\ 

\ 

SETUP. SAVE 
LOAD. OVERLAY DATAFILE.SOV 
REGULAR.DATAFILE 
FILE. TEMPLATE 

END 
CR CR 

2 COMMENTS 
INTEGER DIM[ 4500 ] SUBFILE 
8 TIMES 

" File name " "TYPE '~INPUT FILE. NAME ": = 
FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE. CREATE 
FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE. OPEN 
CR 
" Mobile Phase " "TYPE "INPUT 1 >COl-iMENT 
CR 
" Centigrade Temperature " "TYPE "INPUT 2 >COMMENT 
FILE. CLOSE 

\ The following saves the data to the specified file after 
\ collection. 
\ 

. , 

SAVE. DATA 
LOAD. OVERLAY DATAFILE.SOV 
FILE.NAME DEFER> FILE. OPEN 
INDEX SUBFILE DATA. BUFFER ARRAY>FILE 
FILE. CLOSE 
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\ 
\ The following is is the aquisition program for aquiring 
\ the data at the specified rate. 
\ 

\ 

COLLECT 
STACK. CLEAR 
CHROM.DATA 
DATA. BUFFER TEMPLATE. BUFFER 
A/D.INIT 
DATA. RATE SYNC. PERIOD 
CR CR " Press any key on injection" "TYPE 
KEY DROP CR CR 
BEGIN 

SYNCHRONIZE 
A/D.IN>ARRAY 
?BUFFER.FULL 

UNTIL 
INDEX 1 + INDEX :=. 
BELL 

\ The following plots the data that has been aquired before 
\ any analysis has been run on it. 
\ 

i 

\ 

DB. PLOT 
STACK. CLEAR 
DATA. BUFFER 
Y.AUTO.PLOT 

\ The following calculates the baseline (integer) level 
\ from the first and last 200 points in the array 
\ 

. , 
\ 

BASE. LINE 
DATA. BUFFER SUB[ BASELINE. DELAY , 200 , 1 ] MEAN 
DATA. BUFFER SUB[ 4300 , 200 , 1 ] MEAN 
+ 2 I 
BASELINE := 

\ The following lengthy definition corrects the data array 
\ for the baseline, finds the average index 
\ of the maximum, and the average indices of the 
\ tenth max's. The indices of the tenth max's 
\ are found by subtracting the maximum I 10, 
\ squaring the resulting array, splitting the 
\ resulting array and finding the indices of the two 
\ minima. The precision of the array must be changed 
\ to allow squaring of the larger numbers. 
\ 



PEAK. ANALYSIS 
STACK. CLEAR 
DATA.BUFFER FOR. ANALYSIS· := FOR.ANAI.YSIS 
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BASELINE - \ CORRECT BASELINE 
DUP DUP []MAX \ FIND THE MAXIMUM 
[=] TRUE. INDICES BECOMES> MAX. INDEX \ FIND INDEX OF 

DUP []MAX 10 / TENTH.MAX := 
TENTH.MAX - DUP * 
DUP DUP 

\ MAXIMUM 
\ 0.1 MAXIMUM, INTEGER 
\ SUBTRACT AND SQUARE 

SUB[ BASELINE. DELAY , MAX.INDEX [ 1 ] 
BASELINE. DELAY - , 1 ] 

\ DEFINE TWO SUB ARRAYS 
\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

. 
I 

\ 

SWAP 
SUB[ MAX. INDEX [ 1 ] , 4500 MAX. INDEX [ 1 ] - , 1 ] 

DUP []MIN [=] TRUE.INDICES 

BECOMES> 0.lMAX.INDEX2 
DUP []MIN [=] TRUE. INDICES 
BECOMES> 0.lMAX.INDEX1 

MAX. INDEX MEAN REAL. MAX .: = 

\ FIND INDICES OF 
MINIMA 

BASELINE.DELAY 1. - 0.lMAX.INDEX1 MEAN + REAL.MIN1 := 
MAX.INDEX [ 1 ] 1. - 0.lMAX.INDEX2 MEAN + REAL.MIN2 := 

\ The following finds the CFOM from the indices calculated 
\ above and places them in an array for later analysis. 
\ Some of the CFOM are corrected to minutes. 
\ 
: CFOM 

\ 

\ 

\ 

. 
I 

REAL.MIN2 REAL.MIN1 - WIDTH := 
WIDTH DATA. RATE * 60. / 1000. / WIDTH := 

REAL.MAX REAL.MIN1 -
REAL.MIN2 REAL.MAX -
SWAP / B.OVER.A := 

\ CALCULATE A 
\ CALCULATE B 

REAL.MAX 1 - DATA. RATE * 60. / 1000. / REAL.MAX := 

REAL.MAX RET. DATA [ INDEX] := 
B.OVER.A B/A.DATA [ INDEX] := 
WIDTH WIDTH. DATA [ INDEX] := 
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\ 
\ The following definition calculates and lists the mean 
\ and standard deviation of the CFOM calculated above. 
\ 

.: CFOM.OUT 

\ 
\ 

STACK. CLEAR 
RET. DATA DUP 
VARIANCE SQRT SWAP MEAN 
CR " Retention mean, s.d" "TYPE • • 
BjA.DATA DUP 
VARIANCE SQRT SWAP MEAN 
" AjB Mean, s.d." "TYPE •• 
WIDTH. DATA DUP 
VARIANCE SQRT SWAP MEAN 
" Width mean, s.d." "TYPE 

\ The following program uses the definitions above to 
\ set up a new aquisition system. It is to be run 
\ whenever a new compound is to be run 
\ 

. , 
\ 

NEXT. COMPOUND 
RATE 
SETUP. SAVE 
o INDEX := 

\ The following definition uses the definitions above to 
\ analyze data in the array. It is defined separately to 
\ allow reanalysis of data saved in a previous run. 
\ 

. , 
\ 

ANAL 
BASE. LINE 
PEAK. ANALYSIS 
CFOM 
CR 
REAL.MAX B.OVER.A WIDTH CR • • • 
CR 
INDEX 8 = 
IF 

THEN 
BELL 

" That is eight injections!" "TYPE 
CR CR 
CFOM.OUT 
CR CR 
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\ 
\ The following will collect the data, save it, plot it, 
\ analyze it, calculate the CFOM, and list them for 
\ inspection. 
\ 

. , 
\ 

GO 
NORMAL. DISPLAY 
COLLECT 
SAVE. DATA 
DB. PLOT 
ANAL 



Appendix Three 

BASIC Program used for the Calculation 

of Chromatographic Figures of Merit. 

10 REM BASIC DATA GENERATION FROM FOLEY & DORSEY'S 
15 REM "Equations for Calculation of CFOM ... " 
20 REM Anal. Chern., 55(4), 1983, 730. 
22 REM 
25 REM***DDJ 5/30/86***Revised for IBM 4/10/89 *** 
30 REM 
50 REM dimension and initialize variables 
100 DIM A$(l) 
200 NSYS =0:M1=0:M2=0:M3=0:M4=0:SIGMA=0 
210 TAU=O:TG=O:NMAX=O:RSE=O 
212 RPL=O:GAMMAS=O:GAMMAE=O 
215 FUNR=O 
260 REM 
270 REM output explanation of program and variables 
275 REM 
280 CLS 
281 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
285 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
290 PRINT "From Foley/Dorsey's" 

293 

291 PRINT "'Equations for Calculation of Chromatographic" 
293 PRINT:PRINT "Figures of Merit" 
295 PRINT "for Ideal and Skewed Peaks'" 
297 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT: FOR 1=1 TO 8000:NEXT I 
300 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
302 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
304 PRINT "this program generates CFOM's from" 
310 PRINT"the equations used in table III." 
315 PRINT"The A equations are used" 
320 PRINT"when more than one equation is available" 
330 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
400 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"The following data is needed: " 
410 PRINT:PRINT " Tr" 
420 PRINT" B/A (1. 09<B/A<2. 76)" 
425 PRINT" W.10 (peak width at 10%)" 
427 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
430 PRINT" The equations expect values in time units." 



435 PRINT "If this is not the case, you will be asked" 
440 PRINT"for the chart speed, so the conversion" 
445 PRINT"can be performed for you." 
447 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
480 PRINT"Are your values in units of time"i 
482 INPUT A$ 
483 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
484 IF A$ <> "n" THEN 500 
485 PRINT 
486 PRINT"What was the chart speed (in l/unit time)"; 
487 INPUT CS 
490 PRINT"What is B/A"j:INPUT BA:PRINT:PRINT 
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491 PRINT:PRINT"chart speed was :"iCS:PRINT"Tr is :"iTR 
493 PRINT"B/A is :"iBA:PRINT"W.1 is :"jWIO 
494 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"Are these values correct"; 
495 INPUT A$ 
496 TR=TR/CS:W10=W10/CS 
497 IF A$ = "nil THEN GOTO 488 
498 PRINT"What is Tr"i:INPUT TR:PRINTIIWhat is W.IO"i 
499 INPUT W10:GOTO 1000 
500 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"What is Tr"i:INPUT TR 
510 PRINT:PRINT"What is W at 10%"i:INPUT WIO 
520 PRINT:PRINTIIWhat is B/A"j:INPUT BA 
530 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"Your values are:" 
540 PRINT" Tr = "iTR 
542 PRINT" W at 10% = "iW10 
544 PRINT" B/A = "iSA 
545 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
550 PRINT:PRINT"Are these values correct"j 
552 INPUT A$ 
555 IF A$ = "n" THEN GOTO 500 
600 REM 
610 REM 
620 REM 
990 REM 
992 REM 
995 REM 

DO THE CALCULATIONS 

NSys is the actual efficiency 
of the assymetric system. 

1000 NSYS = 41.7 * (TR/W10)~2/(SA+1.25) 
1002 REM 
1005 REM 
1006 REM 
1007 REM 

M2 IS THE SECOND MOMENT 
OR VARIANCE OF THE PEAK 

1010 M2=W10~2/(1.764 *SAA2 - 11.15 * SA + 28) 
1015 REM 
1016 REM 
1017 REM 
1018 REM 

SIGMA IS THE STD. DEVIATION 
OF THE GAUSSIAN PART 

1020 SIGMA = W10/(3.27 *BA +1.2) 
1025 REM 



1026 REM TAU IS THE EXPONENTIAL MODIFIER 
1027 REM 
1030 TAU = (M2-SIGMA~2)~.5 
1035 REM 
1036 REM TG IS THE RETENTION TIME 
1037 REM OF THE GAUSSIAN PEAK 
1038 REM 
1040 TG= TR - SIGMA * (-.193*BA~2 + 1.162*BA- .545) 
1045 REM 
1046 REM NMAX IS THE MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY 
1047 REM ACHIEVABLE BY THE SYSTEM 
1048 REM 
1050 NMAX = (TG/SIGMA)~2 
1055 REM 
1056 REM RSE IS THE RATIO OF THE SYSTEM 
1057 REM EFFICIENCY TO THE MAXIMUM EFF. 
1058 REM 
1060 RSE=.99*BAA-2.24:RPL=1-RSE 
1065 REM 
1066 REM M1 IS THE PEAK CENTROID 
1067 REM (FIRST MOMENT) 
1068 REM 
1070 M1= TG + TAU 
1075 REM 
1076 REM M3 AND M4 ARE THE THIRD 
1077 REM AND FOURTH MOMENTS RESPECTIVELY 
1078 REM 
1080 M3=2*TAU~3 
1090 M4=3*(SIGMA)~4+6*(SIGMA)~2*(TAU)~2+9*TAU~4 
1095 REM 
1096 REM GAMMAS AND GAMMAE ARE THE SKEW 
1097 REM AND THE EXCESS OF THE PEAK 
1098 REM 
1100 GAMMAS = M3/M2 A 1.5 
1110 GAMMAE = M4/M2~2 -3 
1115 REM 
1116 REM FUNR IS THE FUNDAMENTAL RATIO. 
1117 REM THIS IS ANOTHER MEASURE OF PEAK 
1118 REM ASSYMETRY .. 3 IS SMALL, 2.8 IS LARGE 
1119 REM 
1120 FUNR = TAU/SIGMA 
1400 REM 
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1410 REM OUTPUT 
1420 REM 
1480 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
1500 PRINT"Nsys= "jINT(NSYS*100 + .5)/100 
1505 PRINT "M2 = "jINT (M2*100 +.5)/100 
1510 PRINT"Sigma= "jINT(SIGMA*100 +.5)/100 
1515 PRINT"TAU = II INT (TAU*100 + .5)/100 
1520 PRINT"Tg= "; INT(TG*100 +.5)/100 
1525 PRINT"Nmax= "jINT (NMAX*100 +.5)/100 
1530 PRINT"RSE= "i INT(RSE*100 + .5)/100 
1535 PRINT"RPL= "i INT (RPL*100 + .5)/100 
1540 PRINT"M1= "iINT (M1*100 +.5)/100 
1545 PRINT"M3= "iIN'r (M3*100 +.5)/100 
1550 PRINT"M4= niINT (M4*100 +.5)/100 
1560 PRINT"Gamma s= "iINT(GAMMAS*100+ .5)/100 
1565 PRINT"Gamma e= "jINT(GAMMAE*lOO +.5)/100 
1570 PRINT"Fundamental Ratio ="jINT(FUNR*100 +.5)/100 
1600 REM 
1610 REM LOOP BACK IF NOT FINISHED 
1620 REM 
1650 PRINT 
1700 PRINT"Would you like another calculation"; 
1702 INPUT A$ 
1705 IF A$<> "n" THEN CLS 
1710 IF A$ <> "n" THEN 480 
1750 END 
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Appendix Four 

Detailed Description of 

correspondence Analysis 

297 

Correspondence Analysis can be developed from different 

perspectives. 116,117 The strategy chosen here is a "geometric" 

approach, along the lines that stuart 127 suggests for PCA 

(see also the book by Lebart et. al. 117) . 

The entries x ij must be non-negative. CA is performed 

on the normalized matrix F = (f) where i j nxp' 

p n 

L:Lxij 
j =1 i =1 

Two diagonal weighting matrices, Dn=diag(f i +) and Dp = 

diag(f+ j ), are also defined, with 

n 

f+j = L fij 
i=1 

The matrices Dn and Dp are used to scale F. Think of the 

rows of Dn"1!? as vectors in p-dimensional space where the 

metric is weighted by Dp"', and of the columns of FDp"' as 

vectors in n-dimensional space where the metric is weighted 

b ", y Dn . Then, the variation of a linear combination of 

vectors in either space is given by a weighted quadratic 
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form, and the purpose of CA·is to find vectors, u in p-

dimensional space and v in n-dimensional space, having size 

one in the norms induced by the matrices Dp-' and Dn-', and 

giving the directions of maximum variation. 

Mathematically we have the following problems: 

In "row space" 

Maximize uT (0 -1PD -') TO (0 -'FO -') u n p n n p 

subject to uTO -'u = 1 p 

In "column space" 

Maximize vT (0 -'FTO -') TO (0 -'pTO -') V p n p p n 

subject to vTon-'v = 1 

After finding these unit vectors u and v, we can then 

search, in a sequential way, for new solutions orthogonal, 

with respect to the inner product defined by the weighting 

matrices, to all previous solutions. 

It is seen, using Lagrange multipliers, that the CA 

probleln is really an eigenvalue-eigenvector problem. A 

crucial point, which CA takes advantage of, is that because 

of the symmetric scaling done on the rows and columns of the 

input matrix, there is a relationship between the solutions 

to the row problem and the solutions to the column problem. 

This duality is expressed by the equations 

v = (l) -'12FO
p
-'U , u = (l) -1/2FTOn-'V , 

where l is an eigenvalue for either of the two problems 

(they have the same set of eigenvalues), and u and v are the 
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respective (eigenvector) solutions. 

In CA the number of nontrivial solutions is min(n,p)-l. 

Because of the initial scaling of the data matrix, there is 

a "trivial" eigenvalue equal to one (with its corresponding 

eigenvector) which is not considered in the analysis, but it 

is taken into account for reconstruction purposes as shown 

below. The factors are defined as the projection operators 

on the principal axes (the eigenvectors), and are given by 

9 = D -1u , h =D -1v • 
p n 

The coordinates for the plotting of rows and columns 

are obtained by scaling the proj ections by a factor l1/2. 

When CA is used as a dimension reduction technique, 

there are several diagnostics that will help in the choice 

of factors (i.e. dimensions) to be retained. These include: 

- A global measure of fit when K factors are retained, 

expressed as a cumulative percentage of explained variation. 

This is similar to the measure used in PCA, and it's given 

in terms of the eigenvalues as the ratio 

min(n,p)-1 

L Ak 
k=1 
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The Absolute Contributions, which indicate the 

composition of the factors as percentages of coatings or 

analytes. For the k-th factor, the contributions of coating 

i and analyte j are computed by the formulas 

AC"{j) , AC"{i) 

where gjk and hik are the j-th and i-th components of factors 

gk and hk, respectively. Note that the sum of the absolute 

contributions for a particular factor is one, or one hundred 

percent. 

The Relative Contributions, which indicate the 

percentage of variation of a coating or analyte explained by 

each factor. These have also been called "square 

correlations". For a coating i and an analyte j, the square 

correlations with factor k are 

= , = 

Note that the sum of relative contributions for a 

particular coating or analyte is one, or one hundred 

percent. 

- The Reconstruction Error, which measures the size of 

the residual when the reconstruction formula 



min(n,p)-1 

fij = fi+f+j ( 1 + L fA;" gjkhik ) 
k=1 
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is summed only over the retained factors. It indicates how 

well a coating or analyte is represented with a specified 

number of factors. When K factors are retained, we can 

define Error Profiles for the i-th coating and j-th analyte 

through the formulas 

and 

p min(n,p)-1 

= L f+ j ( L fA;"gjkh ik)2 
j =1 k=K+1 

Note that in the reconstruction formula there is a one 

adding to the sum. This is a consequence of the trivial 

solution that occurs because of the initial scaling of the 

data. 

The reconstruction formula also highlights CA as a 

generalization of the Chi-square test of independence, which 

is based on the comparison of f ij , thought of as a 

probability, against the product of the marginals fi+f+J• 
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